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ABSTRACT
Magic Performances: Rituals and practice in Italian Theatre and Culture 1520 – 1650
by Mazzer Erika

Advisor: Monica Calabritto

Abstract: My dissertation investigates theatrical and historical sources that deal with early modern
magic, in order to re-evaluate its role in Italian society between the 16th and the mid-17th century.
During this period, many were the attempts carried out by the Catholic Church to avoid the spread
of heretical beliefs among people. By the middle of the 16th century, the battle against heresy
focused on magic, which was considered a dangerous practice. Despite the Inquisition’s
prohibition of books of magic and the condemnation of magic rituals, magic still survived in
literary works, especially theatrical. Many performances brought magic on the Italian stage. By
examining several Italian plays written between 1520 and 1650, I argue that many of the ironical
representations through which magic was brought on stage allowed playwrights to conceal their
real attitude towards it. I demonstrate how theatrical performances offered ambivalent
interpretations of magic and, in several instances, contributed to its spreading in early modern
society.
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1. Introduction
Daß ich erkenne, was die Welt
Im Innersten zusammenhält,
Schau alle Wirkenskraft und Samen,
Und tu nicht mehr in Worten kramen.
That I may understand whatever
Binds the world’s innermost core together,
See all its workings, and its seeds,
Deal no more in words’ empty reeds.
-

Goethe, Faust, 382-5

In his tragic play Faust, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe expresses, through the words of his
fictional character Heinrich Faust, desires shared by mankind: to unveil the secrets of the world,
to unravel the invisible thread that can lead to the ultimate truth of the world. Frustrated by the
religious, philosophical and scientific inquiries that he has carried out as a scholar, Faust realizes
the necessity to overcome the limits of his own sensible experience in order to obtain the infinite
knowledge he is striving for. He thus resolves to resort to magic: Seizing a book of magic, he
pronounces mysterious words to invoke a spirit that suddenly appears in his study. Through the
magic ritual and the appearance of Mephistopheles, the devilish spirit invoked, Faust starts his
journey to transcend the boundaries of human cognition.
The urge to understand and control natural and supernatural forces embedded in the
universe, and the drive to employ the magic arts in order to grasp such knowledge, have been
represented by many fictional characters in literary works and theatrical plays, mostly famously
perhaps in the legend of Faust. Do these fictional characters reflect the societies that produce them?
To what extent, in other words, can these representations of magicians inform us about the
dissemination of magic practice among the society that produces such works?
This dissertation focuses its investigation on a particularly tumultuous period in
Renaissance Italy, a time in which, after Luther’s Reform and the Council of Trent, Italian society
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was shaken by an overall crisis of religious and moral values. Many individuals resorted thus to
different disciplines and beliefs in order to satisfy their need to understand the supernatural forces
embedded in the universe. This project stems from the desire to better understand the urge
manifested by many members of the Italian society, who employed magic in order to explain the
occult phenomena of the world and to eventually control them. It focuses particularly on a specific
branch of magic practice that involves the invocation of spirits, ritual magic, and its dissemination.
Even though this project takes into consideration the historical and socio-cultural aspects
of such diffusion, carried out through the analysis of Inquisition trials, it focuses specifically on
the theatrical production of the period. Despite the many attempts by the Catholic Church to
prevent the spread of heretical beliefs among people, magic in particular, and the many restrictions
imposed by the religious and civic authorities on literary and theatrical works, magic still survived
on the Italian stages. Many theatrical representations of the time—printed learned comedies but
especially Commedia dell’Arte’s performances—brought magicians, magic rituals, and
invocations of spirits onstage. From this analysis, I argue that, in many of the performances
represented between 1520 and1650, ritual or ceremonial magic was perceived onstage as an
instrument of knowledge and wisdom. In many instances, theatrical performances became thus an
alternative channel for the transmission of magic knowledge that eventually contributed to its
dissemination in early modern Italy.
Many scholars, like Brian Copenhaver (2015), have analyzed the diffusion of magic
knowledge and practice, and its dissemination, through different social strata from antiquity to the
early modern era. Lynn Thorndike (1941) provided a complete study, analyzing the first thirteen
centuries of our era, of the history of magic in relation to the development of experimental science,
underlining how the latter cannot be understood without the former.
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Other studies, such as Richard Kieckhefer (1976) and Stuart Clark (1997), focus on the
persecution of magic knowledge and of witchcraft primarily led by the Christian Church in early
modern Europe. Clergymen considered witchcraft partly as reminiscent of pagan beliefs and
rituals, but it was mainly understood by the religious authorities as a practice associated with the
worshipping of the Devil. The studies by Norman Cohn (2000), John Tedeschi (1991), and Adriano
Prosperi (2009) devote particular attention to the historical development of the battle conducted
by religious authorities against magic, in which the Church tried to eliminate superstitious beliefs
and rituals very popular especially among the lower classes. Analyzing the development of magic
knowledge from the point of view of the history of its textual sources, the scholarship that focused
its attention on the dissemination on magic in medieval Western culture has highlighted the
numerous facets that magic practice entailed, as in the case of the research of Richard Kieckhefer
(1989), Sophie Page (2004), Claire Fanger (2012; 2015; 2017), and Frank Klaassen (2013). These
practices included natural magic, dealing with the manipulation of herbs and stones; astral magic
that exploits natural channels of astral influence; image magic that combines astrological
knowledge to the manufacturing of images or talismans; and mainly ritual magic - whose extreme
practice can be identified as necromancy - that deals with the conjuring of the spirits.
In their investigations, these scholars linger on the textual tradition of magic manuscripts
and grimoires that were often copied and transcribed by members of the clergy, monks, and friars.
Kieckhefer (1989) in particular highlights the existence of a “clerical underworld” (153), groups
of clerics who, having access to particular learned sources and to manuals for performing
exorcisms, often started to be interested in ritual magic, conjuring spirits and demons, and
performing necromancy.
The medieval tradition of ritual magic, circulating in Western culture and transmitted by
the work of medieval scribes who copied, translated, and modified magic manuals and grimoires
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such as the Ars Notoria, continued to flourish in the 16th century, as the research of Owen Davis
(2009) on the history of grimoires, and William Eamon’s (1994) investigation on the books of
secrets confirm. This interest in ritual magic practice revived a discussion on the potential demonic
nature of magic practice that involved several early modern intellectuals and philosophers—
Marsilio Ficino and Giovanni Pico della Mirandola among others. The works of Daniel Pickering
Walker (1958), Frances Yates (1964), and Paola Zambelli (2007) consider the speculation of 16th
century Italian philosophers Marsilio Ficino, Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, Giovanni Battista
della Porta, and Giordano Bruno, and highlight in their speculation a continuous interplay between
philosophy, occult practices, and magic.
In the history of the dissemination on magic, the 16th century - with Luther’s Reform and
the Council of Trent, and the consequential papal bull Coeli et terrae condemning astrology and
magic as superstitious arts - seems to represent a watershed that some scholars, Lynn Thorndike
in particular (591), recognize as a point of rupture in the history of the dissemination of ritual
magic. The historian indeed recognizes in the medieval tradition of natural magic a continuity
between the dissemination of magic from the medieval period to the Renaissance, whereas the
tradition of ritual magic interrupts its diffusion. In disagreement with the perspective of
Renaissance magic as the product of a new philosophical tendency, completely divorced from the
medieval tradition of ritual magic, Klaassen (2013) reevaluates the role of ritual magic in the 16th
century. He analyzes the textual sources circulating at the time, demonstrating that a vast literature
of books of magic, grimoires, and necromancy texts was found in library collections, supporting
the idea that the interest in ritual magic continued to appeal to an educated audience.
Despite textual evidence to the contrary, as emphasized by Klaassen, scholarship has not
deviated much from the idea that 16th century magic is essentially a desire to deepen knowledge
of natural magic, turn magic into a more concrete discipline, and detach magic from the learned,
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Pre-Renaissance tradition of ritual magic. My dissertation attempts to demonstrate that such
continuity between medieval and Renaissance magic is not limited to the more experimental
aspects of magic, but that the ritual magic tradition continued to flourish and to spread in Italian
early modern culture. Until now, scholars who concentrate on the diffusion of magic knowledge
in early modern Italy, like Gigliola Fragnito (1997; 2001) and Giorgio Caravale (2011), have
explored legal sources in connection with other cultural products, such as devotional and liturgical
practices, to deepen the investigation on magic. However, there have been few attempts to
distinguish and analyze the different aspects that its practice can assume—necromancy, evocation
of spirits, astrology—and to create a dialogue between these aspects and fictional, especially
theatrical, representations. Through the investigation of comedies and pastoral plays written and
performed in early modern Italy, I intend to demonstrate how magic knowledge and practice
survived and continued spreading into early modern Italian society via the theatre.
The dissertation is organized in three sections: In the first chapter, after a brief introduction
on the history of magic, I focus on the tradition of ritual magic practice in Italy. In the following
two chapters, I look at how the staging of ritual magic took place in plays performed between 1520
and 1650. I focus in particular on three different forms of early modern Italian theatre: the socalled “commedia erudita,” which is strictly connected to the Greco-Roman plays; the scenarios
of the Commedia dell’Arte; and the Renaissance pastoral plays.
In the first chapter of my dissertation, I survey scholarly studies of the widespread
dissemination of magical knowledge through books, as well as the persecution of people practicing
magic by the Inquisition and Church clergy, both of which illustrate the preeminent role of magic
in early modern Italian society. In his work on Renaissance society and culture, Peter Burke (1978)
defined high and low culture as “two ends of a spectrum rather than two sides of a firm frontier”
(9), highlighting how often learned culture and popular culture interacted with each other. In
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talking about possible relationships between high culture and low culture, Burke recognized an
appropriation of popular beliefs by the learned culture. In early modern Italy, this process of
appropriation involved also popular magic beliefs. Many intellectuals and philosophers were
involved in a debate on magic knowledge, writing philosophical treatises about the popular
phenomenon of magic practice. In Chapter 1, I initially focus on the written outcomes of the debate
on magic, looking particularly at philosophical treatises in order to investigate the attempts of such
intellectuals to provide a philosophical and theoretical frame to the practice of ritual magic. I then
proceed by taking into consideration the Inquisition trials of the period, narrowing my lens of
investigation to the local community of Venice. During the early modern period, the solid presence
of printers in this city encouraged a stronger circulation of printed materials; the relative
independence of the Venetian Republic from the authority of the Church encouraged the
dissemination of prohibited books, in particular, books of magic. I analyze Inquisition trials that
took place before the Venetian tribunal, in which the defendants were charged with practicing
necromancy and performing ritual magic rites. The results of my investigation highlighted two
important factors regarding the spread of ritual magic. In numerous trials, people who dealt with
ritual magic—invoking spirits or performing rites that included circles inscribed on the ground and
consecrated daggers—were common people as well as intellectuals. This demonstrated that the socalled learned tradition of ritual magic penetrated the lower classes of society. It also made me
reflect upon the channels of circulation of such prohibited knowledge. In many instances, during
the trials, the defendants were found in possession of ritual magic manuals or grimoires but
considering the number of people who had access to prohibited information, I started to examine
additional or alternative channels of transmission through which ritual magic knowledge travelled
among the society. The Inquisition trial found in the state archive in Pisa, dated 1579, in which the
tribunal of Pisa charged as guilty an entire company of actors accused of practicing ritual magic,
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made me realize that theatrical representations could be an important means for the distribution of
prohibited knowledge, such as magic.
In the second chapter on my dissertation, I consider the theatrical production of early
modern Italy that was engaged with magic. I examine the time frame starting from 1520—a date
coinciding with the first publication of an unofficial index of literary works considered
dangerous—to the first half of the 17th century. After 1650, the Inquisition records showing the
persecution of possession of literary works that dealt with magic are notably fewer.
If the official Index of Prohibited Books (1559) concentrated mainly on poetry and prose
fiction, the Church’s control over the theatre started long before the emanation of the first Index.
In several Ecumenical Councils (such as those in 1139 and in 1215), the Church had prohibited
theatrical representations dealing with sacred matters. Finally, during the Council of Trent (1545
- 1563) the discussion on theatre led to the appointment of bishops to control and censor plays. In
1569 the archbishop of Milan, Carlo Borromeo, aware of the potentially negative effects that
theatrical performances could have on audiences, forbade public performances of comedies during
holy festivities, a ban that was reiterated in 1579. In 1650 the Jesuit Domenico Ottonelli published
Della Cristiana Moderatione del Teatro, a treatise in which the priest discussed the moral
appropriateness of comedy. Recognizing the potentially dangerous impact that theatre could have
on audiences, the Church started to feel the need to control the message it conveyed.
The Church’s concern over theatre mirrored a lively debate that took place among intellectuals
and playwrights in the mid-16th century, concerning the function and purpose of theatrical
representations. Contributing to this discussion, many playwrights of the period, such as
Bernardino Pino da Cagli (1520-1601), Lodovico Dolce (1510-1568), Girolamo Parabosco (15241557), and Giovanni Maria Cecchi (1518-1587), agreed in interpreting comedies as societal
mirrors through which spectators could learn to discern between moral and immoral behaviors.
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Thus, they were inclined to offer a moralizing end to their plays in order to provide the audience
with a didactic performance.
The first part of Chapter 2 is dedicated to learned comedies, such as Ariosto’s Il
Negromante (1520), Cecchi’s Lo Spirito (1585), and della Porta’s L’Astrologo (1606) in which the
playwrights, for didactic purposes aligned with religious precepts governing theatrical
performances, represented magic in a diminishing and derisive way. In these plays, magicians and
witches never believe in magical powers or magical effects. They often are deceivers, thieves, and
buffoons ready to take advantage of other characters’ naivety. Magic is treated as a superstition
that leads to ruin and disaster. Magic rituals are often a masquerade, a trick played by magicians
to steal goods from those who believe in them. The ironic tone and the comic representation of
magic aim to confute a general and very diffuse belief in the powers of magic practice. The
common feature of these plays is the use of irony—as classified by Norman Knox (1961)—which
creates a special bond between author and audience by preventing identification with the
magicians. At the end of these plays, when the magicians are discovered, and their masquerades
are unveiled, the audience cannot identify with the victims’ plight and remains unmoved.
The second part of Chapter 2 devotes its attention to the performances of the Commedia
dell’Arte. The “theatre of the professionals” as it was called, quickly gained popularity, appealing
to both intellectuals and common people, and by the second half of the 16th century spread
throughout Europe1. Actors and comedians performed following a scenario and brought onstage
many plays that engaged the topic of magic. The scenarios of the Commedia dell’Arte represent a
precious tool for my investigation: Their synoptic structure includes lists of tools needed by the
actors during the play, and provides information about the staging of the plays as well as magic
rituals during the performance. The outlined character of the scenarios, where the plot is highly

1

For further information about Commedia dell’Arte see Ferrone; Tessari; Henke.
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summarized, protected them from the strict control of both censorship and the Inquisition. Many
of these scenarios, published for the first time by Flaminio Scala in 1611, show similarities to the
way magicians are portrayed in learned comedies, mirroring the ironic lens thorough which magic
is represented onstage. However, Commedia dell’Arte detaches itself from the didactic attitude of
many learned comedies; its sole intent was to generate laughter and entertain audiences. Thus, if
some scenarios still maintained an ironic stance in their representation of magicians as charlatans
(as in the case of Scala’s Il Finto Negromante, in which the main character, a necromancer, is a
fake magician), in these comedies, magic practitioners are not considered a socially disruptive
presence. On the contrary, the fake magic performed by these charlatans reestablishes the balance
among the society where they intervene.
Other scenarios, such as Il Veleno, La Magica di Pantalone, gathered in the manuscript
collection of Basilio Locatelli and in the Corsini manuscripts - both dated by the first half of the
17th century- reject altogether the representation of magicians and ritual magic rites as ridiculous.
In these comedies, magic practice is considered an authentic and effective art, and magicians are
viewed as powerful wise men, capable of resolving intricate situations thanks to their magic
knowledge. Magic is thus an instrument of both power and knowledge; the audience is presented
with the positive and beneficial effects of magic practice.
This radical shift in the representation of ritual magic onstage is more evident in pastoral
plays written and performed during the same period. In Chapter 3, I consider these pastoral
tragicomedies that question further the interpretation of magic as mere superstition. In many
pastoral plays of the period, such as Giuliano Bezzi’s La Maga Innocente (1649) or the pastoral
scenario Il Gran Mago, the role of magic changes radically compared to its role in learned
comedies written previously. In those texts, magic is a means to trick and deceive people; within
pastoral plays, magic is regarded as a means to obtain knowledge and power. Magicians and
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witches often use their wisdom and expertise to influence, positively or negatively, other
characters’ faiths and lives. Early modern pastoral drama emerged as a form of “favola,” fairytale,
set in an imaginary or distant world. Lisa Sampson observes that, although engaging with a fantasy
world in which magic seems a natural part, pastoral drama responded to external political and
religious changes of the period (2006). Thus, pastoral dramas provide an interesting commentary
on social and religious matters, often criticizing internally social behaviors and conventions. In my
work, I provide a close reading of these plays in order to demonstrate how their criticism aims to
reevaluate the role of magic, refuting the demonic narrative advanced by the Catholic Church.
These attempts, often hidden within the texts by placing the characters in a utopian setting, aimed
to preserve and transmit magic without incurring the Inquisition’s grip.
The first section of Chapter 3 is dedicated to the origins of the pastoral as a theatrical mode2,
and on the subsequent discussion on the presence of the marvelous and verisimilar in pastoral
tragicomedies. Despite the presence of unreal characters and marvelous elements, such as pagan
deities and supernatural transformations—a core feature of pastoral dramas—the staging of
magicians and magic rituals still generated anxiety in religious authorities and dramatists, as the
commentary of Giovanni Battista Massarengo (1569-1595) on Jacopo Sannazzaro’s Arcadia
(1509) exemplifies. In analyzing the character of the magician in Sannazzaro’s plays, the
commentator justifies his presence by demonstrating that the magic performed by this character is
not demonic, but rather belongs to the tradition of experimental and natural magic.
Modern critics, such as Louise George Clubb (1989) and Robert Henke (1997) among others,
recognize magic as a regular element of the classical pastoral mode. According to their interpretations,
magic is modeled as the Ovidian metamorphosis like those that take place in classical plays, as in the
case of transformations of characters into animals. Was magic tolerated in these pastoral plays

2

On the debate about pastoral as mode rather than genre see Alpers (1996); Henke (1997)
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because the kind of magic represented could be traced back to the classical pagan tradition or to
the natural magic tradition? The textual analysis of magic rituals described in these pastorals
reveals evidences that trace back to the ritual magic tradition.
The second part of the chapter attempts to provide an answer to these questions by
analyzing some of the printed pastoral plays published in the first half of the 16th century. Pastoral
plays such as Angelo Cenni’s Il Romito Negromante (1547), Pietro Martire Scardova’s Il
Cornacchione (1554), Flaminio Guarnieri’s Il Mago (1569), and Luigi Groto’s La Calisto (1583)
provide detailed descriptions of the rituals performed by magicians or enchantresses in their
pastoral plays. These accounts, in which we find rites performed within circles inscribed on the
ground, and invocations of spirits, strongly connect the magic they performed with the tradition of
ritual magic. In Angelo Bezzi’s pastoral play La Maga Innocente (1649), the playwright bluntly
admits that the sort of magic his female character, the magician Almirena, performs is “white and
celestial magic” (9). Having proved that many pastoral plays connect the magic used by the
characters to the tradition of ritual magic practice, I demonstrate how, in these pastorals, magic is
interpreted as a discipline that provides infinite knowledge and wisdom. Those who practice and
master such magic are not only granted the capability of transcending human limits through the
invoking of spirits, they are also granted an authoritative power that allows them to become rulers
of the Arcadian society.
It is particularly in the Commedia dell’Arte pastoral plays I analyze in the last part of the chapter
that magic is seen as an instrument of power and a tool to legitimize the magician’s authority in
Arcadia. In scenarios such as I Tre Satiri and Il Gran Mago, the magicians are the sole rulers of
Arcadia, wise authoritative figures that protect Arcadian society from external disruptive
presences, as in the case of the three shipwrecked in Li Tre Satiri. In order to preserve Arcadia
from the unjust and unrighteous behaviors of some characters, these magicians often resort to
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diabolical and black magic involving demons and evil spirits. Roberto Tessari attributes this
literary device to a special understanding of the complexities of magic practice on the part of
Commedia dell’Arte troupes (180). Even if, in some instances, a magician resorts to black magic,
his or her action is supported by rightful intentions. The wise magicians, who acquired their
knowledge through learned sources, demonstrate a capacity for controlling demonic spirits,
manipulating them in order to punish a transgression or to impart a lesson. Magic, in these plays,
is morally charged. It is an instrument used by the magician, who is often also the ruler of Arcadia,
for didactic purposes, to educate the citizen of Arcadia. Ritual magic in the scenarios of the
Commedia dell’Arte is represented as a double-edged sword that can be wisely employed only by
a select few wise men and women.
Within the different genres of early modern Italian theatre, magic assumes a different
connotation and significance—from the portrayals of magicians in the learned comedies that aimed
to belittle magic knowledge and to depict it as a superstitious belief, to the ridiculous
representations in the Commedia dell’Arte comedies, designed to entertain. Yet even as
entertainment, magic, on the Commedia dell’Arte stage, has moral and educational value., Even
charlatans and fake magicians are able to use “magic” to resolve complicated social situations. In
the pastorals plays of the period, magic is seen as a serious art and a genuine discipline, a path for
obtaining knowledge, wisdom and power that, if employed with the righteous intent, can have
beneficial effects on society.
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1. Historical Background of Magic Theory and Practice
In this chapter I will investigate the complex triangular relationship between religion,
experimental science, and magic, in order to better define the different outcomes that magic
practice assumed throughout its historical development.
Starting with the historian Lynn Thorndike, who studied the history of magic and
experimental science in the early 40s, most scholars accepted the idea that the line of continuity
between the magic tradition of in the late centuries - 13th and 14th - of the medieval period and the
early modern period, could be found in a renovated interest towards natural magic. In the
conclusion to his investigation on European early modern magic tradition, Thorndike stated:
While faith in natural magic and astrology, in sympathy and antipathy, and the like,
may be seen as great and widespread during the period which we have just reviewed
as in any preceding age, use of superstitious ceremonial and magical rite, of
incantation, word and number, has fallen off markedly. Occult virtues and
relationships in nature are still believed in, but magical procedure is largely
abandoned. Thus the way is open for mathematical and scientific method. (1941,
591)
Thorndike pinpointed the end of the 16th century as a watershed, a starting point for the decline of
the practice of magic in Europe, where, people, influenced by religious and civic authorities,
increasingly saw the discipline of magic as a superstitious and fallacious art, and consequently
abandoned its practice.
The goal of this chapter is to provide the reason why, despite all the prohibitions imposed
by religious and political authorities on magic practice, a particular interest in learned and higher
forms of magic, which involved rituals to conjure spirits, incantations and invocations, survived
in 16th and 17th century Italian society. This reason can be found in found in the philosophical and
theoretical discourse on magic formulated by Renaissance intellectuals such as Marsilio Ficino,
Cornelius Agrippa, and Giovanni Pico della Mirandola. I intend to demonstrate that branches of
the magic discipline, like ritual or ceremonial magic, were not necessarily perceived as demonic
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or harmful arts by those who practiced them, as the religious and civic authorities claimed but were
instead understood as instruments used to achieve knowledge.
Compelled to act in secrecy and to conceal their rituals, magic practitioners often relied on
literature to spread, share, and obtain information about ritual magic practice. If the copious
circulation of specialized manuals and books on ritual magic practice confirms that literature was
one of the channels through which magic was transmitted, a wider investigation of the different
literary genres attests to the special attention given to magic rituals, especially in theatrical
representations. Ritual magic ceremonies were frequently represented in comedies staged by
Commedia dell’Arte companies of the 16th century. Since Venice played a relevant role in both
the transmission of magic books – due to the presence of several publishers in the city - and the
development and growth of Italian theatre and on Commedia dell’Arte companies, the
investigation will thus focus on the Venetian environment as a case study to inform my
investigation on the dissemination of magic knowledge.
In the context of Renaissance magic, Cornelius Agrippa first identified a subdivision of
magic, opposing the concept of natural magic, which dealt with the manipulation of natural forces,
to ceremonial or ritual magic, which implied the involvement of spirits in the performance of magic
rituals. (Agrippa, 2000) Natural magic, operating on animated or inanimate things such as herbs,
stones, or planets, proceeds by following a sympathetic principle which “assume[s] that things act
on each other at a distance through a secret sympathy, the impulse being transmitted from one to
the other by means of what we may conceive as a kind of invisible ether” (Fazer 20b). On the other
hand, ceremonial or ritual magic was defined as the branch of the subject that “aimed principally
at the control of the spirits,” (Butler, 9) which therefore uses the magic ritual to compel the natural
realm and to engage with spiritual entities.
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In the next section of this chapter I intend to disentangle the web of connections that bound
ritual magic and natural magic practices, which were often difficult to distinguish, and were often
connected and informed by both experimental science and religion. In particular, I intend to focus
on instances of ceremonial magic rituals aimed to evoke spirits, to demonstrate how such practices
were strongly connected to religious ceremonies and were not therefore thought to be in conflict
with the newly reformed Catholic orthodoxy. I will start my inquiry by studying the first attempts
to define magic, and then I will offer an overview of the debates that sought to define and clarify
in which sphere—natural or supernatural—magic practice would have an effect. In the last part of
the chapter, I will consider the philosophical and theoretical revival of magic in early modern Italy.
I will conclude with some instances of applied ritual or ceremonial magic, looking at rites
performed by common people, which are documented in 16th and 17th century Venetian Inquisition
trials.

1.1. Defining Magic in the Ancient World
When talking about magic, one has to tackle two main problems. The first concerns the
difficulty of defining the phenomenon, which can be understood as a discipline—a set of doctrines
or branch of knowledge, or as an art—an expression or application of human creative skills. This
problem is tied to the second problem associated with magic, which concerns the areas of reality
(natural or supernatural) that its practice involved, and which were affected by its operations.
It is essential to define magic, to understand its agency and what spheres of reality its
intervention could have impacted before analyzing the diffusion of magic in early modern
European society, and comprehending the implications derived from such dissemination. One has
to return to the first reports that attempted to explain and describe such intricate phenomena.
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Magic derives from the Greek word magos/oi and was first used by Herodotus in the 5th
century BCE to define certain practices of the Persian priests. The Zoroastrian priests or wise men,
the magoi, were one of the six Mede tribes, which eventually became the leading powers of the
official Persian ruling line. Few historical records exist documenting the activities of these priests,
but for the Greeks, who described their rituals with the term mageia, “the word was applied not
merely to an operative art but also to a mass of ideas and doctrines and it represented a way of
looking at the world” (Thorndike, 4). Brian P. Copenhaver suggests that the scarce information on
the rituals of the magoi in Greek historical accounts of the two Persian invasions of Greece (492
BCE) and (480–479 BCE) and their depiction as official state priesthood, contributed to the
creation of a negative perception not only of the Magi’s politics, but also of their arts. The few
Greek accounts of the first century BCE recorded images of rituals in which animals were
sacrificed to their gods (Copenhaver, 2015). The Magi rites were seen as alien, like acts of sorcery,
by the conquered culture, who considered them something obscure that could not be understood.
Written evidence of the 5th century BCE described the magi as sorcerers, as diviners that could
harm men, and gave accounts of their profane rituals which involved fire. (Graf, 1997)
A suspicion of and prejudicial attitude towards the Magi and their art can be detected not
only in Greek documents, but also in later sources, and not merely those limited to Greece. Roman
sources contain more precise accounts of the Magi’s activities. In the first century AD, Pliny the
Elder retraced the history of experimental science and medicine, identifying the origin of magic
with the birth of the latter. Pliny recognized that magic originated in Persia, under Zoroaster, and
was first introduced in Greece through the written works of Osthanes, who accompanied Xerxes,
the Persian king, in his Greek expedition (287). Although Pliny identified the first written
attestation of magic in Persian sources, it was during the Hellenistic period that the first written
records of magic practice were registered. With the military conquest of Egypt led by Alexander
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the Great in 332 BCE, Greek culture and its own magic tradition came into contact with that of the
Egyptian. The Greek-Egyptian papyruses, a series of documents written between the first century
BCE and the fourth century AD, contain relevant information about the magic practices circulating
in the conquered area. The papyruses contain spells, charms, hymns, prayers and conjurations,
aimed to acquire divine contemplation, to gain immortality, to constrain spirits. They also include
a series of practical instructions on how the magician had to prepare for the magical operations.
Some of the elements present in the papyruses not only reveal a mixture of Greek and Egyptian
influences, but they also unveil the impact that the ancient Jewish tradition had on the magical
performances described therein. For instance, all the names of angels listed in the papyrus for
invocations were borrowed from the Jewish tradition. (Butler).
In addition to representing the first documented attestation of magic performances, the
Greek-Egyptian papyruses acquire a significant relevance because of their mixed content. They
include detailed descriptions of exorcisms and rites for evoking and constraining spirits. With the
aid of a series of recipes to prepare talismans, amulets, and rings that were also used during such
rites, the practitioner could purportedly force the spirits to obey him. These instructions, pertaining
to the branch of ritual or ceremonial magic, also include medical recipes for curing illness as well
as practical formulas that refer to a tradition of experimental science.
In the papyrus no distinction is made between natural and ritual magic, probably because
the two practices were perceived as different applications of the same art. Books with similar
mixed content largely spread throughout Western society starting in the 11th and 12th century,
despite the fact that the discussion on the dangers of magic practice increased the number of people
who opposed such practice, especially within the Christian world. However, doubts about magic
practice started being expressed earlier than the coming of the Christian faith.
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In Natural History Pliny the Elder starts his discourse on magic by giving the reader a
“remarkable proof of the frivolous nature of the magic art.” (289) Pliny gives a detailed description
of the remedies and manipulations that the magicians executed in order to cure diseases with the
aid of herbs and animals (293-94). Although Pliny remarks that the Magi’s skills in manipulating
herbs were so impressive that he identified the origin of botany within their activity, his judgment
about their magic practices remains negative. Indeed, he labels the Magi as sorcerers and considers
their operations inhuman and obscene as “for human sacrifice, they took great delight in it.” (289)
However, Pliny’s view of magic considered the practical side of such art, which is probably
the main reason why his attitude towards the Magi’s performances was not completely negative,
for he recognized the progress brought by their experiments in finding efficacious medical
remedies.
If in the pagan contest skepticism toward magic somehow acknowledged the validity of
the experimental aspect of magic, the first Christian believers’ discussions of magic immediately
raised concerns about the discipline, which they described as a dangerous art that undermined the
boundaries of Christian orthodoxy.
The dispute against magic knowledge was brought to light by one of the most prominent
Fathers of the Church, the theologian Augustine. In his fight against any sort of magic
manipulations and astrological divinations, he defines magic arts in general as superstitious
practices. Augustine condemns all such performances because their application implied the aid of
evil spirits:
All the arrangements made by men for the making and worshipping of idols are
superstitious, pertaining as they do either to the worship of what is created or of
some part of it as God, or to consultations and arrangements about signs and leagues
with devils, such, for example, as are employed in the magical arts, and which the
poets are accustomed not so much to teach as to celebrate. To this class belong, but
with a bolder reach of deception, the books of the haruspices and augurs. In this
class we must place also all amulets and cures which the medical art condemns,
whether these consist in incantations, or in marks which they call characters, or in
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hanging or tying on or even dancing in a fashion certain articles, not with reference
to the condition of the body, but to certain signs hidden or manifest; and these
remedies they call by the less offensive name of physica, so as to appear not to be
engaged in superstitious observances, but to be taking advantage of the forces of
nature. (36)
Augustine lays the foundations of a debate that later engaged other Christian theologians and
believers, especially in the Middle Ages, regarding the connection between magic and natural
forces and whether such manipulations implied the cooperation of supernatural entities and, more
importantly, evil forces.
Augustine takes on the discourse about demons more explicitly in two of his other works.
In the eighth book of The City of God, he reviews Platonic philosophy, looking especially at
Apuleius’ work, and examines in particular the concept of demons. In this passage, Augustine
vehemently attacks the magic art:
against those magic arts, concerning which some men, exceedingly wretched and
exceedingly impious, delight to boast, may not public opinion itself be brought
forward as a witness? For why are those arts so severely punished by the laws, if
they are the works of deities who ought to be worshipped? Shall it be said that the
Christians have ordained those laws by which magic arts are punished? With what
other meaning, except that these sorceries are without doubt pernicious to the
human race. (236)
He also stresses how any miraculous deed not accomplished in the name of God was driven
by the power of evil spirits: “But all the miracles of the magicians, who he thinks are justly
deserving of condemnation, are performed according to the teaching and by the power of demons”
(146).
Augustine also connects the art of divination, a popular practice in pagan polytheistic
Rome, to demonic rites, attributing any sort of fortune telling or reading of the future to a
previously established pact with demons (see Augustine, D.D.D.), a rhetoric of diabolism that will
later be resumed by theologians and inquisitors during the Reformation. According to Augustine,
a demonic pact was also, the cause that enabled any sort of amulets worn on the body to emanate
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their power, (Skemer, 32) therefore excluding the belief that stones or gems could work as
remedies utilizing their innate powers.
While the discussion led by Augustine arose from the need to separate Christian orthodoxy
from pagan rituals and beliefs, his arguments also recognized the existence of a powerful demonic
force. Such acknowledgment implicitly led to attempts at taming such demonic forces through the
ritual magic practice, as attested in many written documents of the medieval period. (Klaassen,
Fanger, 1.2)
Augustine’s arguments against magic also offered the grounds for a disputation on natural
and demonic magic that would be tackled during the Middle Ages. Augustine states that any
manipulation of natural elements was driven by evil spirits, and such forms of magic were a result
of diabolic acts. He thus denies the possibility of a practice that would be later defined as natural
magic, which exploits the properties of natural elements without the aid of demonic forces, and
without being necessarily in contrast with Christian orthodoxy.
If one also considers texts from the East on experimental science, astrology, and magic
being translated and circulated in the Western world during the 11th and 12th centuries, defining
magic and its agency becomes more complicated. Such sources increased the knowledge of
experimental magic and also aroused an interested in the spiritual effects of magic practice. Despite
the Latin Fathers of the Church attempting to erase superstition and erroneous beliefs, the medieval
period saw a large growth of written sources on magic practice and theory.

1.2 The Middle Ages: from the East to the West, from Natural to Ritual Magic
The increasing concerns of the Church towards magic arts, vehemently expressed in
Augustine and in other Fathers of the Church’s works - for instance, in Isidore of Sevilla’s
Etymologies where the bishop labelled astrology as a superstitious activity (99) - contributed to
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the gradual decline of classical culture and secular learning during the 5th and 6th centuries. Such
tradition was characterized by studies on astrology and on technical astronomy, deriving from the
Greek and Roman tradition. The Christian authorities considered these doctrines to be grounded
on unfounded and irrational beliefs and were thus gradually abandoned and forgotten.
By the 12th century the interest of European philosophers and intellectuals towards the
cosmos reawakened, probably stimulated also by the Arab translations of Aristotle’s works that
firstly penetrated into the Byzantine territories in the 9th century but did not appear to have been
studied until the 11th century. Together with the Greek philosopher’s works, numerous Arab
cosmological and astrological texts entered the Latin West through the Iberian peninsula.
In fact, while in the Latin Western territories the Church bitterly inflamed the dispute against magic
and superstition, in 9th-century Arab society, magic was considered the result of a scientific
investigation. The vibrant intellectual environment that gathered around the court of the Caliph
al-Mansur in 8th century Baghdad gathered scholars coming from Persia, Egypt and India, who
exchanged ideas and information regarding technology, natural science and especially astrology.
The resulting findings of such dialogue and of the studies promoted by the Arab society at that
time, circulated eventually in Europe, informing European scholars and intellectuals of the
progress achieved by Arab scholars since the 8th century.
The debate on astrology was inserted into a broader discussion on magic that engaged several
scholars and intellectuals in the Arab world. The Muslim historian and biographer Ibn al-Nadim,
who lived in Baghdad at the end of the 10th century AD, classifies the magic art in three distinct
categories, which were not all considered harmful. In his encyclopedic work Fihrist, that collected
information about Arabic knowledge, the author identifies three different outcomes of magic
practice: “the first relied on the subjugation of devils, Jinn and other spirits by exerting their
obedience to God. […] The second kind of magic shared with the first the agency, but in this case,
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it was acquired by prohibited acts and offerings that displeased God but gratified the demons”
(Saif, 28). The third kind of magic was the one in which the use of talismans and amulets followed
an astronomical observation. Medieval Muslim society permitted the third type of magic practice.
Astrological knowledge was largely accepted, as the Qur’an itself seemed to offer a justification
for practicing the science of the planets and stars. If the sacred book condemned the future telling
and divination in general, astrology was treated differently because the movements of the heavens
were believed to have the potential to reveal signs of God’s power and presence. The position of
planets and stars seemed also to be a key factor in interpreting the sacred scriptures (see Saif). As
astrology was not contrasting religious piety but seemed instead to be a useful tool to interpret
God’s signals, Arab society became more and more open to astrological sources from the nearby
cultures, thus increasing their study of the subject. Western society started to acknowledge the
progress made in the Arab world in what was considered a branch of scientific education from the
12th and 13th century, when the first translations of Arab texts started to circulate in Europe through
the Spanish peninsula, which during that period functioned as a focal crossroads between Eastern
and Western cultures.
One of the first astrological books translated in Spain was the treatise of the Iraqi
philosopher and scientist Al-Kindi, who wrote it by the end of 9th century, when a growing interest
in the subject was flourishing in the Arab society. The Latin version of the text, De Radiis Stellatis
started to circulate in Spain during the 12th century, and, later, several copies spread all over
Europe. The treatise’s importance lies on two factors: the first is that the philosopher framed
astrology into a metaphysical discourse, endowing magic practice with a unique theoretical
explanation. The second reason is that the author regarded astrology as a branch of natural
philosophy, enclosing it within the boundaries of natural science.
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Al-Kindi explains the foundation of astrological practice by looking at the universe as a harmonic
web of correspondence. Celestial bodies, planets and stars in the upper cosmos were connected to
inferior bodies, in the so-called sub-lunar world, through rays. Such radiations permeated all the
creation and were the vehicles through which the celestial bodies proceeded and emanated their
celestial harmony in the inferior world, infusing all the inferior substances and souls with it. These
natural exchanges between upper and lower cosmos happened through the natural projection of
the first to the latter. Because of this interrelation from the upper to the lower level, celestial bodies
were considered responsible for any change that took place in the sub-lunar world. (see Klaassen,
Vescovini, Lang, Saif)
The purpose of astrology, Al-Kindi claims, is to recognize the visible connections between planets
and stars, and to unveil the hidden correlations. The sage, mastering such art, is indeed not only
capable of detecting such exchange, but he can also manipulate the rays, so that he can take
advantage of astral influences over inferior substances. The manipulation occurred when magic
practice created talismans, images or amulets to be shaped with specific material, corresponding
to a specific planets or constellation and following their planetary movements and phases. By
shaping such objects, the sage seizes the rays generating by the celestial bodies into the object and
can eventually exploit the lesser rays resulting from it for his desired purposes.
Although the creations of amulets and talismans involved human intervention, Al-Kindi considers
the generation of these objects as the natural result of a practice that reflected a natural connection
between planets, stars and the inferior world. In his view, astrology remaines an experimental
practice to be included in the realm of natural science.
The text was welcomed and received by members of the Christian clergy who translated it
and collected it, as part of the naturalia works. A careful analysis of manuscripts of the 12th and
13th century revealed, beside the large circulation and reception of the text, that scribes seemed to
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consider astrology as part of the natural sciences, such as medicine or experimental science (see
Klaassen, Lang). Despite the positive reception in the Western world, Al-Kindi’s theorization on
manipulation of the rays realized by the sage in the astrological practice raised questions about the
means through which such manipulation took place. In other words, the text did notcompletely
clarify if the manipulation could be realized following a natural process, or with the aid of
supernatural forces. Such doubts about the nature of the practice would was expressed only later,
when Marsilio Ficino used al-Kindi’s theory as a source for his own theory about astral magic.
Al-Kindi’s text was not the only book on astrology and experiments connected to
astrological practice known to Western Europe in the 12th and 13th century. Many were the
translations of Arab books that generated an interest on the subject and that consequently solicited
the need for new copies, as in the case of the pseudo-Aristotelian treatises. According to 13th
century Arab sources, several works attributed to Aristotle dealt with the manipulation of forces
deriving from planets and stars that could be constrained and used by creating talismans and
amulets. One of the most widely circulated works was the Secret of Secrets, whose false attribution
to Aristotle probably increased its popularity in Western society3. What was the subject matter of
the treatise and why did it produce such curiosity, as the more than five hundred Latin copies
prove?
It is almost impossible to know what the original content of the text was, since its genesis
is unclear. Through its complicated textual history, with its numerous partial translations, the text
might have undergone a process of content accreditation. Nevertheless, the ten books that
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The origin of the text remained unclear. Arab biographers of the 10th century, such as Ibn al-Nadim, referred to an epistolary exchange between
Alexander the Great and his master Aristotle without nevertheless mentioning the treatise. Later biographers though, in the 13th century, pointed
out how the master Aristotle instructed his pupils Alexander of a doctrine that he himself learned from the sage Hermes Trismegistus. The Arab
version of the Secrets of Secrets is said to be a translation of an already existing Greek text, that supposedly Aristotle himself wrote after his
encounter with Hermes (see Burnett). Despite this account given by the Arab biographers regarding its origins, there are no existing manuscripts
of the Greek text, which has been preserved through Arab manuscripts. There are, however, many Latin version of the text that started to circulate
in Europe after it was probably discovered by a cleric named Philip in his expedition to the Holy Land during the Crusade, around 1117 AD.
Nevertheless, the preserved manuscripts attest a first partial Latin translation of the book written by John of Seville that dates back to the mid-12th
century, and a later complete translation of the 13th century made by Philip of Tripoli, scholar at the court of pope Gregory IX (see Williams).
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composed the treatise followed the example of the Specula Principum tradition, offering political
and moral advice on rulership. There are few instances in the first books where astrological
knowledge served political purposes, as in ninth book dedicated to war, where the author offered
astrological advice to be employed in the battlefield. The tenth book is completely devoted to
occult science, to fabrication and theory of talismans, alchemy and herbal knowledge.
In Europe the book, whose influence can be seen the 13th-century works of Albert the Great
and in Roger Bacon, inspired the production of other treatises on natural and experimental science,
often composed by anonymous authors, as in the case of The Book of Secrets falsely attributed to
Albert the Great. The flow of these Arab sources in 13th-century Western society, whose content
was a mixture of natural and astrological experiments, increased the study of astral or image magic,
a discipline that exploited the supposedly rays descending from the stars and planets, to enclose
them within images, amulets or talismans. This practice initiated a discussion on the causes that
allowed the occult powers to work within these astrological images. As it happened in the early
Christian period, the discussion focused, on the essence of the magic process, whether this latter
was natural or implied the involvement of a demonic external substance in the astrological
practices.
The new studies gathered in Arab textual sources placed Western society into a difficult position,
where it was hard to establish whether these practices had to be placed inside or outside the
confines of Christian orthodoxy. Some scholastic theologians, such as Thomas Aquinas, engaged
in the discussion on magic, distinguished between astrological influences on the nature and image
or astral magic. Aquinas starts the discussion as follows:
There are some workings of these bodies which cannot be caused by the powers of
the elements: for example, the magnet attracts iron, and certain medicines purge
particular humors in definite parts of the body. Actions of this sort, therefore, must
be traced to higher principles. (173)
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There were in nature phenomena that could not be understood within the boundaries of natural
occurrence. Aquinas recognizes two ways in which higher principles intervened on natural objects:
a lower rank acts or is moved according to the power of a superior agent in two
ways: one way in so far as the action proceeds from it according to a form and
power imparted by a superior agent, as the moon illuminated through light received
from the sun. (184)
Aquinas explains that the inferior objects are endowed naturally with a power by the superior
forces. Sharing the same properties of the superior bodies, the inferior bodies could thus act or
move. Aquinas continues by saying:
In another way it acts only through the power of the superior agent, without
receiving a form for acting. It is moved only through the motion of the superior
agent, as a carpenter uses a saw for cutting. The sawing is indeed primarily the work
of the artisan but secondarily of the saw in so far as it is moved by the artisan—not
because such an action follows upon some form and power which might stay in the
saw after the artisan has used it […] Then again necromantic images have effects
which do not issue from form; they may have received, but from demons who are
active in the images. (184)
The theologian demonstrates here how the products resulting from astral or image magic practice,
such as talismans, amulets and images, utilized the power of heavenly bodies by dragging such
power inside these artifacts with the aid of demons. In this distinction Aquinas condemns, like his
predecessor Augustine, those practice of astral and image magic that were described in many of
the Arab texts circulating at the time.
Despite the fact that image magic was considered by many theologians and members of
Christian clergy an improper practice, the textual evidences of 13th century medieval society
revealed a tolerance for texts that combined astral or ritual magic with ritual magic practice, a
branch of magic devoted to the invocation of spirits. Even if the Medieval tradition of astral or
ritual magic has been always considered independent to the point of being in contrast to medieval
ritual magic and theurgy tradition (see Klassen in Fanger), some of these texts demonstrated how
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those two practices often influenced each other, with the consequent difficulty of defining the
distinct boundaries of the two activities.
One of the texts that witnessed this mutual influence is the Arab magic book Picatrix,
firstly attributed to the Andalusian mathematician Masla Ahmet al-Majriti, who supposedly wrote
it around the mid-11th century4. As the Prologue of the treatise confirmed, Picatrix was translated
in Latin for the first time at the court of Alphonso the Wise, king of Castille, around 1256. It is
said to be one of the best known works of astral magic from the 13th century, as the history of the
manuscript transmission confirmed. Five of the classes in which the manuscripts of the text can be
divided into derived from a copy of the treatise found in Italy during the middle of the fifteenth
century (see Pingree), as a further proof that the book was widely read in Italy.
Although sections of the four books that composed the treatise are devoted to magic practice where
the reader found practical instructions on how to inscribe signs into talismans or images, the
Picatrix is different from other natural magic books for its long discussion on the nature of magic5.
Picatrix is the first text that openly declared itself a philosophical treatise on magic, where
astrology supported a philosophical doctrine strongly influenced by Neo-Platonic cosmology. In a
world inhabited by a hierarchical structure of spirits, magic is the vehicle that directs and controls
such forces through a set of practical procedures. Here for the first time magic is presented as a
real science:
O you who wish to gain the knowledge of the philosopher and to understand and
ponder their secrets, know that you must first diligently search their books, in which
great wonders of their art can be found, and seek to discover the wonderful science
of magic. (21)
As Federici Vescovini notices, starting with the prologue the text introduced one of the distinctive
feature of the ritual magic textual tradition, namely the assertion of the secrecy of the content that
4

The text but has been later credited to a 9th century compiler (see Federici Vescovini)

5

The influence of the Picatrix and of Al-Kindi’s philosophical discussion on astrology is undeniable in Marsilio Ficino’s
writing, especially in the third book of his treatise De Vita Coelitus Comparanda.
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must be unveiled by the reader through a thorough reading (16). The occult knowledge is
accessible only to those capable of discerning within the text the hidden information:
First of all, however, you must understand that this science has been hidden by the
philosophers, and they have not wished to disclose it to humanity: nay, they have
rather hidden it with all their might, and whatever they have said about it was
phrased in secret words, and indeed in signs and similitudes, as though they spoke
of other science (21)
The sentence of the prologue stating that a seemingly divine knowledge must be transmitted only
to worthy disciples implies that the practitioner who approaches the Picatrix is necessarily a sage,
a wise philosopher, rather than a magician:
Therefore, I pray to the most high Creator that this book of mine might come only
into the hands of sages, who are able to follow what I am about to say herein, and
maintain it in goodness, and that whatever will be done by its means be performed
for good and in the service of God. (22)
To the philosopher who embarks in this study, the Picatrix offers theoretical notions on astrology
and necromancy, the art of invoking demons, and practical instructions on the manipulation of
vegetal, animal, and human elements that can be infused with the power of planets and stars.
The performance of the ritual acquires a great importance in the Picatrix: detailed directions on
how to prepare before the rite and instructions on the summufigations to perform during the ritual
are explained to the reader:
When you wish to work with Saturn, do the following. With the Sun in Capricorn
and the Moon in Sagittarius, make an image with feet of iron, and wrap it in a
garment colored green, black and red. Afterwards go into the open and go under
trees that lack any odor. Make your sacrifice (namely a cow or calf) and suffumigate
with a mixture of the brain of a black cat, castor, hemlock, myrrh and St John's
Wort. Say:
Bedimez, Toz, Eduz, Hayz, Derniz, Tayuz, Huaruyz, Talhit, Naycahua, Huenadul,
come, you spirits, here is your offering!" Repeat your prayer continually as you
suffumigate. Make your petition and it will be fulfilled (188)
All this practical information gathered in the text aims to show to the reader that in a universe
permeated by spirits, which, at their purest, dwelled in the heavenly spheres of the planets and
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stars, the practitioner can bring down on earth such spiritual forces to influence and modify the
inferior matter as demonstrated in chapter 9, Book 3: “How to attract the powers of each planet
and the powers of their spirits, naming them according to their parts, and how to accomplish this
by speaking their names”.
Among the many descriptions of experiments, the reader can find elements that characterized ritual
magic manuals: for instance, in a recipe to heal the sting of a scorpion, the compiler suggestes the
usage of a name to cure the problem:
This is the name: zaare zaare raam zaare zaare fegem bohorim borayn nesfis
albune fedraza affetihe taututa tanyn zabahat aylatricyn haurane rahannie ayn
latumine queue acatyery nimiere quibari yehuyha nuyym latrityn hamtauery vueryn
catuhe cahuene cenhe beyne.
The aforesaid name must be written in seven lines precisely, neither more nor less,
with the Seal of Solomon at the end of the seventh line (47)
The magic effects that the power of names held is a feature probably borrowed from the Jewish
mystical tradition connected to the studies of the Kabbalah, one of the key features to be used in
rituals to evoke or conjure spirits. The esoteric method of employing names as a means of
contemplation of the higher spheres was often implied within the context of conjuration of spirits,
as attested in ritual magic texts belonging to the Solomonic cycle, such as the Ars Notoria and the
Liber Iuratus Honorii, both circulating since the 13th century.
The tradition that attributes works dealing with theurgy to King Solomon started from
Byzantine historians of the 11th and 13th century. (Butler, 47) It probably derived from a particular
exegesis of two passages in the Old Testament, II Chronicles 1: 9-12 and Kings 3: 9-13, both
dedicated to the King of Israel’s wisdom, knowledge and discernment (Klaassen 14). The books
of magic that illegitimately proved Solomon’s authorship started to circulate in the Western world
from the 13th century. Besides their variety, they all contained some common features, one of
which was the promise to give the access to all forms of knowledge. The history of the reception
of these texts is inevitably bound with the first condemnations set forth by doctors of the Church,
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like Thomas Aquinas in his Summa Theologiae (Klaassen, 15), and the bishop of Paris, William
of Auvergne (1180 -1249) who established a clear distinction between natural magic, considered
a branch of science that dealt with occult properties of herbs or plants, and demonic magic, a
practice to evoke spirits that was judged a perversion of religion (Kieckhefer, 14).
Of the more than fifty preserved manuscripts, some are ascribable to the mid-12th century, early
decades of the 13th century, but some others, containing more glosses and more detailed
information about the rituals, can be dated around the 14th century (Veronese, 39). The fame of
Ars Notoria continued also in the 16th century, as attested by its inclusion in Agrippa’s Of Occult
Philosophy and by the story of its prohibition. The Ars Notoria appeared in the index of the
prohibited books of Venice and Milan in 1554 (Klaassen, 14).
Why was this text so strongly condemned by the Church? The analysis of the channels of
transmission of the text shows a discrepancy between the official position of the Church, expressed
for instance by Aquinas, who classified Ars Notoria as a necromantic book and the lower spheres
of the clergy, who copied extensively the text, including it often in manuscripts dealing with
natural philosophy, alchemy or even within devotional literature.
It is written (Deut. 18:10, 11): "Neither let there be found among you . . . anyone
that seeketh the truth from the dead": which search relies on the demons' help. Now
through the observances of the magic art, knowledge of the truth is sought "by
means of certain signs agreed upon by compact with the demons". Therefore, it is
unlawful to practice the notary art. (1602)
Because of its hybrid content, that mixed prayers orations with description of necromantic rituals,
Klaassen claims that “some of the scribes appear to have regarded it as a more or less legitimate
and devout work” (19) and to confirm that the circulation of the Ars passed through religious
environment, he reported that at least five of the owners of the text were monks (19). How did
such divergence about the content of the text generate?
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The essence of the practice described in the Ars Notoria resides in the figures, illustrations,
signs and sigils that accompanied the text. These graphical elements, called notae, are believed to
facilitate in the reader’s mind a process of contemplation that, once reached, would grant the
acquisition of complete knowledge. The foundation of the text lies in such promise: as recounted
in the Prologue, the King of Israel was filled by God of an almighty wisdom and in the same way,
through this practice will the reader be infused with a comprehensive knowledge:
Knowledge, revealed to Solomon, which the Most High Creator by his Holy Angels
ministered to Solomon upon the Alter of the Temple; that thereby in short time he
knew all Arts and Sciences, both Liberal and Mechanick, with all the Faculties and
Properties thereof: He has suddenly infused into him, and also was filled with all
wisdom, to utter the Sacred Mysteries of most Holy words” (Ars Notoria, PAGE)
Besides the images, the book contains a series of orations, prayers, confessions and invocations to
be addressed to God, the saints, the angels and the Virgin Mary. Faith guarantees the success of
the practice. The person engaging in magic rituals, the operator, has to verify his spiritual worth
by undergoing a process of purification that involves fasting and reciting prayers and orations
similar to that quoted earlier. Many of the glosses present especially in 14th century manuscripts
clarify the content of such orations and prayers by explaining them and often framing them within
the Christian faith as Juliene Veronese illustrates:
Take the prologue. The base text delivers a succinct history of the revelation of the
Ars notoria to Solomon and affirms its principal benefit: the acquisition of all forms
of knowledge. For supplementary development of this revelatory episode, the
reader must draw on the abundant commentary in the margin. The commentary
begins by calling on Genesis to affirm the privileged place of humankind in the
Creation - a process that serves to justify at the outset a practice in which the explicit
objective is to reinforce the natural human aptitude for knowing. The notory art
would not be able to work against the original divine plan since it does nothing but
improve on a faculty that God gave to all human beings at the beginning of the
world. (40)
The text follows by listing the notae, the graphical elements or images that were associated to each
of the seven liberal arts, and then proceeds to list the prayers for obtaining memory and eloquence.
Nowhere, in any of its different versions, the text mentiones references to the practice for binding
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demons. The Ars Notoria does not engage in diabolic conjurations; rather, as Klaassen notices, it
deals with angelic invocations (21). The absence of a demonic element could justify the confusion
among monks and scribes, who considered the text a devotional book.
In fact, the Ars presents some elements that were considered extremely dangerous by
Aquinas and other members of the Church hierarchies. The first element is in its premise, which
assures a seemingly divine knowledge; the second element relates to the language employed in its
orations and prayers. In its translated versions circulating in the West, the Ars Notoria maintains
sections in which the author employed three different languages, Hebrew, Chaldean and Greek.
Many of these sections not expounded in Latin are prayers or orations to be recited by the reader.
The explanation for preserving them in the original language is the following:
Hely, Scemath Amazaz, Hemel, Sathusteon, hheli Tamazam, which Solomon
entitled, His First Revelation; and that to be without any Interpretation: It being a
Science of so Transcendent a purity, that it hath its Original out of the depth and
profundity of the Chaldean, Hebrew, and Grecian Languages; and therefore cannot
possible by any means be explicated fully in the poor Thread-bare Scheme of our
Language. And of what nature the Efficacy of the aforesaid words are, Solomon
himself doth describe in his Eleventh Book, Helisoe, of the Mighty Glory of the
Creator: But the Friend and Successor of Solomon, that is, Apollonius, with some
few others, to whom that Science hath been manifested, have explained the same,
and defined it to be most Holy, Divine, Deep, and Profound Mysteries; and not to
be disclosed nor pronounced, without great Faith and reverence. (7)
The untranslatability of the text derived from the belief that such words held within themselves an
occult power, which was directly connected to the creating power of God.
Echoing the Genesis, where God himself engaged in the act of creation through the Word, the text
underlines how the reader can gain a similar capacity by reading such words:
There is so great Virtue, Power and Efficacy in certain Names and Words of God,
that when you read those very Words, it shall immediately increase and help your
Eloquence, so that you shall be made Eloquent of Speech by them. (6)
Language is connatural with the divinity but, as the myth of the Tower of Babel exemplifies, it
underwent a process of corruption, separating itself from the true language, the same spoken by
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God. This is the main reason why some languages, especially Hebrew, are evaluated in the Ars
Notoria more suitable to reach a full contemplation of the Divine, because they are still infused
with God’s primordial power.
The importance assigned to words for the completion of the divine vision can be ascribed to a
theurgic practice, which was, according to the Church, a parallel activity to the demonic evocations
of spirits.
The other feature of Ars Notoria that worried Aquinas regarded the erroneous significance
attributed to the signs. The theologian writes:
I answer that, the magic art is both unlawful and futile. It is unlawful, because the
means it employs for acquiring knowledge have not in themselves the power to
cause science, consisting as they do in gazing certain shapes, and muttering certain
strange words, and so forth. Wherefore this art does not make use of these things
as causes, but as signs; not however as signs instituted by God, as are the
sacramental signs. It follows, therefore, that they are empty signs, and consequently
a kind of “agreement or covenant made with the demons for the purpose of
consultation and of compact by tokens" (1603)
Images and signs in the texts are treated as consecrated elements, that is, means through which the
operator could receive spiritual gifts, similarly to what happened during a sacramental rite.
Aquinas touches here a crucial aspect of the practice described in the text, which mixed the
observance of Christian precepts with theurgic practices.
This hybrid content that breaks the boundaries of the Christian orthodoxy is a common feature of
many texts inscribed in the Solomonic tradition, and it constituted a real challenge for the Church.
Their circulation and reception contributed to a development of a grey zone in the perception of
Christian orthodoxy. For many members of the clergy it was hard to establish what was considered
appropriate for the Christian doctrine. These texts increased this difficulty to the point that in some
cases monks and friars that copied them were accused of heresy, as I will show later in the chapter.
Another book that pushed even further the boundaries of Christian orthodoxy by openly mixing
Christian liturgy and rituals with necromantic practices and invocations of spirits was The Sworn
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Book of Honorius, a treatise that largely drew his subject matter from the Ars Notoria. In order to
explain the origins of the book6, an anonymous compiler talks about how it was generated as the
outcome of an assembly of several magicians and wise men coming from Naples, Toledo and
Athens, gathered with the precise goal of preserving the sacred magic art taught by Solomon from
the attacks that were thrown against it7.
The text utilizes from the beginning a narrative that recalls a biblical account to demonstrate how
cardinals, bishops and the Pope, seduced and corrupted in their mind by demonic forces, banned
the sacred magic art:
When wicked spirits were gathered together, intending to send devils into the hearts
of men, to the intent they would destroy all things profitable for mankind, and to
corrupt all the whole world, even to the uttermost of their power, sowing hypocrisy
and envy, and rooting bishops and prelates in pride, even the pope himself and his
cardinals, which gathering themselves together said one to another as here follows:
The health which the Lord has given his people is now through magic and
necromancy turned into the damnation of all people. (49)
The fictional premise overturns the conventional account of demonic seduction and uses it to
demonstrate the corruption of the clergy and defend the divine origins of magic practice. The
prologue proceeds by recounting how the council of master magicians elected Honorius, son of
Euclid to “appointed in the book the work of Solomon” (51) with the promise that by following
the instructions, the reader would access “the knowledge of sacred or holy things, or else because
it was consecrated by angels, or else because the angel Hocroel did declare and show him that it
was consecrated of God” (51).
The manual is made of a series of instructions for two different types of magic practice: the first
aimed to achieve the knowledge of God and to reach the angelic vision, while the second aligned
itself with the tradition of necromantic works, and devoted itself to the invocation of the spirits of

There is an open debate about the date of the text’s composition. Some scholars, based of the preserved manuscripts, place its origins by the late
13th century, early 14th century (see Kieckhefer, Klaassen), others date it back to the first half of the 13th century (see Thorndike, Mathiesen,
Owen). Their hypothesis lays its foundation on the account given in the Prologue of the text.
7 Such attack has been interpreted as the prohibition of magic arts promulgated by Pope Gregory IX (1227-1241)
6
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planets and the binding of the dead. In both sections the texts inserted orations, prayers, confessions
as part of the practice, along with rituals of cleansing and fasting, to prepare the practitioner, or
the operator, to perform the different rites. Klaassen observes how “the ritual elements of fasting,
prayers, confession contrition, attendance at Mass and giving alms all draw upon conventional
Christian devotional practice. The operator follows a program structured largely around canonical
hours and including the Mass and the cooperation of a priest” (105).
If the author of the Sworn Book of Honorius and the compilers of the Ars Notoria “did not
see this as an alternative to the conventional practice but rather as flowing logically out of it and
even dependent upon it” (Klaassen, 105) the collectors of the book felt differently, as they inserted
the text inside manuscripts containing other works of necromancy. Along with the more orthodox
instructions, the operator finds in the text other directions on how to prepare seals and to make
magic pentagrams or circles. Once the operator inscribed signs, letters and the names of angels
using consecrated swords in the pentagram accompanying the rite with suffumigations, burning of
incense and consecrated candles, a spirit could appear:
First, make a circle with a diameter of three fingers, on account of the Lord's three
nails, or five on account of the five wounds, or seven on account of the seven
sacraments, or nine on account of the nine orders of angels, but generally five
fingers are customary […] in the middle of which should be the sign 'Tau', thus: T,
and above that sign, write the name of God El, and underneath this another name
of God, namely, Ely (65)
In addition, the author furnishes astrological notions to dictate the appropriate suffumigation or
incense to use during the ritual, according to the different planets that governed the specific day
and time. The technical instructions on how to construct the seal, to draw circles or pentagrams, to
perform the rites before and during each ceremony, are followed by directions contained in a
section where the author instructs the practitioners on what to do and the words to pronounce when
the spirits appeared in order to bind them and to make them obey:
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After these archers and all types of all wild beasts will come, and act as if they
intended to devour them. But he should set about to speak to the associates saying,
"Have no fear. Behold the sign of the Lord, our creator. Turn back to him, because
he has the power to snatch you away from the jaws of the wicked.” (79)
As this passage demonstrates, the author always implied that all the rituals to be performed were
given God’s permission. Thus, necromancy books, such as The Sworn Book of Honorius and the
Ars Notoria, circumvented the Church’s persecutions and prohibitions probably thanks to this
fallacious belief, that was shared among the anonymous authors, copyists and compliers who
transmitted these texts, and who often modified their content, including glosses or commentaries
or extracting textual parts in order to adapt them in a new context.
An exemplary case of adaptation of a necromantic text in a Christian context is that of the French
Benedictine monk John of Morigny, who lived between the end of the 13th and the beginning of
the 14th century, and who engaged in an audacious project attempting to reshape the relation
between the notory art and the Christian orthodoxy. Probably written in its first version around
1304, Morigny’s Liber florum celestis doctrine also known as Liber Visionum shared with the Ars
Notoria the same purpose of granting the reader an omniscient knowledge.
The action undertaken by the monk did not limit itself to an act of transmission of the original text.
As he explains in the prologue of his book, after his own reading of the Ars Notoria, he recognizes
the danger and the malice contained in the text:
I understood, I knew without doubt, and I had proven by experience, that the book
of the Ars Notoria was entirely malign, that it did not please my Creator that I
should operate through it any more, and that what I had done in it displeased him
(Fanger, Watson, 185)
Morigny demonstrates to be fully aware that one of the reasons why the Ars Notoria was
considered a demonic practice was the use of words borrowed from other languages. In the
Prologue he continues by saying:
...it was revealed to me by all the angelic spirits that in this book’s prayers in
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outlandish tongues there was an invocation of malign spirits hidden so subtly and
ingeniously that nobody in the world, however subtle he be, would be able to
perceive it. (Fanger, Watson, 132)
As Claire Fanger points out, the French condemnation by the censorship in 1323, reported in the
Grand Chroniques, attested that the verba ignota played an important role in the persecution of
the Ars Notoria by theologians who were suspicious that within the incomprehensible language
found in the text names of demonic spirits could be hidden. (Fanger, 2015, 158).
Being aware of this situation, Morigny’s project consisted in preserving parts of the Ars Notoria
that he considered innocent and useful for the practice, such as the combination of prayers and
visual elements - the core of the notory art - that would facilitate the meditative state of the reader.
Morigny proceeded in building his own practice, which was based on the erroneous belief, shared
with the compiler of the Ars Notoria, that knowledge could be infused in the reader’s mind as a
sacramental gift.
In order to support his project, Morigny reveales in the prologue of his Liber how such enterprise
had divine origins. Mimicking the hagiographical narrative, the prologue pictures the monk after
having read the Ars Notoria, seduced and tormented by demons:
I uttered a prayer of the said book of the Ars Notoria for memory, as is my habit.
And lo, on the following night, I saw this vision. It seemed to me that there was a
malign spirit lying beside me in my bed (Fanger, Watson, 184)
Later own, the monk recounts how the vision of the Virgin Mary freed him from such anguish:
...the Virgin, descended from the altar and came to me. Taking me by the hand, she
led me to the middle of the steps in front of the altar and said to me, “Stand here,
and worship God, and give Him thanks.” And since I didn’t want to pray using the
usual prayers I said nothing. (Fanger, Watson, 188)
Afterwards, the monk narrates how, having written his own book with prayers and figures, he was
afraid of displeasing God by using it, so he withdrew in a solitary place until the Virgin Mary
appeared to him again, giving him permission to read it and to publish it:
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I prayed to her and requested that if it pleased her for me to compose the book
which I had described, to tell me this and to give me license if she was willing. I
spoke thus to her: “My lady and my friend, if it pleases you, may I compose a book
of just thirty simple prayers, by which I might be able to come to understanding of
all the scriptures, arts and sciences, in your name, since it turned out that it did not
please you that I should do this through the Ars Notoria?” And lo, that wooden
image was transformed into the human likeness of the same undefiled Virgin, and
she spoke with me, saying, as though unwilling and heavily, and as though she tired
herself by speaking, “It pleases me that you should compose such a book as you
have asked me for.” (Fanger, Watson, 192)
Despite Morigny’s attempt to reframe the notory art within an orthodox discourse by
comparing the effects of such practice with those experienced by saintly figures in their mystical
path that led them to revelation, the Liber Visionum was condemned and burnt in Paris in 1323
(Fanger, 159). Among the charges made against the Liber, the Church condemned the superstitious
observance regarding the method of transmission of the book. In order to function as a magic tool,
the book, holder of magic knowledge, needed to be copied and signed with the new reader’s name.
Only in this way, the text would have worked as a magic object itself. Nevertheless, the main
reason for the book’s reprobation, the record reported, was the text’s claim of earthly and worldly
reward of honor and wealth by providing the reader with an infinite knowledge (Fanger, 2012,
224).
Julien Veronese and Claire Fanger hypothesize that the desire to acquire a universal
education, mastering the seven liberal arts, grew with the development of the medieval universities
in Europe and resulted in a wide circulation of texts like the Ars Notoria and John of Morigny’s
Liber, precisely because of their alleged assertion of fulfilling the need for a comprehensive
knowledge (Fanger, 2012, 159). Even if this hypothesis cannot be fully verified, it leads to an
important consideration. The fist universities in Europe were established in the 13th century, to
create continuity in higher education for the Christian monastic and Cathedral schools and, as a
consequence, they were largely attended by clerics. It was within the clerical environments that
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many necromantic texts were read and copied. One of the main centers involved in such activity
of transmission was the library of the Benedictine house of Saint Augustine of Canterbury, whose
collection was considered one of the largest in medieval England. Sophie Page noted that its
catalogues, compiled between the 1375 and the 1420, contained many volumes of magic texts (5).
Monks were encouraged to contribute to the library collections by donating their own volumes,
and as in the example of Michael Northgate, quoted by Page, such private collections often
included magic texts that were then copied and borrowed by fellow monks and students (8).
Information on the clerics’ involvement with necromantic practice can be found by looking at the
libraries’ collections of monasteries, as I mentioned earlier, or by investigating chronicles of the
period, or in accounts written by the very same members of the clergy. In the Formicarius, the
German theologian Johannes Nider (1380 – 1438) recounts the story of a Benedictine monk named
Benedict who was a necromancer dealing with demons and later converted into a more suitable
priestly life. (Lang, 194).
Richard Kieckhefer talks about a “cleric underworld”, identifying in the contest of 14th
century monastic life many users that consulted and practiced the magic art contained in
necromantic texts. Kieckhefer justifies the phenomenon by pointing out that many monks, priests
and friars ordered as exorcists could more easily have access to demonic texts (153), as it is also
demonstrated in later Inquisition trials of the 16th and 17th century (see 1.5). This led them to
explore further the necromantic practice by performing some of the rituals to conjure or evoke
spirits.
From this evidence it may seem that ritual magic knowledge and practice were confined to
a very specific and isolated group of people, a privileged number of individuals who had access to
a higher form of education. Undoubtedly the philosophical and theoretical content of many ritual
magic texts stimulated an interest in a learned form of magic within higher educated environments.
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However, ritual magic was known also among lower and popular layers of medieval society, often
aided by those members of the clergy who were serving in rural and small settlements. These
clerics held a basic knowledge of the orthodox doctrine since their education into monastic or
priestly life was not conducted inside a school or monastery. Their difficulty in establishing the
boundaries of orthodox faith led them to practice magic rituals with innocent intentions and for
good purposes, and, more importantly, to share such practices with the population.
Ritual magic knowledge reached the lower strata of medieval society also through textual
transmission. Excerpts, partial copies or incomplete version of books of magic started to circulate
among common people, as the extraordinary case of the enduring transmission of the Clavicula
Solomonis, another text belonging to the Solomonic cycle, attested. While the earliest preserved
manuscript containing the Clavicula can be dated back to the 15th century8, the text, mentioned by
Peter of Abano (1257 -1316) in the late 13th century, probably entered the Western areas by that
time.
Like many other texts belonging to the Solomon cycle, the Clavicula’s prologue narrates the
episode in which an angel sent by God revealed to King Solomon all the secrets to achieve wisdom
and knowledge. The volume is composed of two books in which notions of astrology and the
angelic hierarchies are explained, and prayers and instructions on how the operator must confess
and clean in order to be purified before engaging in the practice are transcribed. Chapters eight
and eighteen of book 1 are focused on instructions on how to build pentacles and circles to perform
rituals without which no operation could be performed. The rituals, classified as “experiments,”
could either have good or evil purposes, and implied the conjuration of spirits. Chapter two to
chapter seven in book 1 are dedicated to the invocation of spirits that could only take place in the

there are no preserved manuscripts belonging to the 13th century, the earlier existing versions, in Latin and Italian, are held now in the
Bibliotheca Philosophica Hermetica (BPH 114) in Amsterdam and in the Bibliotheque Nationale de France (BnF, ltal. 1524) and dated back to
the 15th century
8
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circles and pentacles described in the previous session. Additionally, in order to perform the rites,
the practitioner had to wear special garments and to consecrate specific objects such as knives,
swords and candles.
The Clavicula differs from other texts that I previously analyzed, because it openly reveals
its necromantic and demonic purpose from the beginning of the text. Probably because it focuse
more on the operative dimension of ritual magic, the text was largely used and known even in the
15th and 16th century. Federico Barbierato states that in 15th-and 16th-century Italian society, the
text, circulating in manuscripts, single folios, mutilated copies, or enlarged versions, or enclosed
in volumes with other magic manuals, was so widely known that it was included in two unofficial
indexes of prohibited book in the Milanese and Venetian area in 1554, and in the official Index of
Pope VI in 1559. (37)

1.3 The reception of magic in the Renaissance: Ficino, Pico, Agrippa’s theoretical approach
This section of the chapter is devoted to describe and understand how ritual magic entered
in Renaissance society and what were the outcomes of its reception.
The myth of cultural and philosophical rebirth after a long period of cultural darkness and
ignorance that supposedly took place at the end of the 14th century first in Italy and then in other
Western countries, has already been dispelled by modern scholarship. Jacob Burckhardt, Paul
Oskar Kristeller and Eugenio Garin recognized that the process of rediscovery of classical Greek
and Latin texts that supposedly triggered the revival of Classical knowledge, reinvigorating the
Renaissance cultural dialogue, had in fact already begun during the Middle Ages. Eugenio Garin
emphasizes continuity between the classical and medieval culture, especially considering some
philosophical concepts that the medieval society inherited from the antiquity: the Scholastic
critical thought was strongly rooted in classic philosophy and especially in Aristotle’s doctrine,
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and was revised and normalized after a process of Christianization. However, Garin also points
out that despite the medieval society had access to classical cultural and philosophical contents,
the channels of transmission through which such information travelled seemed to be the origins of
a methodological problem, that led to a transmission of information not always faithful to the
original sources. Plato’s doctrine, for instance, was read and studies through later compilations,
whereas the original Greek was left aside. Medieval scholars did not restrain from glossing a text,
often inserting explicative commentaries. Garin argues that the result of such practice was a loss
of the original context in which the text was originated, and this affected its primary meaning
(1986, 15).
The change in the attitude towards the past and the changing perspective in the
methodology when approaching a classical text were the key factors that defined the so-called
humanistic period. The ancient texts were read not only to rediscover the contextual environment
in which they were originated, but also to maintain a historical distance that allowed Renaissance
readers to approach the texts critically. The philological method, a new scientific textual approach,
became crucial for recognizing the limitations of a text, its fallibility, and its status as human
creation. This new method of investigation considered the efforts of the individual and his
responsibility in the transmission of knowledge.
Individual responsibility became the focal lens of Renaissance scholars’ investigation, a
tendency that mirrored a general attitude of the period, during which humanists engaged in a debate
regarding the man’s place in the universe. The core of such discussion was outlined in one of the
most famous documents of the Italian Renaissance, when the perspective of the individual’s
potentiality strongly changed. The Oration of the Dignity of a Man (1487), a speech written by the
Italian philosopher Giovanni Pico della Mirandola (1463 - 1494) to be delivered in front of an
assembly of scholars, resulted from the need of redefining human limitations within the boundaries
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imposed by the biblical myth of the Fall9. In order to delineate the centrality of man in the universal
reality, Pico needed to address the account of the creation as recounted in the Genesis (reference)
by placing a revised version of it at the very beginning of his speech:
At last, the Supreme Maker […] Taking man, therefore, this creature of
indeterminate image, He set him in the middle of the world and thus spoke to him:
‘We have given you, O Adam, no visage proper to yourself, nor endowment
properly your own, in order that whatever place, whatever form, whatever gifts you
may, with premeditation, select, these same you may have and possess through your
own judgment and decision. The nature of all other creatures is defined and
restricted within laws which We have laid down; you, by contrast, impeded by no
such restrictions, may, by your own free will, to whose custody We have assigned
you, trace for yourself the lineaments of your own nature. I have placed you at the
very center of the world, so that from that vantage point you may with greater ease
glance round about you on all that the world contains. (4)
In Pico’s version of God’s creation of humankind, man is endowed with an unlimited potentiality
that could only be directed by his own will, set free by any sort of conditionings. The Divine Maker
placed man at the center of the Universe, so that by contemplating the divine spheres and the lower
forms of life, he could establish what sort of being he wanted to become. The freedom of deciding
his own fate makes a man similar to God, and in the free actuation of the infinite potential that he
could realize (Garin, 1986, 132). In Pico’s interpretation of man’s creation, readers do not detect
the sense of man’s loss of innocence that distinguished the biblical myth of the Fall.
Scholars have debated on the sources which Pico could have consulted while writing his
Oration, and there is undoubtedly the Neo-platonic idea of man either elevating himself towards
God or moving towards corruption. However, this does not completely justify the idea of the
empowerment of man’s capability in shaping his own fate. The publication in 1964 of Frances
Yate’s groundbreaking argument on the influence of the Hermetic literature in the works of Italian

9

Pico della Mirandola wrote the Oration as a prologue to the 900 theses, containing religious, philosophical and theological
novelties, that he published in December 1496 and planned to dispute with other scholars.
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Renaissance philosophers Pico della Mirandola, Marsilio Ficino (1433 -1499) and later Giordano
Bruno (1548 -1600), completely changed the perception of Renaissance philosophy. Yates argues
that magic and occultism had a strong relevance in their cosmological and religious investigations.
Yates’ thesis is supported by an important event. Around 1460 the monk Leonard of Pistoia
brought a manuscript to the Medici court from Macedonia. Such manuscript contained Greek and
Latin treatises that were believed to provide a knowledge that would reveal the occult secrets of
both divine and human origins. Cosimo de Medici, at the time lord de facto of Florence, asked the
Italian philosopher Marsilio Ficino to translate these texts form Greek into Latin, and they were
published for the first time in 1471 with the title of Corpus Hermeticum, while Pico was at the
Florentine court.
The Corpus Hermeticum was a fragmentary collection of treatises that dealt with philosophical,
theological and magical issues erroneously ascribed to an ancient sage, Hermes Trismegistus, who
supposedly lived before Moses and received a sacred initiation from God himself in order to be
able to access divine knowledge.
Yates (1964) and Garin (1986) agreed that Pico probably read the Corpus by the time he wrote the
Oration, and the fact that he explicitly quoted at least three times in his oration the Asclepius, the
only Latin treatise of the Corpus, confirmed such thesis. While Yates insisted on the parallelism
of the Oration with the Asclepius (p.448), the historian Brian Copenhaver contested Yates’ thesis,
and even if he admitted that Pico briefly quotes the Asclepius, the historian rejected the idea that
the Corpus Hermeticum could have a strong impact on Pico’s work (p. 82). Nevertheless, beside
the undeniable reference to the Asclepius, some other passages in Pico’s speech link the Oration
to the doctrines of the Corpus, in particular some segments that reveal a deep connection with the
opening treatises of the collection, the Pimander.
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In the Pimander the sage Hermes, filled with the desire of knowing the origins of the world
and the properties of the divine, is granted access to such mysteries by a divine vision, which
reveals him the secrets of mankind’s creation. As in the Genesis account, the text explains that
man was shaped according to the divine image and shares the creator’s powers.
Nevertheless, the treatise justifies the human and mortal origins of mankind as a consequence of
free choice, which man undertook by contemplating the lower spheres of the cosmos:
Having all authority over the cosmos of mortals and unreasoning animals, the man
broke through the vault and stooped to look through the cosmic framework, thus
displaying to lower nature the fair form of god […] When the man saw in the water
the form like himself as it was in nature, he loved it and wished to inhabit it; wish
and action came in the same moment, and he inhabited the unreasoning form.
Nature took hold of her beloved, hugged him all about and embraced him, for they
were lovers. Because of this, unlike any other living thing on earth, mankind is
twofold - in the body mortal but immortal in the essential man. (3)
Seeing the beauty of nature, man freely decided to inhabit his lower form, becoming thus subjected
to mortality and fate. Nevertheless, since the divine seed within mankind is not lost, the possibility
of a spiritual ascent, which would lead individuals once again to their original divine state is
granted to the man “who is mindful, and recognize that he is immortal, that desire is the cause of
death, and let him recognize all that exists.” (4).
In both Pico’s Oration and the Pimander the divine creator placed man in a central position
that allows him to deliberately travel along two different paths. According to both texts, the ascent
of mankind can be realized only by following an ascetic path that necessarily implied the
acquisition of knowledge in order to reach the union with the divine creator.
Man’s state of perfection was described by Pico as the final stage of a process that swung between
ascending and descending movements. The philosopher recalled in a passage of his speech the
Egyptian myth of Osiris in order to better explain such oscillation, where the initial unity seemed
to necessarily undergo a process of dismantlement, only to rise again towards its wholeness:
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we shall have been so prepared by the art of discourse or of reason, then, inspired
by the spirit of the Cherubim, exercising philosophy through all the rungs of the
ladder - that is, of nature - we shall penetrate being from its center to its surface and
from its surface to its center. At one time we shall descend, dismembering with
titanic force the ``unity'' of the ``many,'' like the members of Osiris; at another time,
we shall ascend, recollecting those same members, by the power of Phoebus, into
their original unity. Finally, in the bosom of the Father, who reigns above the
ladder, we shall find perfection and peace in the felicity of theological knowledge
(21).
In the same way the author of the Pimander describes the eschatological exposition of man ascend
towards God as a completion of several ascetic steps:
First, in releasing the material body you give the body itself over to alteration, and
the form that you used to have vanishes. […] Thence the human being rushes up
through the cosmic framework, at the first zone surrendering the energy of
increase and decrease; at the second evil machination, a device now inactive; at
the third the illusion of longing, now inactive; at the fourth the ruler's arrogance,
now freed of excess (6)
Man’s perfection was then achieved in the complete unity with God:
They rise up to the father in order and surrender themselves to the powers, and,
having become powers, they enter into god. This is the final good for those who
have received knowledge: to be made god (6).
The rising movement of mankind towards the divine creator in Pimander was nothing but the
account of the return of a creature to its innate semi-godly state. As Yates noticed, confronting the
Corpus with the Genesis account, “this Egyptian Adam is more that human; he is divine and
belongs to the race of the star demons, the divinely created governors of the lower world” (27).
Nevertheless, it is in the Asclepius, the Latin treatise that Pico probably quotes in the Oration, that
the wonder of man’s dual nature and his potentiality to arise to a semi-divine state found its place
within a broader cosmological discourse. In the text, the master Hermes Trismegistus tells the
young disciple Asclepius, how God the father and creator generated the heavenly deities, and after
them he created the man. Because man was endowed with a double nature which was in part divine,
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as the fact that he was endowed with intellect attested, and in part mortal or human, as his body
demonstrated, he could be considered superior to the race of the deities:
In short, god made mankind good and capable of immortality through his two
natures, divine and mortal, and so god willed the arrangement whereby mankind
was ordained to be better than the gods, who were formed only from the immortal
nature, and better than all other mortals as well. Consequently, since he is conjoined
to them in kinship, mankind honors the gods with reverent and holy mind; the gods
also show concern for all things human and watch over them in faithful affection
(80).
After arguing about the superiority of man’s race over the deities, Hermes draws an interesting
parallel between God’s creative action and man’s possibility to equal such divine power. Man
could become maker of terrestrial divinities, embodied into statues to be placed in temples, and
who would live among mankind. Hermes’ words do not hold any metaphorical meaning; they refer
instead to a real practice that, if learned properly, can allow men to create real divine figures
capable of predicting the future, foretelling events and healing mortal beings. According to Hermes
all the energies that governed and operated in the divine spheres can be transferred to the lower
sphere through a principle of correspondences; as God gifted man with a double nature, so man
who forged images or statues of gods would provide them with his same quality:
But the figures of gods that humans form have been formed of both natures - from
the divine, which is purer and more divine by far, and from the material of which
they are built, whose nature falls short of the human (81)
Such correspondence of the heavenly with the lower spheres links the doctrine taught in the
Asclepius with the sympathetic law articulated in another text that is considered part of the
Hermetic literature and is also attributed to Hermes Trismegistus, the Emerald Table, in which the
author states that “Whatever is below is similar to that which is above.”
During the Renaissance these Hermetic texts were ascribed to Hermes Trismegistus and
were attributed to the ancient Egyptian Pharaonic era, when the sage Hermes collected the
teachings of the god Thoth. Further research conducted during the 17th century revealed the
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inaccuracy of this dating, and more recently, modern scholars agreed in considering all the
Hermetica as the product of the 2nd -3rd century AD Greco-Egyptian milieu influenced by pagan,
Jewish, Arab and early Christian culture (see Fowden, 1986; Yates, 1964; Thorndike, 1923).
The possibility to create statues or images of gods described in the Asclepius revealed the influence
of Arab studies on astrology; the passage quoted earlier seems to refer to astral magic practice and
the production of images or statues, about which Al-Kindi extensively talked in his De Radiis
Stellatis. This text circulated in numerous Latin translations of other Arab texts, as in the case of
the Secretum Secretorum, (see 1.2) which in its first edition included also the translation of the
Emerald Table.
In his discussion of the large diffusion of the Hermetic literature in Renaissance Italy,
Eugenio Garin stresses the role it played not so much in the direction of religious life, but in
philosophical debates on magic (Garin, 1967, 112-113). Similarly, Gyorgy E. Szonyi underlines
that the Hermetica “formed a central ideological backbone behind the concepts of the dignity of
man and the possibility of magical exaltation” for the Florentine Neoplatonists, such as Pico della
Mirandola and Marsilio Ficino (76). Marsilio Ficino’s work is crucial for the analysis of the
reception and development of magic theory and practice during the Renaissance, and it needs to
be evaluated in light of the fundamental contribution it provided to the growth of ritual magic
practice in Renaissance society.
Ficino’s growing interest in magic theory and practice deepened when, following Cosimo’s dream
to reestablish an academy in Florence in the footsteps of Plato’s Academy, he started translating
and commenting Neo-platonic texts that were brought to the De Medici court around 1462. Ficino
translated in Latin Proclus’ De Sacrificiis et Magia, where he learnt about the sympathetic relation
in which astral magic functioned, and Proclus’ habit of singing Orphic hymns as a method of
purification. Proclus (5th century AD) was interested in theurgic practice, that is, in performing
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rituals during which the presence of a spirit or a god could be invoked with the aid of chants,
prayers, and songs. From his writing one can understand that Proclus was influenced by reading
the Chaldean Oracles, fragmentary poems probably written around the 2nd century AD, in which
a revealed knowledge based on Neo-platonic theology blended with Egyptian and Persian theurgic
elements. Besides Proclus’ work, Ficino also translated De Mysteriis and Vita Pythagorae, written
by Iamblicus, another Neo-Platonic philosopher strongly affected by the theurgic practice of the
Oracles.
Brian Copenhaver (1986; 2015) identifies in these Neo-platonic texts the main sources from which
Ficino gathered information about magic that he included in the third book of his De Vita Libri
Tres, a medical treatise on human health completed in 1489, in which Ficino explains his medical
and astrological doctrine. Ficino’ s treatise, a real guide on the health of intellectuals, is divided in
three books. The first two books are dedicated to the ways in which scholars can maintain a healthy
and long life, whereas the third invoked the aid of planets and stars to nurture human lives. In Book
Three entitled “On obtaining Life from the Heavens”, Ficino attemptes to unify the medieval
tradition of natural magic practice with astrological notions and astral magic that brought forth
what has been defined by Daniel Pickering Walker a theory of “spiritual magic.” (1958, 53)
In addition to the Neo-platonic sources that I mentioned earlier, D.P. Walker (1958, 36-39) and F.
Yates (1964, 56-58) concur that Ficino probably consulted also the Arab texts Picatrix, Al-Kindi’s
De Radiiis, and Peter of Abano’s Conciliator – the latter quoted explicitly by Ficino in a passage
that discusses the production of talismans or images to absorb planetary energies. These scholars
also recognize in Ficino’s De Vita the strong impact that the cosmology in the Corpus Hermeticum
had on the third book of his treatise, and its decisive role in shaping Ficino’s definition of the
magician’s fundamental function in astral magic practice. In order to understand the role that the
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magician has in Ficino’s spiritual magic, one must understand the cosmological premises of his
discourse that he exposed in Book Three of his De Vita.
The proemium of the third book of DV openes with the author’s dedication of the text to the King
of Hungary, where Ficino writes that the book was the result of a commentary on Plotinus’
discussion on how to draw on earth the powerful influences of heavenly spheres (De Vita 237).
Plotinus’ Enneads IV was essential in the construction of Ficino’s argument of the Spirit of the
World (Spiritus Mundi): like Plotinus, Ficino identifies the universe as a living creature whose
parts were linked and connected with each other. If Plotinus is the acknowledged source for such
belief, Ficino is also influenced by the treatises of the Corpus Hermeticum, which share a similar
view of an animate and vital universe. Plotinian was also the tripartite subdivision of the cosmos,
where the Italian philosopher sees a Divine Intellect (Mens) containing all the pure ideas mirrored
into the Soul of the World (Anima Mundi), which, in turn, contains the seminal reasons responsible
for the generation of species in matter that can be found in the Body of the World (Corpus Mundi).
The Soul of the World creates all the forms in the physical world as a reflection of the Divine
intellect. Thus, planets, stars and lower forms all mirror the pure intellectual ideas preserved in the
divine Mens.
Ficino adds to Plotinus’ cosmological frame an intermediary ethereal vehicle that he called Spirit
of the World (Spiritus Mundi) and that permeated the universe and worked as a vehicle through
which higher forms – planets and stars – could influence lower forms. D.P. Walker compares
Ficino’s idea of a Spirit of the World with the Neo-platonic concept of the “astral body,” a celestial
vehicle. According to the Greeks, the soul acquired this vehicle from planets in its descent towards
the earthly body, which is primary cause for humans to be subjected to astral influences (38).
However, the idea of a cosmic spirit that connected the human soul with the soul of the
world, and the way in which Ficino suggests that such vehicle could be exploited, seems to indicate
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that the Italian philosopher had in mind other sources when postulating the concept of the Spirit
of the World. In the third book of Picatrix the anonymous author defines the air, or pneuma, as the
“medium by which bodies, or influences, or the effects of the planets, may be disposed by the will
acting by a mixture of its own air with the air in general” (Picatrix, 145). The author theorizes a
manipulation of the airy medium to be realized in order to capture it into talismans or images that
would thus retain the planetary influences. Ficino intends a similar manipulation of the Spirit of
the World that can be realized by the magician. Yates talks about a semi-divine role assigned to
the magus by Ficino (65): whenever the material forms or species degenerated from the original
ideas they depended upon, the magician, aided by astral magic practice - talismans and images –
could re-conduct the higher influences of planets and stars into the lower forms. This manipulation,
which attracts the spirit of a particular planet or star into its lower form, could only take place by
using the vehicle of the spirit of the world. In Ficino’s cosmos, where the stellar rays “penetrate in
a moment the mass of the earth” (321) and where sympathetic connections are established between
the higher and lower spheres,
another gem, helioselinon by name, which has on it by nature the image of the
Sun and Moon in conjunction.' If therefore anyone applies it, set in gold-plated
silver, by threads of similar material when the Moon comes together in the same
minute with the Sun while she is in her house or in his and occupies her cardines,
he will gain a spirit that is both Solar and Lunar (315)
Ficino echoes both Al- Kindi’s theory of the stars radiating their influences on earth, and the
cosmological relations expressed through the law of attraction by analogy present in the Emerald
Table and in the Corpus Hermeticum.
In other passages of the third book of the De Vita, Ficino shows more openly the impact of
Hermetic principles on his doctrine. On one hand Ficino recognizes the power of figures and
images built to absorb the planetary influences. On the other hand, aware of the dangerous
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implications of passage in the Asclepius regarding the animating statues, the philosopher seems to
deny that the power with which statues were endowed, derived from the presence of a demon:
Plotinus uses almost the same examples in that place where, paraphrasing Hermes
Trismegistus, he says that the ancient priests or Magi used to capture in statues and
material sacrifices something divine and wonderful.' He holds, moreover, with
Hermes Trismegistus that through these materials they did not, properly speaking,
capture divinities wholly separate from matter but deities who are merely cosmic,
as I said from the beginning and as Synesius demonstrates - cosmic, I say, that is,
a life or something vital from the Anima Mundi and the souls of the spheres and of
the stars or even a motion and, as it were, a vital presence from the deamons (389).
Ficino’s commentary of Plotinus’ re-interpretation of Hermes Trismegistus excludes the demonic
presence into statues or images, but he admitted the presence in them of an airy spirit, which
permeated the universe. In Ficino’s view, the power of the planets seemed to naturally descend
into the images or figures built in magic practice, exploiting a vital ethereal presence present in
the cosmos; their influences were conducted in the lower forms without the aid of any medium.
With this reinterpretation of the magic practice Ficino probably tried to avoid the logical
conclusion that would lead people to accuse him of demonic practice; Thomas Aquinas, and more
in general the Church strongly condemned the demonic magic of the Asclepius (Yates, 67).
Despite the attempts of removing problematic aspects and specifically the equivocal uses
of demons in the practice described by his sources, in other passages Ficino shows a certain
anxiety in dealing with principles that were strongly related to the Hermetic literature. Ficino’s
discussion on the role of the magus brings on the surface other doubts regarding the real meaning
of the magician’s intervention:
The philosopher who knows about natural objects and stars, whom we rightly are
accustomed to call a Magus, does the very same things: he seasonably introduces
the celestial into the earthly by particular lures just as the farmer interested in
grafting brings the fresh graft into the old stock (387)
This passage refers to the magician’s manipulation and his ability to direct heavenly powers into
lower forms without lingering on how such operation would be realized. As already demonstrated,
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Ficino justifies magical operations by excluding the involvement of a demonic medium, and by
explaining the attraction between the spheres as a natural consequence of the presence of a cosmic
spirit. However, when talking about the magician’s creative power and his capability of acting
upon higher spheres, Ficino could not avoid evoking a semi - creative power infused in the semidivine man, that recalls the idea of the magus of the Pimander.
It is impossible to demonstrate with certainty if Ficino fully embraced the teachings of the
Arabs and of the Corpus Hermeticum regarding astral magic practice and its involvement in
invoking and dragging planetary spirits to earth. He seems to lack clarity regarding this subject in
the treatise. Ficino might have foreseen the dangerous implications that an admission of the
involvement of spirits in the magic practice could entail. Indeed, Ficino was accused of practicing
profane magic arts, and for this reason he wrote the Apologia, in qua de medicina, astrologia, vita
mundi item de Magis, where he justified the presence of this magic theory as a comment to expound
Plotinus’ text. The other reason why Ficino might have been vague in his De Vita regarding the
presence of planetary spirits involved in astral magic practice, is that he might have thought that
such presence still pertained to the real of natural and astral magic. (Garin, 1986; Zambelli, 1991,
137)
Zambelli believes that Ficino, influenced by the reading of the Neoplatonist philosophers,
radically changed his definition of magic
Marsilio re-elaborated his own definition of magic giving more space to the concept
of spiritus: the mediator, as an element of unification of the operations that connect
the universe, becomes more and more a personal entity, to be evoked with rites,
signs and images prepared in the appropriate astrological moment. (1991, 134)
Despite its refusal to worship the demonic, Ficino’s magic remained “daemonic” in its agent,
involving, in other words, an impersonal planetary spirit. Eugenio Garin also underlines how the
experimental science presented in De Vita dangerously moved to the limits of the demonic
practice: the magus, who engaged in operations pertaining the field of natural and astral magic but
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moved closer to ritual magic practice, acquired a new consciousness of the deep occult powers
endowed in the living things. In these texts he suggests the idea that the magus could dominate,
transform the elements, and through the magic art he could talk, convince and educate heavens
and earth (Garin, 1950, 31-35).
According to D.P. Walker, Ficino continued the medieval tradition of natural and astral magic and
enhanced it within an elaborate philosophical context influenced by his Neo-Platonic training.
Walker argues that Ficino’s project translated into a twofold development of magic practice and
theory during the 16th century. Walker identifies the development of a more overtly demonic and
unorthodox magic, as theorized in Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa’s De Occulta Philosophia, as one
of the evolution of Ficino’s theorization on magic. The second path followed by Ficino’s magic
theories was to re-enter into the boundary of Christian orthodoxy (76). I challenge Walker’s idea
of a twofold development of magic practice, arguing that the so called learned tradition of magic
theory, represented in Italy by Pico and Ficino’s philosophical theories of magic, had an impact
also among the popular tradition of magic practice.
Historians have tended to separate popular magic practice, often translated as witchcraft
practice, and intellectual theory of magic. Carlo Ginzburg claims “the fracture that separated in
the 16th century learned magic from popular witchcraft was very deep” (Year, 131). However,
Paola Zambelli argues that there are cases in the 16th and 17th century in which the suspects accused
of witchcraft belonging different social groups confessed to know magic treatises, thus
demonstrating how the convergence of such different traditions, popular and learned, was easily
realizable (278).
Before moving to these cases (see chapter 1.5), one needs to explore how Ficino’s work
developed within the learned and philosophical debate on magic, and in particular, to investigate
how Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa used Ficino’s theories and the astral magic notions deriving from
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the tradition of the Arab sources to generate his own ceremonial magic discourse. The importance
of Agrippa’s speculation and its consequences within the philosophical and learned discourse on
magic theory has been underlined by Frances Yates, who writes:
The extraordinary strength of the influence of Agrippa’s De Occulta Philosophia
has not yet been fully realized. It was an influence which operated in diverse ways
with differing results. It encouraged Dee’s Cabalistical angel-conjuring. It
encouraged Bruno’s magical mnemonics. (221)
Agrippa’s magic treatise De Occulta Philosophia generated a series of spurious copies of his
works. In many instances these copies presented a content that deviated from the original, clearly
falling into the realm of demonic magic. They quickly spread among popular layers of society,
increasing the performances of ritual and ceremonial magic among common people, as the
accusations against ritual magic practice based on 16th-century inquisition trails demonstrated.
Yates’ recognition of the importance of Agrippa’s work probably had to overcome Lynn
Thorndike’s criticism of the book, which he judged “a disappointing book” (1912, vol. V, 133).
Thorndike points out that despite its title, Agrippa’s treatise did not furnish any philosophical
frame for the magical discipline. Thorndike’s observation of Agrippa’s lack of originality cannot
be contested. The three books that composed the treatise explicitly draw their notions from other
sources that sometimes Agrippa openly cites, but whose origin he often overlooked, especially
when he quoted them verbatim, as in the case of Ficino’s texts. Like for his predecessors—Ficino
and the Arab and Hermetic tradition– Agrippa’s universe was permeated by astral influence; like
Ficino in De Vita, Agrippa recognizes in Book I of his treatise that such influences travelled in the
lower sphere of the universe through “a medium, to be the Spirit of the World, which we call
quintessence” (D. O. P. 44).
And yet, Yates identifies in Agrippa’s De Occulta Philosophia the project of restoring the ancient
prisca theologia, mentioned by Ficino, and regarding the teachings issued in the Corpus
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Hermeticum. Ficino’s idea of a spirit of the world which conveyed planetary energies was not
interpreted by Agrippa as a medium for mankind to be passively subjected to astral influences, but
rather, it was the vehicle through which man could be the active employer of such forces.
Ficino believed that man’s spirits found itself in a receptive state that would enable him to receive
those planetary influences through the ethereal medium of the spirit of the world. Agrippa’s belief
implies a more active role of mankind, as evidently demonstrated in his commentary of the famous
passage of the god-making statues in the Asclepius:
Platonists confirm, … divine gifts may be received from above … having a natural
power of divinity i.e. which have a natural correspondency with the superiors …
Mercurius Trismegistus writes, that an image rightly made of certain proper things,
appropriated to anyone certain angel, will presently be animated by that angel …
so a magician doth make use of things manifest, to draw forth things that are occult,
through the rays of the stars, through fumes, lights, sounds, and natural things (D.
O. P. 112)
Thus, in Agrippa’s universe, the man as a magus can direct planetary forces, can control them,
without being a helpless object upon which astral influences worked. Suddenly, the “power that
Adam lost by the original sin over nature, was regained by the purified soul of the magus” (Nauert,
1959, 206). The magus’ goal is to regain such primitive state of innocence by climbing up through
the three worlds in which Agrippa’s universe is divided, the elemental or natural, the celestial, and
the intellectual world, and to even go beyond them and reach the Creator himself in order to obtain
His divine powers (Yates, 134). Such process of “dignification” of the man that necessarily echoed
Pico’s Oration and the Pimander could only occur with the aid of magic that was
a faculty of wonderful virtue, full of most high mysteries, containing the most
profound contemplation of most secret things, together with the nature, power,
quality, substance, and virtues thereof, as also the knowledge of whole nature
(D.O.P. 5)
Walker stresses there was no efforts in Agrippa’s text to enclose his discourse on magic within an
orthodox Christian framework, as Ficino tried to do by eliminating any demonic presence in his
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theory of magic (94). In Agrippa’s view magic equaled theology, and his treatise offered an
alternative form of religious life for the magic operator. Book three in particular is dedicated to
ceremonial or ritual magic, defined as “part of magic which teaches us to know and presently
understand the rules of religion, and how we ought to obtain the truth by divine religion, and how
rightly to prepare our mind and spirit, by which only we can comprehend the truth” (441). This
book directs the reader’s attention toward the religious elements and religious performances to be
executed in order to obtain intellectual and divine benefits, by attracting good demons or angels.
The author is not afraid to admit that in a universe permeated by spiritual beings, good or evil, men
could summon both spirits and induce them to obey. It is the magus’ responsibility to reject any
form of demonic magic, as
a magician does not amongst learned men signify a sorcerer, or one that is
superstitious, or devilish; but a wise man, a priest, a prophet; and that magicians,
as wise men, by the wonderful secrets the world, knew Christ. (D.O.P. li)
In the chapter dedicated to necromancy, the art of summoning up the dead, Agrippa advocated the
usage of songs and sounds, but, more importantly, he recommended the usage of sacred
invocations, which belong to Catholic orthodox religion (see D.O.P. 605).
Looking at Arab sources and the Solomonic texts, such as the Picatrix and the Ars Notoria, the
Agrippa suggests other tools for the practitioners to manipulate the influence of the stars and to
constrain spirits. A passage that witnessed the use of these sources could be found in chapter
XXXVIII of Book One, where he explained how to draw divine gifts from the planets. Agrippa
refers to the Jewish tradition of the Kabbala, that he might have known through Pico’s work, and
the Chaldeans tradition; both were essential in composing the section where he discusses the power
of words and numbers (see chapters IV through XVIII in Book Two of the De Occulta
Philosophia). In the third book on his treatise, Agrippa adds to the lists of angelic and demonic
hierarchies and their subdivision instructions on how to pursue the arts belonging to ceremonial
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magic, such as necromancy, soothsaying and prophetical dreaming. In the eyes of a superficial
reader, Agrippa’s text could resemble a medieval manual on necromancy and conjuration.
In fact, besides offering “a full exposition of the theory of Ficino’s astrological magic” (Walker,
91), De Occulta Philosophia represents the conjunction of the medieval magic tradition, flourished
with the aid of Eastern magical sources, with a new understanding of magic that embodied different
ideas on man and his capability, theorized by Renaissance philosophy. Using Frances Yates’
words, Agrippa’s project could be summarized as follows:
In short, what we are arriving at here is something which is really very like the ideal
Egyptian, or pseudo-Egyptian, society as presented in the Hermetic Asclepius, a
theocracy governed by priests who know the secrets of a magical religion by which
they hold the whole society together (Yates, 142)
De Occulta Philosophia was written between 1509 and 1510 and published only in 1533.
However, the treatise started to circulate widely before its date of publication in manuscript form,
and after its publication it became so popular and well known that there were many other editions.
Agrippa’s fame of being a powerful magician grew intensively, so much that spurious works on
ritual magic were attributed to him, as in the case of the Fourth Book of the De Occulta
Philosophia, that appeared some thirty years after Agrippa’s death. The book, dedicated to magical
ceremonies, contained practical instructions on performing rituals to invoke spirits, a section that
mirrored the technical instructions contained in the The Sworn Book of Honorius, and a detailed
description of these spiritual entities. In 1565 an edition of Agrippa’s works was published, and it
included the spurious Fourth Book of the De Occulta and in the Appendix another text of ritual
magic, The Heptameron, erroneously attributed to the physician Peter of Abano (1257-1316). The
Heptameron was a manual containing practical instructions to execute rituals in which spirits were
conjured. The text shows a strong resemblance with the content of many texts belonging to the
Solomonic cycle (see 1.3) from which it drew its theoretical framework.
It is within the circulation of partial and incomplete texts on magic, their spurious imitators,
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manuscripts mimicking Arab and Jewish sources, and the pseudo-attribution of demonic and ritual
magic manuals to widely known scholars of the past, that my investigation will focus to better
understand the impact that such learned debate on magic theory had on magic ritual practice.

1.4 Performing magic in the Renaissance: the hunt of heretics
The investigations conducted in the past years on occult sciences and magic in the Renaissance
reveal a focus on the study of witchcraft, a phenomenon that spread in Western European society
from the 15th to the 18th century. The historian Hugh Trevor-Roper defined the particular
circumstances that led Europe to deeply examine and consequently severely punish witchcraft as
the “European witch-craze” (1967).
What did the definition “witchcraft” designate? Did witchcraft somehow replace the practice of
ritual magic among European society, or did it represent a development of such practice?
Paola Zambelli has noticed how magic, in particular ritual or ceremonial, and witchcraft have
travelled in Western Europe from the late 14th century among parallel paths (2007, 35). Even
though the two terms indicate different ways of interpreting magic practice, scholars have
struggled to define the distinction between these two phenomena. The elemental features that
characterize both magic performances are difficult to trace, especially when investigating magic
performances among the populace, where witchcraft cases often intersected with ritual magic
performances or vice-versa.
If the investigation on the social usages of magic reveals blurred boundaries between
witchcraft and ritual magic practice, some preliminary considerations on the distinction can be
drawn by looking at the history of their theorization and prohibition. The debate on the association
of demonic presences in magic practice was already discussed during the Middle Ages when,
despite Augustine’s idea that saw all forms of magic involving the participation of demonic spirits,
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both Albertus Magnus (1200 –1280) and William of Auvergne (1180/90-1249) made a distinction
between natural magic that grounded its knowledge on natural occult properties, and another form
of magic, divination or necromancy labelled as sorcery, which entailed a demonic presence
(Zambelli, 1996, 124).
The concern among the Christian hierarchies for magic practices engaging with demons
increased in the following century, as demonstrated by several actions that the Church took against
it. With the papal bull Super Illius Specula of 1326, Pope John XXII expanded the inquisitorial
powers so that magic practitioners, who worshipped devils and constrained them with the aid of
images and rings, could be punished according to the laws applied to heretics.
Some decades later, the Spanish theologian and inquisitor Nicholas Eymerich published a manual
for inquisitors to guide them in the persecution against magic practice, the Directorium
Inquisitorum (1376). Eymerich admitted that not all forms of witchcraft had to be interpreted as
heretical, but only those cases that entailed adoration or veneration of the devil, which had to be
punished (Cardini, 1979, 75). In 1398 the theologians of the University of Paris claimed that the
maleficia or acts of sorcery involving a pact with the devil entailed apostasy or idolatry
(Kiekchhefer, 1976, 22). Despite the pronouncements of ecclesiastic hierarchies against rituals and
practices that might engage with demons, the fundamental passage from a medieval conception of
sorcery to the Renaissance concept of witchcraft took place only around the second half of the 15th
century.
The German historian Joseph Hansen’s thesis, that was later accepted by many scholars (Cardini
and Zambelli among others), identifies the papal bull Summis desiderantes affectibus of 1484
emanated by Innocent VIII (1432 –1492) as a key moment for the definition of Renaissance
witchcraft, which the Christian clergy understood as a dangerous alternative form of religion.
I will discuss later how magic and witchcraft were perceived among the common people. Before
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moving to the actuation of magic performances within the common people, it is important to
comprehend the attempts of providing a theoretical frame to magic practice.
Remarking the distinction between medieval sorcery and Renaissance witchcraft, Zambelli
explaines how the witchcraft phenomenon that rose in the 15th century was the result of an “ideal
system formulated by theologians, exorcists and inquisitors, that superimposed an explicit pact
with the devil, the nightly flight of the witch to the Sabbath and the worship of the devil to a
popular tradition of enchantments, venomous acts and spells...” (1996, 125).
It was difficult to define the boundaries of magic practices. This difficulty produced many
discussions among the Church Fathers in Western Europe and brought members of the clergy to
recognize magic practice as the offspring of heretical cults movements. By recognizing the
apostasy implicit in magic practice, the Church was able to better control and eventually suppress
its diffusion. Since natural magic grounded its premises in the knowledge of natural occult
properties, it was necessary to track down some evil spiritual features in the practice, in order to
locate the sin of heresy, hence the introduction of demonic motives.
The major contribution to the shaping of the Renaissance concept of witchcraft came from
the vast theological literary production published in the 15th century. The Dominican inquisitor
John Nider’s treatise Formicarius, published in 1435, contributed to strengthen the relation
between witchcraft and diabolism. A few decades later another Dominican monk, Nicolas Jacquier
wrote the treatise Flagellum haereticorum fascinorum (1458), where he depicts witchcraft as the
demonic counter part of the Christian Church.
Written as a commentary of Innocent VIII’s papal bull, the Malleus Malleficarum was
published in 1487 by two inquisitors, Heinrich Kramer and Jacob Sprenger. The manual partially
summarized what the precedent treatises stated about the demonic component of witchcraft, and
radically changed the perception of witchcraft itself. The introduction of the gender association
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between witchcraft and women in part I question 6, served not only as a mere misogynist attack
on women but, as Walter Stephens argues,
as a defense of the reality of demons and a theory of physical interactions with
them. […] The book was written to prove that demons are not imaginary and that
their copulation with witches proves that they are real. (34)
The conviction of women’s engagement in sexual intercourse with the devil established the
existence of a demonic spiritual presence and silenced any doubt raised by skeptics on the
witchcraft phenomenon.
Kieckhefer notes that if “the witchcraft literature abounds in passing incidental references to the
role of demons as witches’ accomplices” (1976, 83), the judicial records of the time seemed to
reveal a different tendency. The diabolic or demonic presence had either no important role, or was
completely absent, in most of German and Italian inquisitorial trials or chronicles of the 15th
century, as Kieckhefer demonstrates in his study European Witch Trials. Kieckhefer also confirms
the idea that the involvement with demons in magic practices was “a speculation by theologians
and jurists who could make no sense of sorcery except by postulating a diabolical link between the
witch and her victim” (1976, 36). The inquisitors, who saw in any magic practices a participation
of the practitioners with demonic forces soon expanded this notion of diabolism and included any
sort of magic rituals or performances.
If for theologians and ecclesiastical hierarchies of the time witchcraft and magic became both
synonymous of demonic cult to be hunted and persecuted, the intellectual history revealed a
growing interest for the Hermetic occult tradition and for ritual magic practice among 15th century
intellectuals and philosophers, as exemplified by the Florentine court of Cosimo De Medici. (see
1.3)
These seemingly contradictory attitudes regarding magic can be explained using the words
of the historian Franco Cardini, who identifies a fundamental discriminating factor when dealing
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with ritual magic and witchcraft. The historian writes about a “complex Weltanschauung” (1979,
59), a comprehensive conception of the universe in which ritual magic informed by the Hermetic
tradition was enclosed. Ritual magic practitioners distanced themselves from any form of
witchcraft, which the historian defines as a “form of automatism based on the principle of causeeffect and maybe on remains of antecedents and higher articulated beliefs.” (1979, 59)
The two ways, witchcraft and ritual magic practice highlighted by Cardini, in which the practice
could be understood, leads him to conclude that in a period in which the suppression of magic
reached his peak and translated into a massive witch hunt, the learned echelons of 15th Italian
century society did not perceive ritual magic theory and practice as a sinful form of belief.
According to philosophers and intellectuals of the time, ritual magic did not entail the presence of
demonic forces as demonstrated in the case of Marsilio Ficino (see 1.3).
Considering the different attitudes towards magic underlined so far, the relevant issue in the
inquiry on Renaissance magic has to be found in the role that magic played in the early modern
society. Paola Zambelli recognized that “the usage and the social role of magic must be interpreted
as an alternative creed, that went beyond the orthodoxy of the Christian church” (1996, 286).
However, Zambelli’s research is based on texts produced by learned and intellectual environments
in 15th century society.
My argument is that, in order to achieve a more comprehensive result that reveals how
magic was understood by early modern society, one must also consider how magic practice was
perceived among common people. Was magic practice spread among 15th and 16th-century
European population? What were the reasons why common people turned to magic practice? Were
people aware of the discussion on diabolical implications when practicing magic? Did people
consider magic rituals as an alternative form of religion? Is it possible to trace a clear distinction
between witchcraft cases and ritual magic practice when looking at popular uses of magic?
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In order to answer these questions and offer a complete background on the social implications that
magic during the Renaissance, my inquiry needs to examine first how common people had access
to magic knowledge. As demonstrated in 1.2, manuscripts and their copies and translations were
one of the fundamental tools that granted the dissemination of magic knowledge within the
intellectual and clerical environments of late medieval Western society. By the middle of the 15th
century, the development of the printing technology promoted the circulation of books to a larger
audience and contributed to the growth of many cities that became centers for the print industry.
By mid-15th century Venice established its supremacy as the largest site for the press,
accommodating more than 500 publishers, and many bookshops and printers.
The vivid activity that flourished around the book industry, aided by the commercial trade and by
its distribution network, encouraged a wider circulation of books in early 16th century Venetian
society. The upheaval caused by the Protestant Reform triggered a particular interest in the
Venetian readers on the development of the Reformed ideas. Protestant literature started to be
printed and sold in the city:
from the early days of the Reformation, Italian and foreigners imported Protestant
books into Italy. Scholars procured them in northern Europe and brought them back
… Luther’s books entered in Venice very early. In September 1520 a German monk
reported that he had carried some of the Luther’s works to Venice and sold them
(Grendler, 1997, 72)
In these early stages of the Reformation, the Venetian state seemed not to be worried about the
dangerous consequences that the dissemination of Protestant books in its territories could have,
probably because the State and the Venetian clergy were hoping for a reconciliation with Luther’s
supporters. Grendler underlined how the Venetian republic did not take any consistent measures
in order to halt the penetration of books that were considered prohibited by the Church and that
started to appear in local indexes of prohibited texts in other Italian areas, like for instance in
Milan, where Francesco II Sforza banned all the Protestant books (Grendler, 1997, 73).
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Despite the official position of the Venetian Republic that seemed to encourage censorship, as
demonstrated by the 1527 act of the Council of Ten that required the imprimatur before publishing
any book under Venetian rule (?), the distribution of texts containing Luther and Calvin’s reformed
doctrines continued in the city. The circulation of prohibited books often travelled through secret
webs of smugglers:
by the early 1550s, some bookmen had organized clandestine routes to bring
Protestant books from Switzerland to Venice. What little is known of them came to
light on the rare occasion when a denunciation brought them to the attention of the
Holy Office. (Grendler, 1997, 102)
There were several ways in which prohibited books entered Venice, as recorded in the epistolary
exchanges between the Roman Curia and the Venetian papal nuncio, who witnessed the smuggling
of prohibited books hidden in clothes and other merchandise (Grendler, 1997, 75), or that were
brought and sold in the residences of foreign diplomats and ambassadors, whose correspondence
could not be controlled by Venetian authorities. (Barbierato, 2002, 160)
After the failed attempt to reconcile with the northern reformers during the Ratisbona colloquy in
1541-1542, the Roman Church exacerbated its measures to prevent the dissemination of Protestant
doctrines through the emanation of several local indexes of prohibited books and the enforcement
of ecclesiastical laws. In Venice, though, the press still felt free to publish forbidden books, as the
1543 publication of Ortensio Lando’s Paradossi – included in many local indexes- demonstrated.
(Grendler, 1997, 81)
The reorganization of the Venetian Inquisition in 1547, with the creation of a special magistracy,
the Tre Savi sopra l’Eresia, increased the control and the punishments on heresy. The immediate
consequences of this new juridical body of the Venetian Inquisition affected the circulation of
prohibited books, which began to be burned and confiscated. If in the first decades of the
inquisitorial activities the focus of the Venetian censors was on Protestant texts, books of magic
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started to appear in the list of the 1554 local Index of both Milan and Venice, which also included
the Ars Notoria, classified as a book of necromancy. (Barbierato, 2002, 62)
Even if the exchange of books of magic shared some of the channels of distribution of other
forbidden books, as highlighted by Federico Barbierato, who identifies the Fondaco dei Tedeschi
as one of the main centers of commerce of prohibited books (2002, 162), the introduction of magic
texts in the city followed other hidden paths. The complexity in tracking down the roads along
which books of magic travelled derived mainly from the fact that these texts were often
handwritten and reproduced or transmitted in partial copies, single folios, or included in other
manuscripts.
The results of a research undertaken by the historian Antonella Barzazi on the libraries of
Venetian religious orders (1995) is a useful tool to shed light on the provenance and means of
distribution of magic texts in the city. Barzazi examined the investigation that the Holy Office
conducted between 1599-1600 on the libraries of all Italian religious orders that were asked to
send to Rome the list of the books present in their libraries’ collections. The records showed that
at the time Venice hosted around twenty-five religious institutions, monasteries and convents
whose libraries were opened to the community (Barzazi, 1995, 148). After studying the lists sent
to the Holy Office by many Venetian monasteries Barzazi reaches two conclusions. The first is
that the census of the collections’ entry was necessarily incomplete, as many books were held
privately by the monks in their own cell (1995; p. 165). The second conclusion is that many
prohibited books were found in almost all the lists coming from the Venetian orders, with few
exceptions, as for instance in the case of the monastery of Saint Matthew in Murano (1995, 171).
Barzazi’s analysis brought to light how Venetian monks and friars were fascinated by Hermetic
and Platonic theories, and showed a particular interest in pseudo-scientific knowledge, or natural
magic (1995, 209) as demonstrated by the library’s holdings of the monastery of San Nicolò in
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Lido. In this library monks could have access to texts such as Giovan Battista Della Porta’s De
Magia in its 1569 edition, a text that was later banned (1583), Alessio Piemontese’s Secreti (1555)
that included alchemic recipes, Ficino’s translations of Hermes Trismegistus’ Asclepius and
Pimander and Iamblicus, the Orphic Hymns, and works of Giovanni Pico della Mirandola
(Barzazi, 1995, 169). Many other library collections in Venetian monasteries confirmed the
inefficacy of the censorial authorities in the city, as for instance the case of the secular canons of
San Giorgio in Alga, a community originated in the early decades of the 15th century. The census
of their library’s collections sent to the Holy Office contained 42 titles that appeared in the Index
of Pope Clement the VIII (1596) and became the longest list of prohibited books found in Venice
(1995, 179).
Barzazi’s analysis seems to confirm the worries of the Holy Office, which recognized the
fundamental role that monks played in favoring the spreading of magic books, and took several
measures to stop the dissemination of magic knowledge. In 1586 Pope Sixtus V’s bull Coeli et
Terrae Creator Deus dismissed all magical arts and declared them sinful. In addition to the papal
edict, in 1591 the Holy Office issued a decree that forbade friars to possess books of necromancy,
geomancy or chiromancy (Barbierato, 2002, 163).
The involvement of clergymen, monks, friars and priests in the diffusion of magic knowledge and
practice has emerged from the examination of Inquisition trials that took place in 16th and 17th
century Venice. Only a year after the Holy Office’s rebuke about the possession of magic books,
in 1592 “a group of Capuchin monks activated a web of exchange of magic materials between
Venice, Verona, Padua and Castelfranco, whose centers of distribution were various monasteries”
within the Venetian territories (Barbierato, 2002, 164). But magic knowledge was not controlled
exclusively by clergymen: the intense exchanges of books and magic materials involved many
members of 16th and 17th century Venetian society, and many scholars insisted that the diffusion
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of magic did not specifically interest only a restricted class of people (see Barbierato, 2002).
With the papal bull of 1586, the Venetian tribunal shifted its attention to the repression of
witchcraft and magic, and started hunting wizards, witches and all magic practitioners. The
accusations presented before the Venetian tribunal from 1586 to 1630 for practicing magic art
amount to 319 cases (Tedeschi, 1991, 105). If the investigation of the Inquisitorial records of the
time confirmed that monks were often involved in magic practice, it also registered a uniform
distribution of magic interest among all Venetian social classes.

1.5 Magic on trials: natural and ritual magic before the Venetian Inquisition
The diffusion of books of magic reveals only in part the role that magic practice played in early
modern Venetian society. The studies conducted by John Tedeschi and William Monter on 16th
and 17th century Inquisition records have underlined two crucial factors of the history of the
persecution of heresy. The two scholars recognize the peak of the inquisitorial activities in the
years between 1580 -1610, and underline the diversity in the charges moved by the tribunal to the
offenders, with a relevant prevalence of accusation for magic practice starting from the end of the
16th century (see Tedeschi, 1991).
The records of the Inquisition tribunals offer a different set of information regarding its persecutory
activity; it also provides precious details on how magic was understood and perceived by common
people, on the identity of the practitioners, and on the reasons why they would depend on magic
performances.
In his analysis on the Venetian Inquisition trials John Martin focuses his attention on the offenders’
identity and on their social provenience, in order to provide a more detailed sociology of the
defendants’ world (see Martin, 1993). The results of his quantitative research on Venetian heresy
confirmed that members of all social groups - aristocrats, merchants, workers and prostitutes - of
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the Venetian community were often involved in trials with the accusation of heretical behavior
(1993, 146).
Martin’s investigation took in account heresy in Venice in a strict sense, but he only considered
convictions for Evangelism, Lutheranism or Anabaptism, leaving out of his analysis all the
convictions for superstition and witchcraft. Other scholars have investigated Venetian trials
dealing with magic, in order to trace the history of popular belief and traditions and to examine
how magic performances intertwined with the history of religion (see Ginzburg, 1986; Ruth
Martin, 1989; Dal Col, 1998; Duni, 2007).
The examination of these particular historical sources implies methodological difficulties
regarding the dialogic nature of a written record that reports an oral testimony, and consequently
entails some limitations and restrictions regarding the possibility of accessing a truthful testimony
on the intimate defendant’s system of belief. Ginzburg identified the problematic feature of the
Inquisition trials, when he recognized that during the interrogatories between the inquisitor and
the defendant, the unequal dynamic of power strongly influenced the suspect’s answers. The
unbalanced interrelation between the two subjects altered the nature of their exchange, which often
became a monologic speech, where the defendant almost repeated the accusations implied in the
inquisitor’s questions (see Ginzburg, 1989).
The risk in dealing with this type of sources is to interpret the defendant’s testimony as
representative of his own belief and thoughts, without acknowledging the mediation that the
inquisitor’s role played in delivering the defendant’s truth. Conceding their limits, the Inquisition
trials sometimes recorded instances in which the heretic’s voice breaks free, as Ginzburg
demonstrates with the Benandanti’s case (see Ginzburg, 1983), in which many men and women
reported their own version of the truth, offering to the contemporary readers abundant information
about the rural cult and traditions in 16th and 17th century Friuli.
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A further contribution to the debate on the methodology to follow when investigating such
documentation was given by the historian John H. Arnold, who suggestes to consider the
Inquisition trials as “heteroglossic” texts (383) in which different voices, “not just the inquisitor
vs. the deponent, but conflicting and competing discourses of confession, heresy, crime, sexuality,
gender, literacy” (383), all expressions of the accused’s self, mingled. The various subjectivities
of the defendant that emerged during the interrogations or confessions, could be better understood
if one considers the self as a relation between the internal self, his conscious and unconscious
thoughts and beliefs, and the external self, the way in which someone expresses himself in relation
to society (see Martin, 2004). In a confessional mode, Arnold continues, the voice of the deponent
expresses different manifestations of the self, such as the penitent self, the heretic self (384); in
many instances, the accused let his own the prudential self speak, who dissimulated his truth belief
and concealed it in order to avoid punishment (Martin 2004, 34). Many manuals for inquisitors,
such as Francis Pena’s Directorium Inquisitorium (1578) warned the interrogators of being weary
of the dynamic of nicodemism, when the accused’s prudential self would say anything in order not
to admit his unorthodox behavior or beliefs. These manuals provided the inquisitors with countertechniques to ferret out the truth from the defendants.
Arnold compares the activity of the inquisitors to that of the historians, who need to
consider the ruses—the claim of a lapse of memory, the pretense of insanity, the claim of being
surrendered by many bitter enemies—that heretics often employed to escape conviction. In some
instance these ruses did not seem to convince the inquisitors, like in the case of Giacomina
Cabadala from San Giacomo dell’Orto. On March 26, 1620 the inquisitor recorded the statement
of Cecilia’s father, who came before the tribunal in Venice accusing Giacomina for his daughter’s
bewitchment. Only months after the first accusation, on the 4th of July, Camilla Stramazzera was
summoned before the tribunal to testify. Her words confirmed the previous accusation, that
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Giacomina was considered by everyone a powerful witch. As a reinforcement of the allegations,
Giacomina’s son, Mattia, appeared in front of the inquisitor bringing a single sheet containing
“strigarie”, magic spells. When Giacomina appears in court on April 21 1621, her words seemed
to follow a script that many individuals suspected of heresy employed. When she was asked if she
knew the reason why the tribunal called her, the woman answered “No, I was minding my own
business at home, but the reason why is because neighbors hate me”10. She continued her own
defense and anticipating the inquisitor’s questions she stated her illiteracy in order to demonstrate
that she could not have written or read the spells on the sheet. Probably knowing that her son
accused her, she claimed that he abused her, constantly beating her with a cane. When charged to
attend nightly gatherings at the cemetery, Giacomina strongly denied the allegations, but in the
record the inquisitor’s note states that she affirmed her innocence weeping11, but she was probably
pretending, because she did not shed tears.
Giacomina’s file, held in the State archive of Venice, does not contain any complete account of a
trial or the final verdict, but it includes a precious folio that could be useful for further
considerations on the diffusion of magic knowledge in early modern Venetian society. It is the
sheet of paper that her son brought to the tribunal that presumably served as proof for Giacomina’s
guilt. On it somebody wrote a magic love spell to be addressed to the devil while performing a rite
involving a glass that had to be inflamed, and salt that had to be thrown on the glass
The magic formula, aimed to attract a lover, and begins with an invocation to the spirits that are
said to be created by the Holy Trinity: “I conjure you spirits with this script, [to be bound to] this
glass, for the power of God who created you and for the virtue of the Holy Trinity” (ASVe, 75)12.
After this first supplication, the compiler adds a series of capitalized letters and signs that divided

10
11
12

“no perché io mi attendeva in casa mia, ma è perché son mal volesta in contrada” (ASVe, 75)
“este dicebat plorans, sed fingens, non effundens lacrimas” (ASVe, 75)
“vi scongiuro voi spiritti che al preste(?) scritti in questo gotto per quell Iddio che vi a creati per la virtù della santissima trinità” (ASVe,75)
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the folio in two parts. In the second part of the spell the tone of the invocation changes. The
compiler addresses the devil, who was asked to inflict bodily and mental torments to the lover who
would not fall in love: “bit him hard, whip him, remove his feelings from the head and the eyes so
that he cannot see, so that his tongue cannot speak. Cut his feet so that he cannot walk and rip his
lungs so that he cannot breathe.”13 (ASVe, 75)
In this second part of the formula, the practitioner did not rely on natural elements, whose occult
properties would be exploited as dictated by sympathetic magic. The spell assumed the features of
a maleficio, that is, a magic intended to sicken and harm someone, leaning thus towards sorcery
and black magic practices.
Many of the Venetian trials present instances in which magic practitioners made use of
natural ingredients, such as herbs or stones, and images or wax statuettes for their recipes,
following a medieval tradition handed down by natural magic manuals, combined with invocations
or conjurations of spirits, whose nature could either be good or evil. As Jonathan Seitz notices, “it
is clear that a variety of conceptions of the categories of natural and supernatural coexisted in
Venetian vernacular culture” (106).
The Inquisition file “Tre Savi all’Eresia” contains trials that took place in Venice in the time span
1541 – 1794, and reveals that most of the accusations addressed to people brought in front of the
Venetian tribunal related to “strigaria”, that is, witchcraft. The definition “strigaria” assumed a
broad meaning within Venetian society, indicating a series of magic practices, such as the
bewitchment of a person realized through the invocations of evil spirits found in sheets copied
from necromancy manuals, through recipes or potions prepared with herbs, or through the use of
wax images. The accusation of “strigaria” could also refer to acts of divination or fortune telling,

“tanto batilo tanto flagellelo tanto cavali i sentimenti della testa i ochi ch no veda la lingua che no parli Tagli i piedi che no camini cavali i
polmoni che no respiri” (ASVe, 75)
13
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the reading of tarots or any other means that could predict the future.
Sometimes witches were involved in magic performances engaging more than one skillful magic
practitioner, and they were asked to contribute to the realization of a ritual offering their magic
expertise. The case of Polissena, a Venetian woman believed to be a witch who was accused of
magic practice in 1643 along with other people, demonstrated how witchcraft and (principles of)
natural and ritual magic often intertwined in magic rituals performed to gain materials goods.
Polissena’s name was brought before the Venetian inquisitors by Paolo Morosini during his
interrogation on the 19th January 1645, in the course of a trial that involved him, his brother,
Giovanni Morosini, Marantega Santo Calegher, friar Bernardo da Muggia and Giovanni Cappi.
These men were accused of performing magic rituals to gain at the gambling game with dices of
“piasetta” or “biasetta”. Giovanni Cappi’s confession, on October 1643 disclosed that these men
performed a ritual in which a consecrated medal was buried on the ground while performing
fumigations during a night with full moon. As none of the participants at the ritual won at the
game, Cappi also confessed that they also engaged in a ritual involving a white magnet and a holy
host.
Paolo Morosini, called before the tribunal some time later, confirmed Cappi’s version, claiming
that a friar, later recognized by the authorities as Bernardo da Muggia, convinced him to find a
white magnet with the aid of Polissena. On the 22nd of January 1645 Paolo recounted the story of
his brother Giovanni’s first encounter with the woman. The woman suggested the man to purchase
some powder, probably quicksilver14, that she would use in one of her rituals some time later. The
man admitted that his brother bought some powder and the quicksilver as indicated by the woman,
and he described the ritual in his deposition:

“a proposito detta Polissena che ritrovati dell’argento vivo con certe polveri, che comprò mio fratello ordinategli da detta donna (non so in voce
o in scritto siccome anco non so che polvere fossero) ma so che ne vidi un poco da uno scartozzetto aperto; perché erano due che tiravano un poco
al negro e mio fratello comprò anco l’argento vivo” (ASVe 100).
14
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She wanted us to go to Canal Grande. I came at the cross and she went over the
stone where the hands of the convicts are cut off. She put this stuff over the stone
and while she placed these things over the stone she pronounced words… When it
was over she gave me these things … and she told me to place them at Saint Mark’s
columns where people are sentenced to death and so I did it. And she told me that
while I was placing them there, I had to pronounce words that I cannot remember
now, I do not remember them.15 (ASVe, 100)
Paolo’s description of his encounter with the witch Polissena confirmed the hybrid nature of magic
practice in Venetian society, where elements of natural magic blended with religious orthodox
elements, such as the usage of holy water, and with necromantic rituals, as demonstrated by
Polissena’s arrival to the site where death sentences were executed. In this place, where many
people died, the woman pronounced some unknown magic words.
As the trial went on, the friar Bernardo da Muggia was interrogated by the inquisitors, who seemed
particularly interested in the details of a magic rite that the friar performed, as confessed by
Giovanni Morosini on the 26th January 1645:
The friar would have baptized the magnet, so he said. He dealt with similar cases
in matter of magnets, and he threw them in the fire. He also needed a spirit of the
fourth sphere, without telling anything else, and I replied that I did not wish to know
more. (ASVe, 100)16
According to Giovanni’s deposition, the ritual of the magnet’s baptism performed by the friar,
implied also the presence of a spirit. The inquisitors tried to extort information about the spirit
during Bernardo’s interrogatories, but they eventually gave up when, on 12th May of 1645,
Bernardo vehemently denied that he had invoked spirits. The inquisitors did not investigate the
issue further, probably because they already had enough proofs to confirm that Bernardo

“voleva che andassimo (come fossimo) al Canal Grande. Giunsi alla Croce essa donna andò sopra la piera dove si taglia la mano alli
condannati; sopra la gli portò sudetta robba e pose la robba sopra la piera disse parole …finito diede a me tutte queste robbe e io le pigliai e
poscia andassimo di nuovo a s. Marco per Rialto mi pensava; e mi disse che dovessi mettere dette robbe sopra uno scalino delle colonne di S.
Marco ove si giustiziano i condannati e cosi io feci molto; e mi disse che nel metterle dovessi dire o tre parole che non mi potevo venir a mente,
ne me le ricordo” (ASVe, 100)
16 “il frate havrebbe fatto il servitio di battezzare la calamita (così egli disse) gli erano capitati altri simili casi per le mani in materia di calamite
appunto, gli gettò nel fuoco; e che gli voleva anco uno spirito della quarta sfera senza specificarmi altro et io risposi che non ne volevo saper altro”
(ASVe 100).
15
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performed ritual magic and invoked spirits. They collected such evidences during the previous two
years, long before Bernardo denied Paolo accusation in 1645, interrogating the friar while he was
kept in prison by the Venetian authorities. During these interrogations Bernardo confessed that he
had baptised the magnet for the Morosini’s brothers (on 24th May of 1644) and he admitted he held
some “carte”, papers marked with crosses, unknown characters, circles and other type of signs17
(ASVe, 100). He also confirmed that the owned black candles and powders.
The papers that Bernardo owned are not attached to the file, but the records report the content of
some of them, which were listed by the inquisitor during the interrogatory on the 1st September of
1644. Such spells ranged from experiments to prevent or excite sleep, to raise hatred, to constrain
men or women to fall in love with someone, to sexually arouse husbands, to avoid tooth pain, and
to foretell the future18 (ASVe, 100). The list demonstrated how medical remedies, and recipes,
love spells and superstitious practices were mixed, with no distinction. This variety of practices
entailed in the magic practice is the distinctive feature of early modern popular magic.
As I mentioned in the introduction, Thorndike argues that the 16th century witnessed a
decrease of interest in ritual magic practice. Many scholars have agreed with Thorndike by
recognizing the decreasing significance of ritual magic operations in European society, and by
stressing that the only thread of continuity between medieval and Renaissance magic could be
found in the renewed interest in the natural aspect of magic practice. (see Klaassen, 2013, 158)
However, in the trials that I just analyzed, ritual magic practice, in other words the conjuring of
spirits and necromancy rituals, seemed to be intertwined with what seemed to be an interest in

“cum crucij et caracterij incognitis, circulis et alijs signis”
“se si sia valsuto dell’esperimento come nella cedula 14 o 106 e 108 per impedir il sonno, o eccitarlo o pure per solvere il maleficio del coito,
come nella cedula 15 o 108 o per suscitar odio e risse, come nella cedula 17 o alligar il membro virile, come nella cedola 23 e 61 overo per il
giorno della piria, come nella cedola 26. 29. 43. 79. 81. Overo per soniar cose dishoneste come nella cedola 33. O per ligar una donna come nella
cedola 40 o per indovinar come nella cedola 52, o per ottener grazia come nella cedola 53. 64. E 73. O per sostener li tormenti della corda come
nella cedola 57. Contra i ladri come nella medesima cedola 57 o delle parole consacrate come nella cedola 75. 76. 97. E 104 o per impedir
l’ingresso a chi si vuole come nella cedola 70. O per li maleficiati servitosi dell’orazione come nella cedola 77. 82. 84. 85. 98. 102 o per li dolori
de denti come nella cedola 96. O contra li nemici come nella cedola 102. O per il parto della donna il flusso di sangue perché non si piglino pesci
come nella medesima cedola 102. O finalmente per eccitare uno sposo come nella cedola 104” (ASVe 100).
17
18
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natural magic recipes or love magic spells. In both cases, the reference to rituals of conjuration or
evocation seemed the key factor for the realization of a natural recipe – Polissena’s exploitation of
the spirits of the sentenced dead people, Bernardo’s conjuration of a spirit belonging to the fourth
sphere. Was therefore the interest in ritual magic practice or necromancy lost among the 16th and
17th century Venetian society? Did magic practice only translated into a curiosity in natural magic,
as Thorndike believed?
Klaassen tries to reevaluate Thorndike’s paradigm on the relevance of ritual magic practice by
pointing out that works
that do not correspond to the learned magic of the great Renaissance mages are
summarily dismissed as remnants of a bygone era. In marked contrast to this
assumption, we find a vast literature of ritual magic in sixteenth-century hands, the
overwhelming bulk of practical magic literature in manuscript (2013, 158)
The circulation of handwritten literature on ritual magic, as demonstrated in chapter 1.3, mirrored
an actual engagement in such practice in Venetian society.
The records in the Archivio Storico del Patriarcato in Venice reveal that such circulation
of ceremonial magic manuals and books reached different layers of the Venetian population. On
the 16th October 1587 Cesare Costa, archbishop of Capua, Giovanni Trivisano, patriarch of Venice,
Angelo Mirabino of Faenza, inquisitor belonging to the order of the Predicatori dell’Osservanza,
together with Domenico Duodo and Giovanni Gatta Quirini, judged the Venetian nobleman
Francesco Barozzi guilty of the charges of sorcery, heresy, apostasy and for engaging in occult
practices. Barozzi was a well-known mathematician at the time, who spent his life between Venice
and Candia. The details of the charges that emerged from the sentence offer a general overview of
Barozzi’s readings and training on magical activities, and also provide specifics about rituals and
experiments he accomplished. The first charge against Barozzi concerned his attempt to educate
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his family, his servants and his friends on magic practice19. His favorite disciple, Daniele
Malipiero, was accused with charges of sorcery and beheaded on November 19th of the same year.
(Barbierato, 113) The sentence continued mentioning prohibited books that Barozzi hid in his
private studio, whose titles were mentioned by the nobleman himself during his first confession:
You confessed that having been in Candia for some years, you collected printed
books and manuscripts in Greek and Latin that dealt with enchantments,
necromancy and magic art. You practiced magic art with different experiments,
conjurations of spirits taught especially by Pietro D’Abano and Cornelio Agrippa
(ASPVe, 3, 40v)
Among the Greek and Latin manuscripts held by the nobleman, the inquisitors found those of
Pietro D’Abano and Cornelio Agrippa, from which Barozzi learned the experiments and magic
rites to invoke spirits. One of these rituals is fully described by the defendant in his confession and
recorded in the sentence:
After having consecrated the black bone handle knife, that was used to kill a man,
the ritual of consecration had taken place in the time and day when Mars is in
exaltation, you inscribe in it five names of spirits, you bless it and you spread on it
holy water. You fumigate it and bless it again with blessed oil. You bless it as the
art taught, being dressed with a white garment similar to those used by a confessed
priest. After you confessed your sins, you fasted and once you purified the circle,
the signs and the names as the art taught, you put yourself with Salustio and a young
virgin girl inside the circle, and you started to conjure the spirits in the shape of
dragons, and they provoked an earthquake, so terrible that it looked as the house
was falling apart. [You confessed that] you kept Salustio and the virgin with the
circle’s boundaries otherwise that would have been in danger, and you asked those
spirits any questions about secret and future things that they knew thanks to their
devilish knowledge (ASPVe 3, 41r)20
This was not the only ritual of invocation that Francesco Barozzi performed. In the sentence the
inquisitors recalled other occasions during which the defendant, invoking and binding a spirit,

“Francesco Barozzi nobleman of this Catholic Republic, not only you attended idle and pestiferous doctrine but you also taught it, and you
nurtured your children with it, especially your son-in-law, disciple and dear friend Daniele Malipiero” (ASPVe 3, 40r)
20 “doppo haver consacrato un coltello co’ el manico de osso negro di ferro, con il quale era stato ammazzato un huomo, fatto nel giorno e hora di
marte fortunato e nella sua essaltazione e casa nel quale facesti scolpir cinque nomi dei spiriti benedicendolo e aspergendolo con aqua benedetta,
con suffimigio benedetto benedicendolo con oglio benedetto da te secondo l’arte essendoti vestito con habito bianco simile a quello di un
sacerdote confessato con confessione quale casto con digiuni, purificato facesti il circolo e li caratteri e nomi, come insegna l’arte è suffumigato
et scongiurando li spiriti, stavi tu con Salustio, è una putta vergine nel circolo facesti venir li spiriti in forma di donzella et di dragoni con un
terremoto tanto grande, che ti parse che la casa caschasse e se non tenevi per forza dentro il circolo li detti Salustio et vergine sarebbero corso
gran pericolo, facesti alli detti spiritij varij quesiti per saper cose future e secrete attribuendo al Demonio quella cognitione” (ASPVe 3, 41r)
19
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extorted from it information about the future, such as the death of one of his enemies: “you sought
to know future and secret things and you received answers about the forthcoming death of one of
your enemies.21” (ASPVe 3, 42r) Barozzi was judged responsible of provoking a tempest in Candia
that lasted for three days and three nights by constraining some spirits to obey him.22 (ASPVe 3,
44v) Barozzi later remarked that he learnt this practice through the readings of Cornelio Agrippa
and Pietro D’Abano—the latter probably was a pseudo text attributed to the Paduan
mathematician. Nevertheless, such detailed description of rituals to conjure spirits could also be
found in many other texts circulating at the time, as the Ars Notoria or the Clavicula Solomonis,
which the nobleman probably read or owned in his prohibited library.
In the sentence, the inquisitors highlighted that Barozzi’s magical activity intensified as he moved
back to Venice, since in the city it was easier to find the necessary tools to perform the rituals:
You confessed that when you finally came to Venice, you continued to perform
such sacrilegious operations, with even more convenience, finding indeed many
more necessary tools in Venice that you could not find in Candia. (ASPVe 3, 44v)
Barozzi’s case was not an isolated occurrence in which an individual relied on magic.
Ritual magic practice continued to fascinate Venetian society and continued to be performed also
on the eve of the 17th century. The trial for magic practice against Muzio Bolognese, friar
Cherubino de Cherubini, the priest Bernardo Galeni, and other unidentified men that took place
before the Venetian tribunal in 1595-1596 confirmed that ritual magic practice was widely diffused
in Venetian society. The first document appearing in the file of their trial is the record of Bernardo
Galeni’s interrogation, occurred on the 16th November of 1595. His deposition immediately
clarified the sequence of the events in which he was partly involved. Bernardo confessed that he
was invited to take part to a magic ritual to invoke the devil:

21
22

“ricercasti saper da loro cose future et secrete et havesti risposta della prossima morte d’un tuo nemico” (ASPVe 3, 42r)
“li comandasti che per tre giorni e per tre notti facessero piover per tutto il Regno di Candia” (ASPVe 3, 44v)
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I do not know anything but that priest Cherubin told me, while he was leaving, that they wanted
to go hunting for a treasure at Zuecca and he invited me to join them, but I answered that I did not
wish to engage with the devil and I did not wish to go23. (ASPVe 3, 167v)
The conjuring of a demon would have help the men to find a treasure that was supposedly buried
in a wood not far from Mestre. Bernardo refused to be involved in what he considered a sinful
practice, but other participants took part in the rite, the friar Cherubino accompanied by three men,
“a French man, a Jew and Francesco Nerbin.24” (ASPVe 3, 167r)
During the following interrogatory on July 16 Bernardo mentioned the name of another participant,
Muzio from Bologna. Bernardo’s deposition was recorded as one of the last testimonies gathered
against Cherubino de Cherubino, whose trials began earlier that year, when some witnesses
appeared in front of the Inquisition to denounce him for performing magic rituals and invoking
spirits. The testimony of an unidentified witness on May 13th 1595 resulted particularly interesting
because it provided the inquisitors with a complete description of the ritual performed by
Cherubino and his followers.
The eyewitness recalled the events happened one night in the wood near Mestre, where Cherubino
and other men, whose names did not appear in the document, gathered to celebrate a mysterious
rite. After tracing a circle on the ground with a dagger, one of the participants inscribed unknown
symbols inside it. They lighted the consecrated candles and they placed themselves within the
circle. The witness at this point distanced himself from the area where the rite took place, but he
was still capable of hearing the men screaming. Suddenly, the man recalled that a storm began, but
the rain seemed not to reach the men inside the circle, as confirmed by the fact that when the ritual
was over, none of them was wet. The witness could not see what happened next, but when he asked

“Io non so altro se non che prete Cherubin quando fu per partir mi disse che volevano andar a cavar un tesoro alla Zuecca e me invitò se volevo
andar anco mi, e mi gli risposi che non volevo impicciarmi col Diavolo et che non volevo andar altramente” (ASPVe 3, 167v)
24 “un francese e un hebreo e un certo Francesco Nerbin” (ASPVe 3, 167r)
23
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friar Cherubino what was the reason to perform such ritual he was told that the group was invoking
a spirit called Rimistij. (ASPVe 3, 168)
On May 27th 1595, Cherubino was arrested, and kept in prison while the inquisitors tried
to extort a confession from him. Not willing to admit that he took part to rituals to invoke spirits,
Cherubino was forced to confirm that he already faced a trial for performing demonic art, before
the Inquisition of Verona, 50 years before. Given the previous condemnation already in the hand
of the Venetian tribunal, friar Cherubino’s position worsened, and probably because of that, he
was willing on the 3rd June of 1595 to confess his own truth to the Inqusitors. In his deposition the
friar justified his presence in Mestre, stating that he was called by a man to perform an exorcism
on his wife, who was possessed by a spirit. One day, while he was staying at the woman’s house,
he continued, he smelled incense and he saw smoke coming out of a window. As he couldn’t
clearly see who was inside the room, he moved closer, but he was caught spying and he
immediately left. In that moment a storm began, and the friar, scared by the clouds that looked like
demons to him, began reading the exorcism manual that he owned. (ASPVe 3, 169)
Despite Cherubino’s desperate attempt to justify his presence in Mestre, trying to match his
account with the witness’ testimony that accused him, the inquisitors left him in prison, and
eventually condemned him for practicing demonic arts for the second time.
Once again, as in Francesco Barozzi’s case the records furnished some information about the
instruments employed in the ritual, and also gave details regarding the literature that these magic
practitioners used to perform the rites.
On September 2nd 1595, another witness who claimed to be present during the magic performances
executed by Cherubino, declared that in preparing for the conjuration the group relied on the
notions and principles learned from Pietro D’Abano’s book: “he made a circle 9 feet long as
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ordered by Pietro D’Abano, and he made it with a knife o: Solomon.25” (ASVe 3, 177) They also
employed Cornelio Agrippa’s manual on ritual magic from which they copied letters to be
inscribed on the dagger: “all of the four held in their hands a sword, inscribed with letters taken
from the fourth book of Cornelius Agrippa.26” (ASVe 3, 177)
The circulation of necromantic manuals and books of ritual or ceremonial magic, and the
numerous cases of conviction for magic practice involving the invocation of demons demonstrated
that in Venetian society the interest for ritual magic did not decrease. Despite all the measures that
the Church took to prevent people from performing magic, stressing the diabolic aspect of its
practice, and in a period that saw the climax of magic’s persecution, the curiosity for ritual magic
flourished among the Venetian population. Censorship tried to control the printed market with the
emanation of lists of prohibited books that included also magic texts. In fact, as demonstrated in
chapter 1.3, the printed market was not totally immune to the spreading of magic knowledge, and
copies of prohibited books on ritual magic continued to circulate clandestinely.
The investigation of Inquisition trials and of the circulation of prohibited books cannot furnish
sufficient data to obtain an extensive and more detailed overview on the interest that ritual magic
elicited in Venetian and Italian society. Many literary genres were also censored, and my
examination needs to consider more direct forms of art, such as theatrical performances.
Due to its immediate and ephemeral nature theatre could not be easily subjected to the imposition
dictated by the Church, and the theatrical production partially escaped the strict control of the
ecclesiastic authorities. Many traces of the curiosity provoked by ritual magic among the Venetian
population can thus be found among the theatrical performances of the time, in scenarios and
scripts of comedies.

25
26

“si fece un circulo lungo nove piedi come ordina Pietro d’Abbano e fece il circulo con un cortello di Salamon” (ASVe 3, 177)
“tutti quattro avevano in mano una spada uno cum lettere scritte sopracavate dal quarto libro di Cornelio Agrippa” (ASVe 3, 177)
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The archival resources confirmed that the comedians and actors brought on stage comedies
engaging with magic, mirroring and often parodying magic performances and magic rituals. The
sentence pronounced on November 5th 1579 by the Inquisition tribunal of Pisa convicted a
Venetian company of comedians, whose leader was Giuseppe Scarpetta. The actors were accused
of having staged a comedy based on the parable of the Prodigal Son representing in it spirits and
necromantic rituals. They were condemned and forced not to represent the comedy in the city
(ASPi 1, 647r)

1.6. Conclusion.
Since the emergence of documents recording magic rites and ritual performed by the Persian
magoi, magic has been connected to either a religious practice or an experimental science. From
antiquity many doubts have been raised about magic, its nature and essence, and it has been often
labeled by members of the clergy and by philosophers as a superstitious and dangerous practice
involving supernatural entities and diabolical forces. However, such negative judgments and
condemnations did not prevent magic knowledge and practice to be practiced during the Medieval
period. Far from being dismissed as a heretical practice, and even despite the Church Fathers’
contestation of its agency, magic knowledge continued to be handed down through manuals and
books, particularly thanks to monks and friars who copied and translated books of magic coming
from the Middle Eastern area. Arab treatises on astrology, such as the Picatrix, disseminated the
idea that the universe was permeated by planetary radiations that influenced the sub-lunar world.
The wise man, or magician, could take advantage of such connections by manipulating these astral
influences with the aid of images or talismans. Other books of magic, such as the Clavicula
Solomonis, provided instruments to perform rites to control spiritual forces, and to exercise
authority over them. In this context, the rediscovery of a collection of magical treatises, the Corpus
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Hermeticum, revived the interest on magic art in 15th-century Italian society. Ficino’s translation
of the CH, together Ficino’s De Vita Libri Tres (1489) and Pico della Mirandola’s Oration on the
Dignity of Man (1487), contributed to spread the idea that in the universe the sub-lunar world was
strictly connected with the celestial world. Such sympathetic connection could be exploited and
manipulated by the magician, who, thanks to his magic knowledge, could exploit the hidden virtues
of herbs and stones to modify the planetary influences radiating from the celestial world on earth.
The theory that postulated the magician’s ability of redirecting and manipulating heavenly
influences, supported by Ficino in the third book of De Vita, started to be considered heretical by
the members of the Church, who suspected the involvement of spiritual and diabolical forces in
the ritual performed by the magician to modify these planetary influences. Especially after the
publication of the Malleus Malleficarum (1487) by the inquisitors Heinrich Kramer and Jacon
Sprenger, the Church considered magic a practice that necessarily involved diabolical and evil
spirits. By the end of the 15th century the Church launched a campaign to contrast and eliminate
any residual trace of magic practice. From the emanation of several public Indexes of Forbidden
Books27 that banned magic manuals and grimoires, to the Inquisition trails for magic practice, the
Church fought aggressively to eradicate magic in early modern society. However, what emerged
from the analysis of several Inquisition trails held in Venice during the 16th century, proves that
magic practice, was widely spread among Venetian society.
In numerous trials, people who dealt with ritual magic, invoking spirits, or performing rites that
included circles inscribed on the ground, consecrated daggers, where common people, not only
intellectuals. Many people seemed to resort to such kind of magic to exercise their control over
spiritual entities to obtain information and to gain knowledge. Such information demonstrated that
the so called learned tradition of ritual magic, penetrated also among different social groups.

27

early Indexes were published in Venice for instance, in 1543, whereas the official was promulgated by Pope Paul IV in 1559
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In many instances, during the trials, the defendants were found possessing ritual magic manuals or
grimoires but considering the amount of people who had access to prohibited information, I started
to examine additional or alternative channels of transmission through which ritual magic
knowledge travelled among the society. The Inquisition trial found in the state archive in Pisa,
dated 1579 in which the tribunal of Pisa charged as guilty an entire company of actors, accused of
practicing ritual magic made me realized that theatrical representations could be an important mean
of distribution of prohibited knowledge, such as magic.
Through the centuries the fascination for ritual magic did not lose his potential and
continued to play a crucial role as an instrument of knowledge also in the 16th and 17th Italian
society, it is thus crucial to investigate the channels of such diffusion.
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2. Magic on the Renaissance stage
By the middle of the 16th century the Church had to face the vast consequences that
Luther’s Reform had contributed to provoke. Luther’s ninety-five theses were the most visible
consequence of a crisis that enveloped Christian orthodoxy, which was facing a moment of
instability aggravated by the extended corruption of the ecclesiastic hierarchies (Caponnetto, 1992;
Firpo, 1993; Delph, Fontaine, Martin, 2006).
With the Council of Trent (1545 -1563), the Church made an effort to reorganize and better
define the limits and the boundaries of its orthodoxy. The consequences of this attempt
reverberated on many aspects of Renaissance society. The Church started a battle against the
Northern reformists and tried also to eliminate the remnants of pagan and popular devotion that
could bring forth other forms of religious dissent. The Tribunal of the Inquisition supervised the
religious and moral conduct of Christian believers; censorship was also adopted to purge the
literary production considered superstitious, unorthodox, immoral or licentious, and to prevent
believers to be contaminated by sinful behaviors represented in books or on stage.
Members of the Church realized in particular how theatre, which was a widespread and
popular form of entertainment, represented a double-edged sword that could work in favor or
against the Catholic Church. In 13th and 14th century Italy, theatrical performances were mainly
dedicated to the sacre rappresentazioni, religious dramas addressed to the populace, which
brought on stage stories of the Bible or lives of the Saints, with the didactic intent of educating the
audience on religious principles and values. The members of the Church relied on theatre as a
powerful device to influence people’s behavior and beliefs. After the Lutheran Reform, bishops
and cardinals felt the need to regulate all the performances, especially those addressed to a popular
audience. They took measures to prevent the staging of dangerous themes during the plays. In an
edict promulgated in 1572 Carlo Borromeo, archbishop of Milan, limited the topics that comedians
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could stage, and underlined that by attending the performance the audience should not be induced
to mimic any superstitious deeds (Prosperi, 2009).
In this chapter I will consider 16th and 17th century Italian dramatic production, focusing
on comedies. I will demonstrate that, despite the repressive action adopted by the Church to control
the theatrical production of the time, and its effort to make it into an instrument of propaganda,
performances often broke the confinements of the Church impositions, bringing on stage forbidden
subjects that encouraged the curiosity towards them in the audience. Comedies often dealt with
magic, and in many of them, the general attitude of the playwrights seemed to align with the
predicaments imposed by the Church.
The first part of the chapter analyzes the tradition of the commedia erudita, learned
comedy, starting from one of the first plays written and represented in vernacular in the 16th
century, Ludovico Ariosto’s Il Negromante (1520). In many of these comedies the playwrights
revealed to the audience that the character who was believed to possess magic powers was in fact
a charlatan. By revealing his true identity and intents to the audience and by underlining the
pretense of magic, the playwrights ensured that the spectators could not identify with the character
of the magician. Thus, at the end of the comedy, as it happens in Ariosto’s Il Negromante, the
victim unworthy of sympathy, the necromancer, is punished in order to attest the nonsense of
magic, its deception and the irrationality that justified such superstitious belief.
The second part of the chapter presents comedies written and performed by the Commedia
dell’Arte. Commedia dell’Arte emerged by the second half of the 16th century as a new form of
conceiving theatre and was characterized by improvised performances based on a scenario. In
many of the comedies staged by actors and companies of the Commedia dell’Arte, the point of
view on forbidden topics, such as magic, radically changed. The playwrights often exploited irony
as a device to create a sympathetic link between audience and the characters that made use of
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magic, leaving aside any negative judgments towards it, and instilling in the audience a curiosity
towards magic practice. Such comic and sympathetic representation often resulted into a portrayal
of magic as a serious art and a means of knowledge that aided the characters to resolve an initial
difficult situation, bringing back peace and balance in the ficitonal society represented on stage.
2.1 Dangers on stage
During the medieval period, the ecclesiastical and civic authorities worried about theatrical
performances staged in front of an audience. Thomas Aquinas revealed his concern about them by
stating that there was nothing illicit about a theatrical representation in itself, unless actors and
comedians represented it without distortions and immoral deeds (Di Stefano, 11).
12th and 13th century Italy saw the growth of theatrical performances that were dedicated
to holy and religious topics, the so called sacre rappresentazioni. These performances depicted
the lives of saints or stories from the Bible, teaching the values of the Church and, at the same
time, entertaining the common people. The dramatic representations were a useful tool for
doctrinal reasons; nevertheless, during the Ecumenical Councils held in 1139, 1148, and 1215
cardinals and bishops demonstrated an increasing anxiety about these forms of entertainment. They
promulgated laws that banned from attending the Eucharist jesters, jugglers and comedians who
took part in shows that deformed or derided sacred and religious subjects (Di Stefano, 11).
After the Council of Trent (1545-1563) the need to redefine the boundaries of Catholic
orthodoxy urged the ecclesiastical hierarchies to entrust bishops and local vicars with the
responsibility of regulating various aspects of the believers’ religious and civic life. Restrictions
were imposed on literary and theatrical works considered harmful to the moral and religious
conduct of the believers. The battle that the Church undertook moved along two directions, 1) the
publications of indexes of prohibited books and 2) the emanations of edicts, often supported by
civic local authorities, to forbid the public performances of comedies.
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Made official by pope Paul IV in 1559, the Index of Prohibited Books aimed to prevent the
spreading of heretical books in Catholic countries by setting rules for the censorship of the texts
listed. Plays were not considered in this first list, but they were inserted in the following index,
promulgated by pope Gregory XIII in 1574. All “dishonest comedies” were included among the
prohibited literary genres (Rozzo, 54) and could not be read or represented. The admonishment
against comedies was repeated in a local index published in Alessandria in 1580, were the religious
authorities banned “comedie dishoneste di ogni sorte”, “all sort of immoral comedies.” (Rozzo,
61)
In those years, the archbishop of Milan, Carlo Borromeo (1564 - 1584) led a real campaign
against theatre, launching warnings during his sermons regarding the malevolent effects that
theatrical performances could have on the audience, and publishing edicts against the public
representation of comedies in his city. Concerned about the audience’s reaction, in 1565 the
archbishop prohibited the “sacre rappresentazioni”, “holy plays”, and in particular he forbade the
representations of the passion of Christ. He added also that the Passion should only be “exposed
by preachers with doctrine and gravity in order to move the auditors to piety and to tears.” (Taviani,
10) Borromeo explained the reasons for his apprehension and his opposition against the public
representations in the 1573 edict, in which the bishop identified the origins of theatrical
performances in “pagan habits contraries to the Christian rules.” From such pagan costumes, he
continued, all felonies and depraved actions derived, deeds that, in Borromeo’s words, “have been
invented by the Devil’s cleverness.” (Taviani, 13). The analysis of Borromeo’s edicts, sermons
and letters of those years addressed to other bishops revealed how in the bishop’s mind
performances, staging lustful and sinful behaviors, resulted as the product of a diabolical project
of temptation. In a sermon pronounced in 1583 the bishop depicted the actors and comedians as
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Devil’s accomplices, who would go around the cities to “trap in the devil’s web a great deal of
careless young men.” (Taviani, 33)
In Borromeo’s view, theatrical performances were products of the diabolical mind, and had the
same devilish capability of seducing and corrupting the spectator’s souls: “what you could actually
see with your eyes penetrates your soul deeper than what you could read in a book of that sort
(prohibited).” (Taviani, 33) The staging of a possible wicked reality could thus have a negative
influence on the community since, as Ferdinando Taviani stressed, in staging semblances of
reality, theatre sharply stimulates the audience’s imagination and fantasy, more than the reality
itself (22).
Aware of the theatre’s dangerous potential, during the first years of his term as archbishop of Milan
Borromeo forbade public representations during holy festivities (1569), a ban that he strongly
reiterated in 1579 stressing how during Lent, while priests prepared the believers to contrition and
piety, actors operated diabolical practices. (Taviani, 16) In 1596 Milanese civic authorities,
encouraged by Borromeo’s actions, promulgated edicts to regulate and control public
performances. On May 13th, the Spanish governor of Milan, Ivan Fernandez of Velasco, had two
edicts published, Licenza di Recitar le Commedie and Delegazione di Visitar le Commedie. The
first edict reserved to the public authorities the right to approve the content of each comedy before
their staging, whereas the second decree concerned the prohibition of staging any content that
“could induce the spectators who listen to the play to superstition, or incantations, or other spells.”
(Castiglione, 167) The preoccupation about public performances expressed by members of the
Church, such as Carlo Borromeo and the archbishop of Bologna Gabriello Paleotti who
corresponded in 1578 with the Milanese bishop (Taviani, 39), affected local civic authorities,
which started to act against theatrical performances. Benedetto Croce recalled the case of an
interdiction published by the Gran Corte della Vicaria in Naples, a court for civic crimes, which
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prohibited the public representations of comedies in 1581 in the city (56). The same year in Venice,
a ban promulgated by the Council of the Ten restated a prohibition published in 1508 according to
which before the staging of any comedies, actors needed the permission of the Doge to represent
them (ASVe Serenissimi teatri).
Borromeo’s battle highlighted how the religious hierarchies shared the common belief
about the nature of performances as demonic phenomena, negotia diaboli, since comedies
increased the imaginative powers in the audience, and dealt with a potential reality that the
spectators believed to be true. If then the devil himself, or his ministers, the magicians, appeared
on stage, credulous audience tended not to distinguish fiction from reality, as Niccolò Barbieri,
writer and actor of the Commedia dell’Arte witnessed in his Supplica (1634):
hearing the name istrioni (histrions) and not knowing the etymology or derivation
of the word, they think istrioni means stregoni (wizard) namely enchanters, men of
the devil; and for this reason, there are many towns and many places in Italy in
which people strongly believes that comedians can provoke rain, or tempests. (112)
The belief that actors and comedians could be the Devil’s allies was a deeply rooted belief
among common people, and the Church took particularly strict measures when comedies brought
on stage magicians, witches and necromancers. At least two Inquisition trials of the time reported
cases in which actors were denounced to the tribunal and condemned for having represented on
stage magic rites. On November 5th 1579 the Inquisition tribunal of Pisa charged as guilty a
Venetian company of comedians, whose leader was Giuseppe Scarpetta. The actors were accused
of having staged a comedy based on the parable of the Prodigal Son, which staged spirits and
necromantic rituals. For this reason, they were convicted not to represent in the present or future
any comedies containing spirits, or necromantic deeds or anything that could be considered against
the principles established by the Council of Trent. (ASP 1, 647r). Another case in 1574 confirmed
the worries of priests and cardinals about performances dealing with magic. Some villagers of
Aspra, a small town near Rome, staged a pastoral play called Commedia di Crapino, and were
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reported by the local cleric and brought before the Roman court. In his letter of denunciation, the
priest stated
those named below put on a play that was prohibited and contrary to the holy
Christian faith, because of its actions and its words. […] there was a necromancer
with his conjuring and someone dressed like the Devil who did conjuring (Cohen,
243).
During the trial, the notary’s questions addressed to the actors aimed to investigate the gestures
that the actors made on stage. Daniele, one of the participants interrogated on March 22nd 1574,
informed the notary of the court that “Tibero, who played the Necromancer, made some signs on
the ground with a stick and along came a fellow dressed as the Devil. He went two or three time
around that circle the Necromancer had made and then ran away.” (Cohen, 249) The authorities
seemed particularly interested in the actions that the actors executed on stage, which the accused
described in detail. At the end of the examination, all the actors were condemned and “placed in
the public part of the jail” (Cohen, 267).
In addition to providing a complete account on how the play was performed, with words,
actions and the description of the costumes worn during the play, the trial suggests the anxiety of
the authorities regarding the fascination that all the gestures made to invoke spirits, the acts of
mimicking magic rituals, and the setting a fire on stage to invoke the Devil (Cohen, 257) might
have played on the audience.
The apprehension of the clergy towards the effects that theatrical performances had on the
spectators were part of a larger discussion on the purposes of theatrical representations, which
produced a rich debate during the last decades of the 16th century, involving not only religious
figures but also intellectuals and playwrights. Theatre was not perceived by the Church as a form
of art, but merely as a futile and dangerous form of entertainment, a “wasted time ceremony,”
using Carlo Borromeo’s words pronounced in a sermon in 1583, because those who attended a
performance wasted time that could have been dedicated to praise the Lord (Taviani, LIV). The
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controversy on theatrical representations concerned the concept of entertainment, that the Church
did not perceive as part of the religious and civic order, “onesto vivere”, (“honest living”), which
excluded irony and comedy.
Many are the treatises written by members of the clergy entirely dedicated to the
malevolent effects provoked by theatrical performances and on the necessity of banning them,
such as the treatise De Comicis Spectaculis Tollendis, (On the Elimination of the Comedies) in
1597, written by the prelate Antonio Seneca, or the Discorso del Danno che Cagionano le
Commedie e i Lascivi Spettacoli, (A Discourse on the Damages caused by Comedies and by Illicit
Shows), translated in 1599 by Giulio Zanchin from a Spanish text written by the Franciscan friar
Juan De Pineda (when?). Members of the Jesuit order also engaged in invectives against theatre,
in order to demonstrate the abomination of comedians and performances, as in the case of the
treatises written by Juan Mariana, Tractatus VII: De Spectaculis and Paolo Comitoli’s Responsa
Moralia both published in 160928.
Worried about the social consequences of theatrical performances, the priest Francesco
Maria del Monaco published in 1621 the treatise In Actores et Spectatores Comoediarum Nostri
Temporis Paraenesis, in which he demonstrated the incompatibility of theatre and religion. He
warned the believers about the danger of attending public performances:
Hear the voices of the audience, look at their faces, their eyes, examine their words,
interpret the sights, the nods and you will have to agree with me how many evil
deeds they commit. […] How many brawls, provoked by these assemblies, take
place? How many injuries, killings or at least dangers from all of this? Family
duties are neglected […] servants come in a mass, mothers leave their houses […]
the flame of libidinousness invades them with more rapidity. (Jordan, 183)
Following the discussion on the negative influence that theatrical performances had on the
audience, the Jesuit priest Domenico Ottonelli considered the female presence on stage as
particularly dangerous for spectators. In his treatise Della Christiana Moderatione del Theatro
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(1648) Ottonelli stated that “of the feminine dancing presence on stage follows thousand strong
spiritual ruins.” (Ottonelli, 153) Calling upon the authority of the doctors of the Church, Saint
Thomas Aquinas, Saint Antonino and Saint Sylvester, the Jesuit priest also remarked the necessity
to eliminate all sort of superstitions that some performances entailed: “It is forbidden to perform
plays representing members of the Church, or with incantations” and “Illicit is that art when it is
done blending in it superstitious things.” (Ottonelli, 57)
These treatises demonstrated that one of the aspects that worried most the religious authorities was
the capability of comedies to negatively affect the audience. The debate on theatre involved also
those who wrote plays, and focused especially on detecting the purposes of comedies, and the role
of laughter.

2.2 Comedies to educate, comedies to entertain.
In a letter to the dramatist Sforza Oddi (1540 – 1611) who, during the Carnival of 1572
staged his comedy Erofilomachia in Pesaro, the priest and playwright Bernardino Pino da Cagli
discussed the theoretical principles to follow when writing comedies. The letter, Breve
Considerazione Intorno al Componimento de la Comedia de’ Nostri Tempi (Brief thoughts about
the composing of comedy in our times) that can be considered a treatise on comedy and laughter,
offered one of the predominant opinions regarding the purposes of comedies, and placed the text
in the context of a larger discussion that took place by the half of the 16th century in Italy about
comedies and their performances. In the opening section of the letter, Da Cagli examined how
various performances had shaped the current concept of comedies:
...those Zanni, Cantinelli, Bottarghi and Pantaloni have been already seen on the
scenes and on stage and we saw many plays called comedies published by print
shops full of ugliness, obscenities, foolishness, dishonesty and ignorance where
malevolent examples and a terrible portray of costumes are hidden. (Weinberg,
632)
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Departing from such consideration, Da Cagli reflected on the reasons why playwrights composed
and staged comedies in which illicit ad licentious deeds were represented, and identified the
primary motive that caused such trend:
all of this originates from the false opinion that they have about the purpose of the
comedy, which should result beneficial through the use of the ridiculous. On the
contrary, the ridiculous becomes the sole purpose, in order to please only through
the means of dishonesty and ugliness. (Weinberg, 634)
The priest continued by writing that the habit of representing on stage vices, immoral acts and
behaviors derived from a misinterpretation of Aristotle’s Poetics, in which the Greek philosopher
claimed that comedy had to be conceived as the imitation of vile people. The adjective “vile” was
interpreted by Da Cagli’s contemporaries as the quality of being vicious and harmful, from which
laughter originated. From this erroneous belief, the priest continued, comedies have been written
bringing on stage
infinite vices, frauds, adultery, rapes, thefts, and similar monstrosities […] vices
are thus not forgotten by those who are naturally disposed towards them, but those
people will even learn new vices to worsen their own nature. (Weinberg, 636)
Once again, the discourse lingered on the negative influence of performances on the audience, and,
evoking Carlo Borromeo’s words, Da Cagli described the performances’ effects as a contamination
from a malicious disease that transmitted itself through the eyes and ears of the spectators:
it needs to be judged as ugly, that performance that through the ears, with the means
of the voice instill in the mind (which is the eye of the soul) vicious behaviors with
dishonest and lascivious words. (Weinberg, 638)
The idea that, in order to entertain, comedy did not need to be a portrayal of deceptions and vices
that strayed away the audience from virtue, led many intellectuals and playwrights to discuss the
nature and the intents of their own plays.
Even before Pino da Cagli’s admonishment on the need to compose morally accepted
comedies, Florentine playwright Antonio Landi addressed his audience in Il Commodo’s prologue
(1566), revealing how this comedy was conceived to generate laughter without lacking decorum,
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especially in the language that his characters employed (Ukas, 199). By the half of the 16th century
many playwrights, including Ludovico Dolce (1510-1568), Ercole Bentivoglio (1507-1573),
Antonio Landi (1506-1569), and Giovan Battista Gelli (1498–1563), who wrote and represented
comedies, agreed in delivering to the audience a show that could be a “specchio di costumi” a
mirror of mores, from which the spectators could discern the behaviors to despise and the good
habits to follow. These intellectuals also agreed that in imitating life, comedy should not include
immoral deeds, as its primary goal was to educate the audience, whereas the humorous and comic
intent was secondary and incidental. (Ukas, 200)
If it is true what the playwright Girolamo Parabosco (1524 -1557) wrote in the prologue of
his comedy La Fantesca (1556), namely, that the comedy’s duty-- “l’officio del comico”-- was to
“oppress and pierce with words and demonstrations the wicked deeds of men who lived wicked
lives”, the inclusion of magic in another of his comedies, Il Viluppo (1547) acquires a clearer
meaning. In partaking such moralizing view regarding the purpose of comedies, Parabosco’s
attitude and that of many other playwrights inserted itself within a larger project of reforming
moral, religious and civic conventions promoted in those years by the Church. The Church’s
attempt was primarily to dispose of superstitious and irrational beliefs, and magic pertained to such
category and could contrast the newly defined Catholic orthodoxy. When magic appeared on stage,
the playwright made sure that from the diminished and derisive imitation of magic rituals or magic
operators, such as magicians or necromancers, their satiric purpose resulted clear for the audience.
Comedies that dealt with magic were thus parodies, a “vehicle for reinterpretation and reevaluation” (Petro,12) of magic that playwrights offered to their audience.
Representing magic with a similar deflationary tone, Florentine playwright Giovan Maria
Cecchi (1518-1587) justified the treatment of such serious and prohibited theme in two of his
comedies by stating that “the goal of the comedy is to demonstrate the slyness used by some to
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trick those who believe that spells and charms can turn the Devil in their own servant.” (Cecchi,
412). In the prologue of Lo Spirito (1585) he also warned his audience on “how easily one can be
tricked by similar pretenses if he is not cautious.” (Cecchi, 479)
While by the half of the 16th century, the general tendency among playwrights inclined to
offer a moralizing end to comedies and irony became merely an instrument to enhance such
instructive intent, not all of the playwrights supported such didactic view. In the prologue of his
play La Strega (1565) Antonfrancesco Grazzini questioned the moralizing intent of comedies,
reclaiming the role of irony and the comic within the performances. Comedy had to be “cheerful,
playful and whimsical, witty, ridiculous, funny and well recited.” (Grazzini, 18) In the fictitious
dialogue between the Prologue and the Argument at the beginning of the play, Grazzini stated his
own conception of comedy as a performance to provide amusement for his audience:
“Prologue: don’t you know that comedies are images of truth, examples of
costumes and mirror of life?
Argument: Today one does not go to see comedies performed in order to learn how
to live, but for pleasure, to be amused and entertained, to relieve oneself from
melancholy and to cheer oneself.”
Prologue: The poet ought to introduce good manners to achieve seriousness and to
instruct by means of his main subject, as art demands.
Argument: Art or not art? Who is not weary of this art? The true art is to please and
to delight.” (Cecchi, 22)
Like many other playwrights of his time, Grazzini dealt with magic in at least two of his comedies,
and it is important to observe and analyze if in staging magicians or magical situations his
conception of the genre of comedy and its function changed the representations of magic.
By the end of the 16th century the phenomenon of the Commedia dell’Arte grew and
expanded all over Italy. In the mind of the newly organized professional companies of actors, who
often recited improvising their lines, the laughter of the audience was fundamental for the success
of their performances, even if it was to the detriment of morally accepted behaviors. In the next
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section I will provide an analysis of the representation of magic within the context of both learned
comedies and the Commedia dell’Arte.
2.3 Magic in learned comedies
One of the earliest appearances of magic on the early modern Italian stage preceded of a
few decades the debate on the nature and purpose of comedy. In 1528, after several revisions and
re-writings Ludovico Ariosto’s Il Negromante was staged in Ferrara.
“I will put a spirit into a corpse, that with an intelligible voice will reveal to me the reasons
of Cynthio’s impotency.” (Ariosto, 16) With these words in the first act of the play, Fisico the
necromancer addresses Cynthio’s father, Massimo, with the promise of curing his son’s disease.
In Massimo’s mind, his son’s impotency had been caused by a spell cast by someone who envies
him, and he needs a magician to heal his son. However, just in the previous scene the spectators
learn the real reason of Cyntho’s presumed impotence while listening to the conversation of two
old characters Cambio and Lippo. The young man is faking the problem in order to be released
from his marital duties towards Emilia, whom he was forced to marry. The impotence is thus a
pretense, an excuse to nullify the marriage.
By the third scene of the play, as the dialogue between the necromancer and Massimo takes
place, Ariosto makes sure to broaden the knowledge of the situation for his spectators, who hold
the same omniscient perspective of the author and can in this way interpret the events from a
different point of view than from the one of his characters. The dramatic irony created by Ariosto
has two functions: the first is to emphasize Massimo’s foolishness for believing in magic charms.
The second function has two premises: in a situation involving dramatic irony, there are indeed
always two terms understood as “the victim” of the ironic action and “the spectators” who witness
such event:
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There is first of all the "dupe," who stubbornly pursues a course leading to disaster
while oblivious of warning signposts, if any. There is second the "audience"
(including a backward-looking dupe after disaster has struck), which sees disaster
approaching and interprets any sign- posts properly. (Knox, 92)
In Ariosto’s case these signs of warning do not only concern Massimo’s naivety but have also the
function to point out the real nature of the necromancer’s character. Through Ariosto’s use of the
dramatic irony in the first scenes of the first act, the spectators receive some information for
evaluating the role of magic in the play.
In the second act, the necromancer’s servant Nebbio, addressing the audience, reveals the
real skills hidden behind his master’s magic powers:
With a face stiller than a static marble, he chats, lies, he strives and misleads and
deceives people, and he enjoys himself and makes me enjoy. The foolishness, that
in this world abounds, helps us to become richer. (Ariosto, 22)
Nebbio’s monologue confirms the clues that were given to the audience in the previous act
regarding the necromancer’s real identity, as the servant admitts that “he robbed many people and
stole from many poor houses” (Ariosto, 22). From this point on the spectators acknowledge Fisico
as a thief and a charlatan, who was ready to take advantage of Massimo by pretending to possess
magic powers. The dramatic irony that Ariosto employs in this scene decreased the degree to which
the audience could identify or sympathize with the necromancer’s character, who is in fact a thief;
Ariosto’s skeptical attitude towards magic is shared by the audience29
The necromancer’s magic is represented as a deceptive interpretation of reality, and the
deception is discovered at the end of the comedy by all characters. Fisico and his servants are
forced to leave the community. With their exit, peace is restored among the characters. In the
comedy’s last scene, the spectators see the necromancer’s servant running off stage threatened to
be sentenced to death by the other characters: “Now go, crook, to the gallows! Hang yourself!”
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(Ariosto, 49), while the necromancer disappeared. The audience heard from Massimo’s voice that
“he was carried away by the Devil.” (Ariosto, 54)
Ariosto’s satiric intentions towards magic and magic practitioners is undeniable at the end
of the play, considering the final defeat of the two unsympathetic victims, Nebbio and Fisico the
necromancer. In addition, the necromancer’s departure from the community represented in the
play embodied Ariosto’s comic and educative message that he wished to impart by staging his
comedy, namely, the desire to eliminate any reminiscence of superstition from the society in which
he lives. Preceding of some decades the Council of Trent and the debate on the didactic purpose
of theatrical performances, Ariosto’s Il Negromante anticipated some of the features in the
treatment of magic that became common in other comedies written and performed by the half of
the 16th century, like Girolamo Parabosco’s Il Viluppo (1547).
Like in Ariosto’s Il Negromante, magic in Il Viluppo enters within the play’s society
through an external character, Trappola, a necromancer that appears in the second scene of the first
act. The magician engages in a conversation with the servant Viluppo, and Parabosco takes
advantage of their exchange to underline Trappola’s foreign provenience: “I always bring with me,
in every city I go, a possessed woman.” (Parabosco, 154) Even if the dialogue starts with Viluppo
addressing Trappola’s well-known and powerful magic skills, as the conversation about the spirits
that possessed the woman continues, Viluppo’s ironic attitude emerges:
Trappola: The woman always says that when I conjure these spirits she feels as if
her guts break, and I believe is the Tuscan spirits’ fault”
Viluppo: For God’s sake, the Tuscans use to make tripe, you don’t want me to
believe that she has them in her stomach? (154)
Finally, as Trappola leaves the stage, Viluppo’s recognition takes place, and he immediately
reveals to the audience the necromancer’s true identity, as Nebbio did in Ariosto’s comedy:
Oh bastard, now I recognize that one, he is a certain one, now that I remember, who
used to be in Rome in other times: making himself really believed by the group to
be a Malagigi in this art; may you be dammed, I know this possessed woman he
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talks about that he leads with him everywhere too, she is his wife and a very
beautiful young woman. And he pretends she is possessed and he makes her do it,
and say things of a possessed person, and in this way tricking simple creatures one
gains a living, but I want to put some trap at the right time. (155)
Viluppo’s identification of the necromancer as a charlatan allows the servant to become the
dominant schemer in the comedy30. Against the backdrop of two young lovers’ unrequited love
and concealed identities, Viluppo takes advantage of his privileged and omniscient knowledge
over the other characters’ desires and true identities to organize fake magic tricks. In doing so he
first makes an alliance with the necromancer to the detriment of the old lover Leggiero. Seeing
that Leggiero believes in magic illusions, the servant acts independently, convincing the old man
to go to the cemetery, to lie on a tomb and to wait for the young Brunetta, Leggiero’s object of
desire, to join him. At the same time, Viluppo tells the necromancer to go to the same tomb, dressed
as a female devotee, in order to steal a skull to perform the final magic trick on Leggiero. Once
the encounter between the old man and the necromancer disguised as a woman takes place inside
the tomb, the magic illusion planned by Viluppo develops into an ironic situation in the audience’s
eyes:
Leggiero: oh my sweet life, my angel you come to me now, you are my soul.
Trappola: Alas, here in the house of the Lord?
Leggiero: You won’t use any tale as excuse this time.
Trappola: In the name of Saint Bellino, I conjure you, evil spirit!
Leggiero: Now don’t go away, don’t move for the virtue of those spirits that have
carried you here to me, so that I can do what pleases me and I want to hold you in
my arms.
Trappola: Alas! In the name of the Father!
Leggiero: Do not run away from me! Will I join you? (243)
Both characters believe in the magic illusion created by Viluppo’s slyness, Leggiero thinking to
finally embrace his beloved Brunetta, and Trappola convincing himself that necromantic rituals he
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used to fake were not just a trick. The credulous characters become thus the target of Viluppo’s
satiric irony, that the audience shares and understands with him.
The servant’s prank functions not only as a mean to entertain the spectators: the educative
outcome of Viluppo’s trick re-established a social order where the old man Leggiero is punished
for his desire for a younger woman. Also, the servant’s prank serves to exclude magic rituals and
magic practitioners from the society represented in the play. While the prank take place inside the
tomb, Viluppo, disguised as the necromancer, visits Trappola’s wife and takes advantage of her.
Parabosco’s critic of magic is harsher in its outcomes than in Ariosto’s comedy. Even if Trappola
is not forced to flee by the end of the play, as in the case of Ariosto’s necromancer, “Trappola, still
present in body, finds his social and familial roles both annihilated” (Fieberling, 382) remaining
thus an outsider of the society represented in the play.
Another outsider, the necromancer Albumazar, appeares in Giovan Battista Della Porta’s comedy
L’Astrologo (1606) together with his gang of thieves, rogues and scoundrels, all of them ready to
deceive and trick the credulous people in Naples. In the first scene of the play, Albumazar himself
reveals his true identity:
As soon as I came to Naples, I was called by Pandolfo, an old rich man full of
money and estates who fell in love. As if the old age was not enough to make him
fool, now love will take him everything. But what it is important is that he trusts
astrology and necromancy … now, I, pretending to be a bit of an astrologer, and a
bit of a necromancer and a bit of an alchemist with the help of my confederates,
hope to leave memorable signs of our presence in his house. (2)
Borrowing from Ariosto and Parabosco’s plays, the villain Albumazar attempts to trick the
credulous old man with the aid of other outsider charlatans. However, at the end of the comedy
the fraud is not only discovered by the other characters in the play but turns against the astrologer
himself. In one of the last scenes of the play the spectators assist to an uprising of Albumazar’s
confederates against him, who, trying to avoid their own punishment, denounce him to the civic
and religious authorities as a thief and a practitioner of magic art:
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Albumazar: And the worst is, I am tricked by you!
Arpione: Now you realize, you should have thought about it before.
Ronca: Accusing you we received the exemption from the accusations, and we
witnessed all the thefts you made, whose half of it would be enough to hang you,
kill you and burn you. Thousands who did not cast all the spells you casted go to
the gallows go to the gallows so for all of those spells we blamed you.” (61)
In the final scene of Della Porta’s comedy, the astrologer’s accomplices, who are thieves and
scoundrels, find a strategy to redeem themselves, punishing their master Albumazar, who
eventually is the only character who could not find a place in the fictional society represented by
on stage. Although fake and unreal, his magic is still considered a harmful and dangerous deceit
that needs to be persecuted and eliminated, thus the reference to the death penalty for the magician.
Louise George Clubb pointed out that Della Porta probably harshened the astrologer’s
condemnation in order to confirm his negative opinion of magic, and after having being accused
himself by the Inquisition for engaging in forbidden practices (2015, 64).
The first common thread that immediately emerges from the analysis of these three
comedies is the shared tendency to employ satiric irony to depict magic practitioners and magic
rituals. Magic on stage was represented as a parody, an illusion that, at the end of the comedy, was
unveiled by all the characters. However, while in these comedies the magicians responsible to
create such illusion were severely punished and excluded by the society represented in the play
because their fake magic enhanced superstitious belief among common people, not all the
comedies written and performed in 16th century Italy followed this trend.
In the prologue of Lo Spirito (1585), the Florentine playwright Giovan Maria Cecchi warns
his spectators on the benefits they would receive by seeing his play performed, which represents
how naïve people could easily be deceived by magic practitioners. Magic bursts into the society
represented in his play, through the character of a foreigner, known to be a physician, a healer, a
magician and astrologer, called Ariston the Greek. Like in Ariosto, Parabosco and Della Porta’s
plays, the sort of magic that the man practices is a fraud, and Cecchi makes sure to reveal it
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immediately to his audience. Doubts about the magician’s powers are raised in the very first scene
by Luigi, a friend of the young main character. Luigi claims that “Everybody considers this
[Ariston] as a charlatan … and of all his powers, his strongest one, is that of stealing money.”
(Cecchi, 485)
In Cecchi’s play, the young Napoleone secretly marries Emilia, without the consent of Neri
and Anselmo, the two lovers’ guardians. The situation complicates even more when Neri, Emilia’s
guardian, decides to marry the girl to Anselmo’s reluctant step-son Aldobrando. Both Napoleone
and Aldobrando independently resolve to ask for help to Ariston, whom they believed to be a
magician and a healer. The audience learns from Ariston’s words in the third act that the two young
men identify the magician as the perfect instrument to manipulate Anselmo and Neri’s will:
“Knowing that there is no instrument good enough than me to deal with Anselmo” (Cecchi, 505),
the two old credulous guardians, trusting his magic powers, could easily be deceived by a fake
magic trick.
Caught up between Napoleone and Aldobrando’s plan to change the old men’s mind about
Emilia’s marriage, and Anselmo’s own lustful desire to have a wife, Ariston the magician becomes
the pivotal figure around which all the other characters’ fate turned: “This old man [Anselmo]
trusts me, and his faith made these young men believe in me as well, even if for other reasons.”
(Cecchi, 507) Ariston continues his speech explaining to his servant how, in agreement with
Napoleone, he teaches Emilia to pretend to be possessed by a spirit. In this way, Anselmo,
frightened by the demonic presence that controlled Emilia, would obey to its commands. The
magician’s main drive, as for many fake magicians represented in other comedies, remains his
own interest and profit. Ariston’s nature, as for Della Porta’s Albumazar or Ariosto’s Fisico, is
that of a thief who uses magic to swindle the other characters. However, in Cecchi’s case the young
characters Emilia and Napoleone make use of Ariston’s fraud to pursue their goal of freely living
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their love relationship. The alliance between the lovers and Ariston contributes to lighten the
negative judgment of the audience towards the magician.
The final act moves towards restoring some positive aspects of the of magician’s character.
As the old victims Neri and Anselmo discover the magic trick in the first scene of the last act,
Ariston confesses his fault and sincerely asks for forgiveness (Cecchi, 536); moreover, he
contributes to solve the intricate love situation between Emilia and Napoleone and Aldobrando
and Antonio’s daughter, revealing to the old parents how the two young couples secretly married.
Ariston is thus finally forgiven by Neri and Anselmo, who recognizes the magician’s positive
intention of helping the two young couples.
Although Cecchi’s comedy represented once again a disguised magician disposed to
swindle naïve people, in aiding the young characters the magician preserved himself from
punishment and exclusion and gave himself a chance to be restored within the play’s society.
Compared to other comedies of the period, the negative impression and connotation of the
magician’s character loosened its harshness, and the forgiveness granted by the other characters at
the end of the comedy left space for the rehabilitation of the magician within the play’s society.
Magic is definitely still staged as a parody in order to mock a superstitious belief, but the anxiety
that brought Ariosto, Parabosco and Della Porta to depict magicians as dangerous subjects to be
eliminated by society is definitely missing in Cecchi’s comedy.
These playwrights’ use of satiric irony in their comedies aimed to attack magicians and to
reveal their true skills, following Tommaso Garzoni’s definition of magicians’ activity in his
Piazza Universale: (1585)
all the magic charms, that they naturally performed, are only mere illusions,
apparent deceits… frauds of demons in which they insert suffumigations, candles,
medicaments, patches, with rings, images, mirrors and similar recipes. (417)
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However, as Marco Faini pointed out, the parodic representation of magic, along with the accuse
of being a fraud, addressed also a more serious aspect of its practice, especially the ritual magic
practice where the spirits of the dead and demons were invoked, and this aspect had the potential
of disrupting the natural order (2). Such potential was underlined in a following passage of
Garzoni’s definition:
magic is nothing but the perfect sum and established knowledge of natural
philosophy, aided in its marvelous actions by the intrinsic and occult virtue of the
things, which if applied in the correct way to certain disposed subjects, teaches us
to give birth to miracles in nature… These magicians, as diligent explorers of
nature, produce effects that are judged by the common people as miracles. (417)
Ariosto, Parabosco and Della Porta’s comedies, with their harsh criticism of magic reinforced by
the final exclusion of the magicians from the society represented on stage, attempted to neutralize
the anxiety caused by the belief that magicians had the potential of subverting the regular course
of the divine and natural order with their performances of magic rituals. Cecchi’s comedies not
only lacked this final exclusion but endeavored also to reintegrate the magician within the fictional
community of the play, and finally restore unity. In his criticism of magic, addressed especially to
those who trust the fraudulent activity of healers or astrologers concerning spells and charm,
Cecchi considered the magician’s position differently from other playwrights, leaving space for a
rehabilitation of the character who dealt, even if a fictitious way, with ritual magic.
Although Cecchi staged magic as a fraudulent imitation of reality in another comedy
entitled Gli Incantesimi (1547), such deception is originated from within the society represented
in the play, as it is the outcome of a trick organized by two servants, Trinca and Sfuma. The two
characters belong to this society, and magic is an internal feature of such society. The magic
illusion in this case has a twofold effect, punishing old masters Nicolozzo and Baldo for their
lustful desires of possessing two younger women, and helping the young Gismondo to obtain
money to marry Violante. When at the end of the play, the magic tricks are unveiled, the two old
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men Nicolozzo and Baldo recognize the benevolent outcomes of the magic illusion. Thanks to it,
they accept that the two young women, Violante and Fiammetta, objects of their desire, become
their daughters-in-law, and for this reason they acknowledge the educative role played by the
servant, who faked to possess magic powers: “Nicolozzo: Our own magician [Trinca], who
bewitches demons, taught us to live.” (Cecchi, 471)
The criticism of the author, realized once again through irony, targeted the superstitious beliefs of
those who relied on magic spells and charms, as in Nicolozzo and Baldo’s cases. The servants
become promoters of Cecchi’s position against magic; they are responsible for the magic prank to
the detriment of their masters, demonstrating the stupidity of the two old dupes, and at the same
time entertaining with their slyness the spectators, who sympathized with them.
During the very final scene of the play, when both the audience and the old characters
convince themselves of the servants’ positive function, Cecchi inserted Nicolozzo’s final speech,
whose words could offer a different interpretation on the function of magic in the storyline.
Nicolozzo’s statement, addresses to the (fake) magician “who bewitched demons” and taught him
how to live, seems to refer to the servant’s astuteness on tricking his master. Although the type of
magic that Stramba employed is fake, in this last statement Nicolozzo addresses the servant as a
man capable of bewitching demons. And this man, Nicolozzo continues, possesses such
knowledge that could teach people how to live. Was here Cecchi referring to another type of magic
practice, in particular ritual practice that dealt with spirits and demons, capable of granting such
knowledge?
In the impossibility of fully understanding Cecchi’s real intentions while writing his
comedy, the words pronounced by the spirit in the prologue of Lo Spirito sounds like an
admonishment for the audience to deeply investigate the scenes staged during the comedy, because
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“in order not to provoke hostilities with anyone, the truth has been hidden within a fable.” (Cecchi,
478)
In the overview of the debate about the didactic purpose of comedies, Cecchi definitely
accepted the idea of imparting an educative message for his audience through the staging of his
comedies. Generally, the modes to realize such instructive goal for his comedies followed the
common features of other comedies of the time, such as the representation of magic as a scam and
the parodic representation of superstitious beliefs. Nevertheless, the critic of the figure of the
fraudulent magician loosened its harsher features in Cecchi’s comedies, and he speculated on the
possibility of rehabilitating them within society.
In the debate on comedy’s moral end, few are the dramatists who did not agree with such
claim. One of them, Anton Francesco Grazzini strongly defended the idea of comedy as a
performance meant to entertain and please the audience. Grazzini’s notion of the comedy’s
purpose influenced also the treatment of magic in his plays. In La Spiritata (1561) the old
Giovangualberto enters on stage with his servant, Trafela, telling him that he is going to speak
with a necromancer to ask his assistance, as he spent the previous night awake due to the presence
of spirits in his house. In the third act of the comedy the audience learns about the entire story
through Trafela’s words. Giovangualberto’s son Giulio fell in love with the young Maddalena,
Nicodemo’s daughter. As the man did not own a dowry for his daughter that could suit
Giovangualberto’s expectations, he did not give the consent for the young couple to marry. Trafela
the servant, together with his young master Giulio and his friends Amerigo and Albizio, organize
a charade in order to steal Giovangualberto’s money and offer them as part of Maddalena’s dowry
to Nicodemo. In the night, they all disguised as demons and spirits, holding candles and fires, and
they threaten Giovangualberto announcing their intention to never leave the house. The scared
man resolves thus to ask the necromancer’s help to free his house from these evil presences.
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Albizio, disguised as a magician, takes advantage of Giovangualberto’s fear to steal his money.
Also, the three men in agreement with Maddalena and her nurse, fake Maddalena’s demonic
possession, so that her father cannot give her hand in marriage to any other men.
The entire comedy revolves around these two magic tricks planned and organized by both
servants and young characters to change Nicodemo and Giovangualberto’s mind over Giulio’s and
Maddalena’s marriage. While the audience could not sympathize with the two old dupes, who
contrast the young lovers’ relationship, magic, which originated from within the society
represented in the play, appears in the spectators’ eyes as a useful tool, since by the end of the
comedy, threatened by the fake spirit who possessed Maddalena, the two old fathers Nicodemo
and Giovangualberto give their consent for the marriage. In the comedy’s finale Grazzini does not
unveil the magic prank to the old men, who continue to believe in the power of the necromancer,
who is, in fact, Albizio in disguise:
Nicodemo: Oh, such a wonderful and miraculous deed! … Such knowledge and
such intelligence reign in this man’s mind. These descendants of Nepo, with their
spells and with their handling of spirits equal the hand of God. (34)
Although at the end of the play the audience who attended the performance was aware of the deceit
that took place on stage, at least in the eyes of two characters magic still retained his power and
his legacy of an instrument of knowledge.
At first glance, Grazzini’s ironic critic of magic followed the features of those comedies
written by playwrights who intended to offer their audience a moral teaching with their
performances. As a matter of fact, in the eyes of the spectators who watched La Spiritata, magic
appeared an illusory performance played by the servants and the young characters. Like all the
other playwrights of his time, Grazzini was suggesting that magic could only be the result of a
charade, and thus a mere superstitious belief. The question becomes more complex if one considers
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that Grazzini did not get rid completely of the illusion created by magic in his fictional society,
where at least two of his characters still believed in the power of magic at the end of the play.
If the fictional on stage was a mirror of Grazzini’s society, what was the author’s real
intent? Could this be interpreted as an attempt to suggest the uselessness of aiming to a moral and
didactic purpose for comedies? Was Grazzini implying that comedy and theatre in general could
only be intended as a form on entertainment and not as an educational instrument? Or was Grazzini
simply exmplifing the fact that, despite all the regulative measures adopted by the religious and
civic authorities over theatre, magic rituals, especially those involving invocations of spirits, still
persisted in his contemporary society?
The parodic representation of magic in most of 16th and 17th century learned comedies had
the common purpose of diminishing magic and ridiculing those who practiced it and trusted it, and
also furnished an exemplum for the audience who watched the performance. However, in some
cases playwrights seemed not to completely agree with the notion of comedy as a didactic
instrument that had to offer a moral teaching, and left space in the fictional society staged in their
comedies for magic to somehow survive and endure.
The prologue of Grazzini’s La Strega appeared as a sort of bridge in this changing attitude
of playwrights towards comedies. Trying to accommodate the audience’s needs to be entertain
rather than educated while attending a performance, Grazzini left out the moral intent in his
comedy. This switch in the spectators’ expectations about the shows, this desire to be entertained
favored increasingly the performances of the Commedia dell’Arte over erudite comedies. For this
reason, it is crucial to analyze how magic was staged in the plays performed by the Commedia
dell’Arte troupes.
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2.4 Magic in Commedia dell’Arte scenarios
The panorama of 16th and 17th century theatrical performances saw the growth of the phenomenon
of the Commedia dell’Arte, the organization of professional actors within stable companies, along
with learned comedies written by intellectuals and educated people. By 1545, when the very first
notary act that regularized a Paduan company was signed (Ferrone, 25), professional actors started
to make their living by their art, which consisted in reciting improvised comedies. As many
scholars pointed out (Lea, 1934; Herrick, 1960; Ferrone, 1985; Katritzky, 2006) although learned
comedies and Commedia dell’Arte represented two different modes of conceiving the theatrical
performance, when considering the exchanges in their storylines, characters, and plots, one can
notice how Commedia dell’Arte intimately related to learned comedies of the period. Nevertheless,
Martin T. Herrick underlined how Commedia dell’Arte performances “usually made these plots,
characters and speeches broader, more obvious, more ridiculous, and put more emphasis on
pantomime.” (222) Everything in the Commedia dell’Arte performances aimed to please the
audience, the actors did not follow a precise scripture, but based their performances on outlined
scenarios that they could freely change according to the spectators’ response. Laughter, along with
improvisation, was the defining feature for establishing the success of a comedy on stage.
The lack of a precise script for their plays often granted the troupes of the Commedia
dell’Arte with an easy escape from the inquisitorial procedures of civic and religious authorities
(see paragraph 2.1). The nature of the scenarios that the troupes used for their representations was
scarcely controllable by the censorship’s measures. Being aware of the problematic structure of
the Commedia dell’Arte’s scripts, archbishop Carlo Borromeo demanded in 1583 the Gelosi
company to submit the scenarios of all the comedies that they wanted to represent in Milan; he
subsequently controlled and censored some parts of the comedies that were authorized to be
performed in the city. (Taviani, 6)
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With the solely purpose of generating laughter, actors of Commedia dell’Arte did not
restrain from representing obscene, immoral, ridiculous scenes in their performances, nor did they
prevent the staging of occult and magic rituals, episodes of demonic possession, or appearances
on stage of spirits and devils. Even though the stage was considered a mirror of contemporary
society, it did not always reflect faithfully the social and moral rules imposed on it. Relying on a
strong typification of characters, realized with the aid of masks, the actors of Commedia dell’Arte
offered the audience their own perspective on the relations between different social forces through
a carnivalesque representation, which was aimed to subvert socially and morally coded behaviors.
In this process of inversion of the stable social hierarchies and of all that was high and sacred into
a mode of comic enacted by the actors, the audience was invited to play a conspiratorial role
through laughter (Chaffee, Crick, 11). This concept of grotesque realism, that degraded all that
was noble, honorable, and abstract into a debased materiality, as defined by Mikhail Bakhtin
(1984), found one of its primary expressions in the performances of the Commedia dell’Arte.
Like many sacred beliefs and moral precepts, magic seemed to undergo the same process
of debasement in the performances of Commedia dell’Arte. As it happened in most of the erudite
comedies performed in this period, magic rituals, magicians, spirits and devils appeared during the
plays filtered through the lens of grotesque and parodic representation. Thus, the cunning and
irreverent Arlecchino disguised himself as a powerful necromancer who conjured spirits by
inscribing circles, a woman pretended to be demonically possessed by dancing and singing, a
group of servants, disguised as merciless demons, appeared on stage and performed lazzi, gags,
comic jokes.
In the majority of cases the scenarios did not furnish precise indications about what the
magicians, spirits or other magic practitioners had to do on stage, limiting their instructions in
concise sentences such as “fanno lazzi”, “they perform gags”. Further indications on the meaning
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of “fare lazzi” in scenes where magic rituals or magicians appeared are offered, as M.A. Katritzky
pointed out, at least by two different sources (2016, 167). Many of the surviving scenarios of the
Commedia dell’Arte are gathered in 16th and 17th century manuscript collections; the two Corsini
manuscripts, probably dated by the firsts decades of the 17th century, include illustrations that
introduce each script. At least three images portray the depiction of a magician or a magic ritual
and seem to offer hints on the actual performance of scenes dealing with magic that took place on
stage. The illustration that introduces the scenario of La Magica di Pantalone represents in the
background two characters gathered around a fire, each holding an ax. One of them wears a long
black garment and an oval-shaped hat, which probably marks him as a magician. In the foreground
a devilish figure, with horns and a tail, drags a man, who wears the typical Pulcinella’s mask, while
a third man tries to save him. The illustration of another play, Il Gran Mago, represents a magician
occupied in inscribing a circle on the ground while two devils rotate around him holding two nonidentified objects. The image representing the comedy La Maga describes a particular ritual
executed by a standing character holding a wand, surrounded by two men gathered around a fire,
who seem to be engaged in roasting a third man over the same fire. Another man appeared coming
out of the ground to watch or take part to the ritual.
These images probably provide indications on the stage practice of the comedies, and they
seem to offer details on the staging of magic rituals that could not be outlined and described within
the scenarios, since one of the reasons for maintaining its generic nature was to avoid troubles with
censorship. Katritzky found another source that provides indications on the actual staging of magic
in an encyclopedic treatise, Die Grewel (1610) written by the Italian physician Hippolytus
Guarinonius (1571–1654). Guarinonius described a lazzo that he saw during a performance of the
Commedia dell’Arte in Padua, in the 1590s. In the scene
the comic stage servant Zanni, wishing to take a closer look at a ghost above him,
climbs a ladder to a window, from which flames and a young Devil shoot out at
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him, and one firework after another explodes onto his beard. Frightened and
screaming ‘murder’, he tries jumping back down off the ladder, only to find himself
trapped between another ghost chasing him up and the ghost at the top trying to
force him down. (Katritzky 2016, 168)
Not only the presence of magic and supernatural themes is diffused among the title of scenarios
and the scenes of the Commedia dell’Arte, confirming its popularity, but the supernatural was also
the best vehicle to promote the engagement of actors or mountebanks in spectacular illusions and
funny scenes. Magic was expressed on stage through fireworks, magic wands, lightning, as attested
in the last part of each scenario that described the “robbe”, props, that actors used during their
performances. All these performative techniques intended to promote marvel and laughter in the
audience.
As in many learned comedies of the period, the overthrowing of magic, which the Church
considered a powerful and harmful knowledge at the same time, was realized on stage through its
parodic representation, where magic was often the results of a scam organized by servants or the
young characters to take advantage of the naivety of older characters. In the Commedia dell’Arte
plays this ironic characterization of magic could reach grotesque undertones. There are many
instances of scenes that confirm this ironic characterization: the case of the ladder lazzo described
by Guarinoni, the image in the Corsini manuscripts depicting Arlecchino being roasted over the
fire, and one of the scenes of the comedy Li Spiriti, included in the Basilio Locatelli’s manuscript,
a collection of Commedia dell’Arte scenarios dated 1618-1622. In this scene, two characters,
Coviello and his servant Zanni, believe that their house is infested by spirits. In recounting the
spirits’ nightly activity, a frightened Zanni describes what he had to endure during the night before,
and his account results in a grotesque report of a demonic invasion of the poor servant’s bedroom
Last night, while I was in bed, I saw the spirits coming in the house. They took eggs
and they made an omelet out of them, they ate it and in order to tease me they placed
the pan underneath my nose, so that I could smell it and be tempted. The fear
blocked me and made me keep my head underneath the pillow while they pissed in
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my shoes and they took my blanket away (Locatelli, 23)
Zanni found himself in the middle of the night surrounded by what he believed a demonic crowd
of spirits. His experience cannot have been perceived as extremely terrifying by the audience but
his account, which portrays demons engaging in a cooking activity, lacks the potential of being
frightening for the spectators, resulting in another humorous moment.
Aside from the comic needs of the performance, the grotesque caricature of the demonic
episode can hide other exigencies. Wolfgang Kayser associated the grotesque aesthetic with the
obscure, occult and dark forces perceived in the world, and interpreted it as “an attempt to invoke
and subdue the demonic aspect of the world.” (188) In other words, the grotesque representation
of magic in many scenarios of Commedia dell’Arte could be interpreted as a contribution to the
process of exorcising the fears connected to the demonic.
The anxiety that magic provoked in early modern Italian society found different ways to
be tamed on stage. In many learned comedies the parodic representation that culminated in the
exclusion of the magic practitioners from the community represented in the comedy neutralized
the fears that magic practice caused. Some of the scenarios of the Commedia dell’Arte shared with
learned comedies such uneasiness towards magic, which was overcome in the former by its
grotesque representation. Nevertheless, despite this apparent similarity in the treatment of the
supernatural, the presence of magic in scenarios of the Commedia dell’Arte does not always appear
to be coherent, and its representation is more complex and requires a deeper investigation of the
scripts.
The main aspect that differentiates Commedia dell’Arte’s plays from learned comedies
concerns the reasons why magic is brought on stage. As I mentioned before, Commedia dell’Arte’s
plays aimed to please the audience, and magic was the perfect vehicle for realizing an entertaining
show. When considering the two scripts gathered in the first published collection of scenarios
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edited by the Roman actor Flaminio Scala in 1611, Il Finto Negromante, and Flavio il Finto
Negromante, the titles immediately create a direct connection with Ariosto’s comedy Il
Negromante. However, in Scala’s scenarios the storylines and the perspective on magic greatly
differ from Ariosto’s comedy.
Scala’s collection contains fifty scenarios, and its twenty-first script brought on stage Il
Finto Negromante, the fake necromancer. In this comedy, the two old merchants Pantalone and
Gratiano do not allow their respective daughters, Flaminia and Isabella, to marry their lovers. Both
young ladies, having secretly enjoyed their beloved men, are pregnant, Flaminia with Oratio’s
baby and Isabella carrying Flavio’s son. In order to convince their old fathers to agree to the two
marriages, the young female characters pretend, with the help of their servants Pedrolino and
Arlecchino, to be possessed (Isabella) and to be suffering from dropsy (Flaminia). Meanwhile, the
young Flavio also fakes to be fickle minded due to the pain that he endures because he cannot
marry Isabella. The decisive action that dissolves all conflicts occurred during the third act of the
play, as a result of the plan organized by the two servants Pedrolino and Arlecchino to aid their
young masters.
Pedrolino orders Arlecchino to disguise as a necromancer and asks him “once Pantalone will be in
front of him, to pretend to conjure spirits” (Scala, 62). In the following scene, the scenarios attested
how, in front of the two old fathers Gratiano and Pantalone, Arlecchino enters
as the magician, conjuring demons, speaks to the old men, and gets them to draw
two magic circles, one each side of the stage, into which Pantalone and Gratiano
must step, telling them that whatever they might see or hear they must not move
out of them; at that point Arlecchino conjures (?) and calls the spirits. Oratio and
Flavio dressed as demons [enter] moving round the two circles and terrifying the
old men. (Scala, 63)
The conjuring ritual’s goal was completed when “Arlecchino, looking at the sky, calls on Mercury,
messengers of the gods, to come down to the house” (Scala, 63). At this point, another servant,
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Franceschina dressed as Mercury, enters the scene and
the magician asks her, what is the gods’ will regarding the marriages of the old
men’s daughters. Franceschina says that the gods want Flaminia to marry Oratio
and Isabella to marry Flavio; and if their fathers do not agree, these spirits which
have appeared must take them down to hell. The old men agree. (Scala, 63).
The fake necromancer’s presence on scene, and the appearance of spirits and gods on stage
contributes to solve the initial conflict, and the two old men agree to the marriages. Despite the
resolution of the conflict, the scenario showes that in the following scene Arlecchino “does some
more conjurations” (Scala, 63) that are not described in the script, but probably granted the comic
character to perform marvelous lazzi. After these last rituals performed on stage, the fake
necromancer reveals to the old men his true identity. Both servants confess the tricks, and
Pedrolino adds that he played these tricks to satisfy the young lovers and for this reason he is
forgiven.
Instead of being represented as a charlatan, who disrupted the order of the society in the
play, as it happened in the comedies of Ariosto or Parabosco, the fake necromancer in Scala’s
scenario is part of the society and contributed to reestablish its lost order with his fake magic. In
Scala’s other scenario Flavio Il Finto Negromante, the audience assist to the performance of a
similar storyline, where Isabella and Cinzio’s relationship is contrasted by the girl’s father,
Graziano. In this case the role of the fake magician is played by Flavio, one of the young characters
and Cinzio’s friend. Flavio loves Flaminia and is similarly contrasted by her father Pantalone. Like
in the previous scenario, the true nature of magic was revealed during the last act of the play, when
the two fathers agreed to the young lovers’ marriages: “Flavio comes out, reveals his true identity,
and says that he did all this just to acquire Flaminia, with whom he has long been in love and
apologize to everyone. They all praise his clever tricks.” (Scala, 81)
Once again, the necromancer who devised the deceit is praised instead of being punished at the
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end of the comedy, in recognition of the benevolent effects that his fake magic has on society. The
disclosure of the deceit seems to uplift the characters from their fear and worries of having to deal
with actual ritual magic. The anxiety that the magic rituals created, the characters’ fear for demons,
devils and spirits was clearly portrayed in another of Scala’s scenarios, Li Quattro Finti Spiritati,
(the four faked possessed men). The comedy staged the seemingly impossible love relationship
between Oratio and Isabella and Flavio and Flaminia. In order to convince Pantalone, Flaminia’s
old father, to let her marry Flavio, the young man decides to disguise himself as a necromancer.
Oratio pretends to be possessed by a spirit and asks for the necromancer’s help. In the last act of
the comedy the audience assists to a real exorcism managed by the fake necromancer Flavio
Flavio [claims] that all the spirits that offend Oratio are venereal (form Venus) and
for this reason the presence of women during the exorcism is fundamental. All the
women thus appear, and Flavio starts his exorcism on Oratio, whom affirms that he
is taken by an amorous spirit that will not leave his body until his body would join
Isabella’s body. In the same moment Isabella pretends to be possessed as well,
Flavio conjures her spirit as well. Her spirit claims to be amorous as well and it will
not leave her body unless her body will join Oratio’s body. Pantalone begs the
necromancer to free those young bodies from these spirits and promises he will let
them do whatever they please.” (Scala, 100)
Frightened by the spirits’ threats, Pantalone agrees to the lovers’ marriage in order to avoid the
demons’ revenge. Only after having obtained the consent for their marriages, the two young
couples reveal their tricks to the old Pantalone, who, eased by their revelation, forgives them. In
the very last scene of the comedy “everybody laughs at the tricks made to Pantalone” (Scala, 100).
The comedy ends with a liberating laughter that freed and alleviated the characters, Pantalone in
particular, from the distress that the demonic possession of his daughter would have caused.
If the fake magic staged by servants and young characters in these comedies scared old
dupes like Pantalone, other scenarios presented instances in which real magic took part in the story,
producing confusion and disarray among the characters. The comedy Le Due Fonti Incantate,
stages a real magician who enchanted two fountains with his powers. At the end of the first act,
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when the characters Bertolino, Dottore and Olivetta find themselves at the fountain, the spirits
conjured within it begins to speak at them, and the characters fled scared
Bertolino: waiting for Olivetta, gets closer to the fountain. Dottore pulls Olivetta,
so does Bertolino. She screams frightened
Spirits of the fountain with words: they all get scared, they want to run away.
Flames from the corners. They all run frightened and the act ends. (Locatelli, 45)
In this comedy magic ceased to be a mere scam or a fraud. The magician is represented as
enchanting the fountain to solve the intricate situation between two brothers, Lavinio and
Hippolito, who loved the same woman, and he is represented on stage as a powerful magic
practitioner. All the characters at the court of the Duke of Bel Poggio who take part in the play
seem to be aware not only of the existence of magic, but also of its strength, and consequently are
frightened by it. In another scenario by Scala, the magician and its enchantment in Le Due Fonti
Incantate, solves the intricate initial situation. Unlike the other comedies, by the end of this play
the recognition of the pretense of magic is missing. Magic and its effects as represented on stage
remains in this comedy an existing reality, a real art that if used consciously could lead to the
resolution of a conflict.
Published and performed with the solely purpose of entertaining the audience, the scenarios
of the Commedia dell’Arte unveiled an ambiguous attitude when staging magic deeds. If at first
glance the scenarios seemed to reiterate the ironic and parodic disposition found in learned
comedies of the period, a deeper investigation reveals that many 17th-century scenarios contained
a different treatment of magic, which is represented as a serious discipline and practice. Many
Commedia dell’Arte performances portrayed the activities of real and powerful magicians, might
this be a man or a woman, who employed magic to provide support for the other characters and
often to resolve a conflict. One of the first instances that showed signs of a positive attitude of the
playwright towards supernatural powers can be found in Flaminio Scala’s scenario Isabella
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l’Astrologa. The comedy introduces on stage the young Isabella, daughter of the Vicar of Naples
who, after having fled the city, learned the art of astrology and chiromancy by an Arab philosopher
in Alexandria. When Isabella returns to Naples disguised and dressed in Turkish fashion, she
encounters the regent, her father, who do not recognize her. However, in the following scene the
regent immediately reveals his curiosity generated by Isabella’s art and magical skills. Struck by
Isabella’s predictions, the regent confesses his desire to talk with the female astrologer to find out
if his son Orazio, Isabella’s brother, is still alive. Scala shows the audience how in the fictional
Neapolitan court astrology, chiromancy and fortune telling are considered serious instruments of
knowledge, as the regent himself relies on them. In the following scene, Isabella remains alone,
confirms the power and truthfulness of her art, and she confesses that by contemplating the stars
she knows that her brother is still alive: “Isabella left alone: she has always been informed by the
stars that Orazio is alive” (Scala, 108). The scene confirms that the practice learnt by the woman
from a Muslim philosopher in Alexandria is a real instrument of knowledge. The end of the play,
as Isabella unveils her true identity to her father, all the characters recognize how her training in
astrology increased her wisdom and her virtue: “Orazio is even more happy to do so as he finds
her to be so virtuous and so gifted in the art of astrology.” (Scala, 109)
Only two decades after the emanation of Pope Sixtus V's bull Coeli et Terrae (1586) that
condemned as execrable and superstitious all books, works, and treatises of judicial astrology,
geomancy and hydromancy, Isabella’s praise in Scala’s scenario insisted on the woman’s virtue
that somehow increased by her magic powers and astrological knowledge. Despite the official
position of both Catholics and Protestants against astrology, the discipline was widely spread and
well accepted in early modern society, also by members of ecclesiastical hierarchies, as attested
by the presence of Tommaso Campanella as official astrologer at the court of pope Urban the VIII
(1623 -1644), who desired to take advantage of the philosopher’s astrological expertise.
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Scala’s defense of astrology realized through the recognition of Isabella’s skills was not an
isolated case of positive attitude towards magic practice that could be found in the Commedia
dell’Arte’s scenarios. In the anonymous manuscript Ciro Monaca held at the Casanatense library
in Rome and dated around the third decade of the 17th century, at least two scenarios brought on
stage magicians who contributed to the resolution of an intricate conflict in the comedy’s storyline
with their enchantments and the aid of spirits. In the scenario La Magia d’Amore con Bertolino
creduto gentilhuomo di corte, the lovers Bertolino and Learco turned to the magician in order to
conquer the love of their mistresses, Olivetta and Cleria. During the first act of the play, the
audience witnessed the enchantments that the magician realizes for the two men to transform their
appearances and change their identities: “Magician gives to Learco a bandage to be applied to his
forehead, and gives him a secret [thing] to be sprinkled on his wrists in order to change his
appearance for twenty-four hours” (MS 4186, 39) Left alone with Bertolino, the magician
transforms his appearance into that of Aurelio, so that Bertolino can trick his mistress Olivetta,
who earlier refused his courtship. As Learco’s transformed appearance does not help him to gain
Cleria’s love, the magician once again decides to intervene and, aided by some spirits, transports
in the woods the two young lovers while they were sleeping. As Learco and Cleria are found
sleeping together in the woods by the other members of the court, the astonishment and the scandal
that such discovery provoked brought the King, Cleria’s father, to sentence them to death. In the
very last scene of the play, as the execution of the two lovers is about to take place, the providential
irruption of the magician on stage interrupts the death penalty ritual. The magician reveals all the
enchantments he played to facilitate the two lovers’ encounter, thus preserving the young couple’s
honor and sparing them from the execution.
Despite some of the magic spells employed by the magician caused misunderstanding and
confusion among the members of the court, his final entrance on stage demonstrated the twofold
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resulting effects that magic practice entailed. On one hand, magic powers could be dangerous and
deceiving – as it was for the two lovers who were brought in the woods while asleep, so that
members of the court who found them would suspect that their encounter took place voluntarily.
On the other hand, magic could have beneficial effects, as attested by the determining presence of
the magician in the final scene of the play, who saves the two lovers from a deadly execution.
Despite the very limiting details of the action described by the scenario, and the
summarized structure of the comedy presented in the concise script, the play seemed to consider
magic practice as a serious and concrete discipline, taking thus distance from the ridiculous
representation of magic art presented in learned comedies of the period. In this scenario magic was
an authentic art, and for those capable of mastering it, it represented a vehicle to achieve great
power. The scenario seemed to allude not only to the powerful effects that magic operations
implied, as demonstrated in the scene where the two male characters’ physical appearances was
transformed, but also to its potential negative effects, which needed to be carefully considered by
those who practiced such art.
The analysis of the scenario demonstrated the interest of the actors of Commedia dell’Arte
in grasping all the different and complex manifestations of magic practice, showing its “white”
and learned nature, as well as its dark side, where the use of supernatural powers for selfish
purposes could have dangerous consequences.
The scenario La Maggica di Pantalone, held in one of the two Corsini manuscripts and
dated around the first decade of the 17th century, shows more in detail the dual essence of magic
practice. The comedy in particular lingers on the selfish purposes that can move practitioners to
rely on ritual magic operations. In the play Pantalone, a magician, together with his servants
Trappolino, Gratiano and Zanni engages in a magic ritual in order to find a treasure.
Pantalone, Gratiano, Trappolino, Porter come in with the apparatus for their magic.
They halt by the mountain muttering something; Zanni tries to interfere: Pantalone
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quiets him with a spell, and after certain fumigations they hew at the mountain; at
their strokes flames issue forth; darkness follows; howling and portents are heard.
The gulf opens. They approach, each playing the part committed to him. When
Pantalone and Gratiano have thrown themselves into the gulf, the rest remain. (MS
45 G6, 173)
The ritual magic operation executed by the four men grants them access to the mountain to find
the treasure hidden in it. The audience assists to a grandiose and impressive ritual that involved
flames, smoke and fumes. The magic operation that takes place on stage was not a fake ritual
pretended by some charlatans to trick other characters in believing the story. Pantalone and
Gratiano faithfully engage in such ritual, confident that they would obtain their treasure. To the
spectators assisting the scene, the ritual magic operation might not have been unknown, as many
trials of the period attested (see chapter 1); such practice was commonly believed to be the vehicle
to obtain wealth. Right after the conclusion of the ritual, in the first scene of the following act, the
audience discovers that the operation was successful: “Pantalone, Gratiano, Zanni, Trappolino
after many rumblings issue from the mountain with the treasure and with jars containing the wits
of various people” (MS 45 G6, 174) After obtaining the treasure Pantalone, thanks to his magic
power, perceives that his two lost children, Cintia and Lelio, are still alive and very close to him:
“Pantalone talks of Lelio and Cintia, his lost children, and says that through his magic art he has
news that they are in this country” (MS 45 G6, 174) Indeed, the two young siblings appear on
stage and the family is finally reunited. Far from being rejected by the society in which he performs
his magic–as it happened to many magicians in other comedies, as for instance in Ariosto’s Il
Negromante – at the end of the play Pantalone is portrayed as the real winner of the situation,
having gained wealth and found his lost children. Pantalone achieves all this thanks to his magic
powers and training.
The message conveyed by the play strongly differed from the educational purposed of
many learned comedies of the time, which strongly condemned and undermined ritual magic
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practice. In this scenario magic was portrayed as a powerful instrument of both power and
knowledge, and the audience was exposed to its positive and beneficial effects.
Magicians portrayed in Commedia dell’Arte comedies often demonstrated what type of
knowledge practitioners of ritual magic practice could acquire, as in the case of the necromancer
that appeared in the scenario of the Corsini manuscript, Il Veleno. The scene opens with a murder:
Lelio just killed the young Fabrizio, as a punishment for the love he shows to Lelio’s sister,
Isabella. Lelio and his servant bring Fabrizio’s corpse in the woods and leave him there. In the
following scene, the necromancer quietly enters on stage: “Necromancer brother of Gratiano, who
was previously banned for his art, having predicted Fabrizio’s death enters to collect herbs to cure
him” (MS 45 G6, 158) The magician at this point finds the corpse of the young Fabrizio and carries
it in his cave, with the aid of some devils that enter on stage. Meanwhile the news of Fabrizio’s
death spread and reaches also the young Isabella, Fabrizio’s mistress. Desperate about the news,
Isabella decides to drink some poison to kill herself. In the second act of the play, the audience
assists to the resurrection of young Fabrizio, who appears on stage alive, having been brought back
to life thanks to the magic of the necromancer, whom he praises and thanks. While the two
characters are together on stage, they learn that Isabella poisoned herself, so the necromancer runs
out of stage to help her. In the third act of the play, the audience discovers that, thanks to the
necromancer who transformed the servant Trappolino into a physician, Isabella too has been
rescued from death. As the end of the comedy approaches, the situation disentangled: Lelio is
forgiven for Fabrizio’s murder, and all the characters recognize the beneficial effects of the
necromancer’s magic, who saved the two lovers’ lives.
The scenario once again emphasizes the immense power of magic practice, focusing in this
instance on the capability of magic practitioners to manipulate the natural course of life, as the
resurrection of Fabrizio demonstrated. The benevolent magic that the necromancer employed in Il
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Veleno granted him the possibility to be restored within the society that previously banned and
exiled him. As a sort of peaceful pact between him and the society that is ready to welcome him
back, in the last scene of the comedy, a final ritual takes place. The necromancer willingly burns
into a fire his magic books and his wand: “Necromancer says that he wants to leave the art, the
stage opens and the throw away in the fire his books and his wand” (MS 45 G6, 158). This final
ritual could be interpreted not only as a renunciation of magic art by the necromancer, but also as
a warning message for those who practiced such art, to consciously and wisely employ magic
rituals, whose consequences could have the power to subvert the regular course of nature.

2.5 Conclusion.
The aftermaths of the Protestant Reform profoundly shook the religious, cultural and intellectual
foundations of early modern Italian society. Members of the Church and civic authorities worked
together in an attempt to contain any form of dissent or heretical behaviour. In an effort to preserve
the Catholic orthodoxy, the religious and civic authorities started their battle through laws and
official bans, such as the Index Librorum Prohibitorum (1559) that prohibited the circulation of
books considered heretical and dangerous. They also exercised their power over more popular and
direct forms of entertainment, especially theatrical performances, which were considered
dangerous because they could more effectively influence in a negative way the audience.
Performances started thus to be controlled and forbidden if their content was judged unsuitable or
against Catholic moral and religious predicaments. In particular, authorities worried about the
staging of magic knowledge and practice. Magic was not only considered a superstitious practice,
but a dangerous doctrine tied to the cult of the Devil. For these reasons, magic books and manuals
were banned in various indexes published by the Holy Office, and many of the theatrical
performances that staged magic rituals were prohibited.
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In fact, magic continued to be staged in comedies published and represented during the 16th
century. In the printed comedies by Ariosto, Parabosco and Della Porta, magicians and
necromancers appear on stage. However, the magic they employed was seen as a fake art, a
pretence, or a fraud. By staging a parodic representation of what was considered a deceptive art,
playwrights contributed to demonstrate that magic was only a superstitious belief. Their comedies,
with their demeaning representation of magic, served thus as a didactical tool to educate the
audience who watched the performances. In many printed comedies of the period the playwrights’
condemnation of magic is evident just by looking at the comedies’ finale, in which many magicians
are often expelled by the community represented on stage.
In few cases, though, as for instance in Grazzini and Cecchi’s comedies, the playwrights’
attitude towards magic does not to express such strong disapproval. In these comedies the
magicians who deceived the other characters are forgiven at the end of the play and somehow
justified for having deceived them. Their magic, represented as a fake practice, is tolerated because
of its positive outcomes, as for instance, in Grazzini’s La Spiritata, where the magic trick organized
by the servants allowed the young couple of lovers to get married. The more the theatrical
performances were perceived by the playwrights and actors as a mere form of entertainment,
detached from any didactical purpose, the less magic was perceived as a threaten and as a harmful
practice.
With the raise of the Commedia dell’Arte companies, organized troupes of professional
actors that started to perform in cities and public spaces around Italy, performances were conceived
for purely entertaining the audience. Magic became an instrument to create spectacular
performances, providing the opportunity to create marvellous deeds on stage. However, many
scenarios of the Commedia dell’Arte performances reveal that magic was represented and
perceived differently. Magic ceased to be staged as an illusion or a deceptive instrument employed
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by charlatans. Magicians and enchantresses in Commedia dell’Arte scenarios possess real magic
powers that they employ to help those in need, or to resolve an intricate conflict among other
characters, re-establishing the balance among the society staged by the play’s finale. In many
instances their magic is the result of a deep astrological knowledge, like in the case of Scala’s
scenario Isabella L’Astrologa, or the result of studies carried out on magic books, like in the case
of Il Veleno, where the necromancer admits that he gained his knowledge by reading magic books.
The positive shift of the perspective in which magic is staged in the Commedia dell’Arte
performances, which lacks the negative condemnation of the deception played by magicians and
enchantresses, can be partly justified considering the structure of the scenarios created for each
performance. Their concise structures provided only the essential details on the performance’s
content and were therefore difficult to control by the authorities. Actors could easily improvise
and freely add content to the play, escaping the strict control of the censors. Magic routines, lazzi,
could include rituals to invoke spirits, flames and devils appearing on stage, as witnessed by
Ippolito Guarinoni (1571-1654) during a performance in Padua in 1590. Such relative freedom
allowed the companies of professional actors to eliminate the condemning perspective on magic
imposed by the authorities, staging magicians and enchantresses as wise men and women
possessing real magic powers, guardians of an ancient and learned magic tradition. With their
wisdom and magic skills, they controlled supernatural forces, such as spirits and demons, and they
resolved conflicts and difficult situations. In this light, the curiosity and fascination that the obscure
and prohibited topic of magic played on the audience increased, contributing to the dissemination
of magic knowledge among early modern Italian society.
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3. Magic in Arcadia
This chapter investigates the presence of magicians, their magic rituals and their relevance
and function in pastoral tragicomedies31. This genre became very popular by the end of the 16th
century in Italy, in parallel with the rise of Commedia dell’Arte organized troupes with
professional actors.
As a mode, pastoral tragicomedy emerged from a tradition that combined lyric and elegy with
learned and popular works meant for the stage, such as rustic farces and courtly eclogues. When
writing about the emergence of pastoral tragicomedies at the end of the sixteenth century Robert
Henke identifies “a long, diverse tradition of rustic, bucolic drama as well as a tradition of courtly
pastoral theatre that peaked from 1480 to 1506.” (1997, 21) Henke refers to a wide range of
theatrical productions, mainly hybrid dramas—drammi mescidati—such as mythological plays
and dramatizations of classical stories. Together with Latin comedies in vernacular translation,
these productions constituted the panorama of 15th and early 16th century Italian theatre.
Some of these plays included supernatural elements in their plots, such as the presence of pagan
deities or mythological settings. Although these elements did not appear in the original versions
of these works, arriving only in the 16th-century revisions, the supernatural dimension was one of
their essential features, as in the case of the first pastoral comedies staged in Ferrara. In Agostino
Beccari’s Il Sacrificio (1555) there are references to pagan deities, while in Alberto Lollio’s
Aretusa (1564), the nymph Silvia devotes herself to the goddess Diana. Magic rituals were often
performed on stage, as in the case of Luigi Groto’s Calisto (1561), where some of the characters
engage in a long and complicated ritual involving wax statuettes, as a sacrifice to the pagan deities
(Act 4, scene 2).

31

On the debate about pastoral as mode rather than genre see Alpers (1996); Henke (1997)
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The pastoral plays’ plots narrated love stories between nymphs and shepherds who lived
in an idealized setting, a timeless world called Arcadia. While seemingly focusing on the
characters’ intimacy and on the investigation of their inner emotions, their love stories often
intersected with supernatural elements, such as monstrous creatures, the satyrs, or deities and
magicians. Magic was one of the core elements that defined pastoral conventions, a presence that
Lisa Sampson justifies as being integrated into the pastoral mode in order to “provide opportunities
for fantastic scenarios with evident dramatic appeal.” (46) Louise George Clubb (1989) and Henke
(1997), among others, recognize magic as a regular element of the pastoral mode whose presence
was inherited from their classical sources, and was always presented following the pagan
transformation taking place in classical plays, as in the case of transformations of characters into
animals, following the Ovidian metamorphosis model.
In this chapter I argue that the magic features introduced in these plays cannot be justified
as a mere prompt to produce technically spectacular effects on stage, nor can they be seen as merely
derivative elements inherited from classical sources that staged fabulous transformations. I intend
to demonstrate that magic played, in fact, a fundamental role in the plays’ plot, and that in some
cases the rituals represented on stage replicated rituals belonging to real life ceremonial magic
practices. In the plays I analyze magicians, wise men and women gifted with supernatural powers
offer their support to the main characters who need to overcome an intricate situation through the
use of magic rituals and spells. In many plays, these magicians fully controlled the other
characters’ fates by manipulating their lives with their supernatural powers and by eventually
resolving the initial social conflicts, such as the impossibility for two young lovers to be joined in
marriage because of various impediments and complications. In many cases these characters’
magical powers are the result of a thorough study of a learned discipline that they acquired through
books and manuals; in other cases, such knowledge was revealed to them by invoking demonic
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spirits. In pastoral plays, magic loses the farcical features with which it was represented in learned
comedies of the same period; instead, it becomes a synonym of knowledge, wisdom and power.
Magic is thus seen as acquired knowledge, deriving from a learned tradition that has been passed
down through magic texts. The representation of magicians’ practice of magic loses its
superstitious aspect and becomes the result of theoretical and philosophical training.
In order to understand the different attitudes towards magic found in Italian production of
pastoral drama in the late 16th and early 17th century, it is necessary to look back at the origins of
contemporary criticism of the genre. By the mid-16th century, playwrights and intellectuals tried
to codify the pastoral drama, a new genre that mixed tragic and comic elements. They also
speculated about the presence of magical and marvelous elements and the correlation between
these elements and apparent reality.

3.1 Defining a Genre: Pastoral Tragicomedies, Marvelous and Verisimilar
In his book What Is Pastoral? (1996), Paul Alpers offers a definition of the pastoral mode,
and presents a broad overview on the stock features and elements belonging to this literary
category. Pastoral as a mode is a flexible category that includes various genres, ranging from
poetry and elegies to novels. The considerable amount of criticism on pastoral published by
modern theorists in the past decades (Richard Cody, 1969; David Halperin, 1983; Lisa Sampson
2006; Federico Schneider 2010), does not correspond to a similar number of attempts by classical
or Renaissance criticism to define pastoral in a critical and coherent way.
One of the reasons for this lack of Renaissance critical writings on pastoral as a genre or mode can
probably be ascribed to the difficulties in identifying its origins.
As a mode, “an inner matter or attitude or philosophical conception” (Alpers, 47),
pastoral’s origins can be traced back to Theocritus’s poetry (3rd century BC). Despite this long
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tradition, in the late 16th century the Italian dramatic pastoral form struggled to define itself as a
distinct genre. The pastoral tragicomedy emerged in the Italian theatrical scenario as the result of
different literary tendencies32, and for this reason it encountered the resistance of some intellectuals
and critics who rejected it as a coherent and independent genre.
The debate about pastoral, defined by Renaissance playwrights and intellectuals as the
“third genre”, was initiated by Giambattista Giraldi Cinzio when he published his theoretical work
Lettera, overo discorso sovra il comporre le satire atte alla scena in 1554. In his long discourse,
Giraldi Cinzio attempts to distance his play Egle (1545) from other theatrical representations that
were staged in Ferrara and in other northern Italian courts in the same period by defining his play
a revival of the ancient third genre, the Greek satyr drama33. Building on the premise that “favola
pastorale,” pastoral drama, did not conform to the stage, and theorizing on the satyr-drama genre,
he writes:
Satire is the imitation of perfect action of great size, composed of the playful and
the serious with gentle talk, whose parts are partly joined together in its place, and
partly divided, represented to move the minds to laughter and to a sense of terror
and compassion34. (43)
Giraldi tries to demonstrate how his Egle constituted a modern attempt to regularize this third
dramatic genre. He provides the readers with a list of constitutive elements that should belong to
the favola, such as the unity of action and the fact that the play had to be an imitation of actions,
which are both elements derived from Aristotle’s Poetics. Giraldi then briefly talks about the
representation on stage of marvelous deeds:
In addition to the parts related to the quantity, those of quality have also taken place;
of which the apparatus is of no small importance, since the fable is mainly
32

on the development of the early examples of pastoral drama in Italy and the emergence of the 16th tragicomedies see Pieri
(1983); Sampson (2006)
33
on Giraldi Cinzio’s Egle see Tylus (1984); Pieri (1983)
34

La satira è imitazione di azione perfetta di dicevole grandezza, composta al giocoso et al grave con parlar soave, le membra
della quale sono insieme al suo luogo per parte e per parte divise, rappresentata a commuovere gli animi a riso et a convenevole
terrore e compassione. () My translation.
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composed to be represented, without the apparatus it cannot be conventionally
represented. And it contains the apparatus the factory of the scene, the actors and
their garments and the machines, with the tools that are used to stage wonders, like
the appearance of the gods. If the quality of the fable introduced requires it, the
falling of thunderbolts, hear thunders, the fall from heaven of hail and rain and other
such things can be staged, which nevertheless bring ugliness and misfortune, if they
are not introduced at the appropriate time35. (44)
Giraldi allows marvelous deeds and unreal characters, such as deities, to be present on stage, but
only when the marvelous elements do not cause improper reactions or ugly effects. Moreover,
marvelous elements should be carefully introduced in the play at the proper time.
The Lettera sparked several reactions that contributed to the debate on the pastoral tragicomedy,
where intellectuals and playwrights discussed the essential characteristics belonging to the new
genre. Such debate incited a controversy between the dramatist Giovambattista Guarini (1538–
1612) and the scholar Giasone Denores (1530–1590), who attacked Guarini’s tragicomedy Pastor
Fido (1590), highlighting how the play, with its combination of tragic and comic contents, did not
respect Aristotelian unity. Even if the controversial argument between the two intellectuals focused
more on the constitutive elements of the tragicomedy, generating thus a broader discussion on
dramatic genres, the debate gave Guarini the opportunity to state a lively defense of the pastoral.
Answering Denores’ attacks with the treatise Il Verato secondo ovvero replica all’Attizzato
accademico ferrarese in difesa del Pastor Fido (1593), Guarini defines the pastoral as a genre and
its correlation with the marvelous, saying:
the tragic poem is the one that loves the truth ... that with the image of something
that really happened makes a big impression ... but the tragicomedy does not have
that purpose, it wants to compel but relax, trying to produce the pleasure with
another intention ... And who says that the tragicomedy is out of the verisimilar?
You? ... Can it not be that some true fact is not true and yet verisimilar?36 (149)
35

Oltre le parti che sono della quantità, vi hanno anco luogo quelle della qualità; delle quali è di non piccola importanza l'apparato,
perché essendo principalmente composta la favola per la rappresentazione, non si può ella senza l'apparato convenevolmente
rappresentare. E contiene l'apparato la fabbrica della scena, gli istrioni et i loro vestimenti e le macchine, col mezzo delle quali si
fanno nascere le meraviglie, come l'apparire degli dèi, se la qualità della favola introdotta il chiede, il fare veder folgori, sentir
tuoni, cader dal cielo grandine e pioggia et altre tali cose, le quali nondimeno arrecano bruttezza e sconvenevolezza, se non vi sono
attentamente et e tempo adatto introdotte. ()
36 il poema tragico è quello che ama la verità … che con l’immagine di cos ache veramente sia succeduta fa grande impressione…
ma la tragicommedia che non ha cotal fine, ne vuol costringere ma rilassare cerca di produrre il diletto con altra intenzione…E chi
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Guarini’s position on pastorals in his Verato is clearly summarized by Bernard Weinberg (1974)
in the following way:
Pastoral is marvelous through the novelty of its material, verisimilar by virtue that
the audience may be “persuaded” to believe that such action could occur. The
pastoral poet, like any other poet, chooses subjects which are out the ordinary but
which may nevertheless be believed. (10089)
In Compendio della poesia tragicomica (1602), the last of his treatises in defense of tragicomedy,
Guarini insistently states that the verisimilar aspect of pastoral plays had to be artfully created,
defining it an “imitated verisimilitude”:
Il verisimile parimente è pur di due sorte, cioè probabile e imitabile. Da questi
quattro termini, “contemplabile”, “eligibile”, “probabile”, e “imitabile” nascono
tutte le scienze … dall’ultimo viene la poetica, che ha per fin l’imitare. (219)
In Guarini’s concept of a crafted verisimilitude one might find some echoes of Torquato Tasso’s
position on role of the marvelous and verisimilar, which the poet views as representing not only
what was factually true, but also what was commonly considered or believed to be true.
It will not think unlikely what they believe not only possible but as often occurred
and can occur often again. So too the ancients, who lived in the errors of their false
religion, must not have thought impossible the miracles recounted of their gods not
merely by poets.37(38)
Tasso’s theory on marvelous and verisimilar elements in poetry laid the foundations for the later
debate on the marvelous and verisimilar in the pastoral genre. Nella Teresa Nencini underlines the
importance of Tasso’s treatment of the verisimilar as something “true to the mind or imagination”
for the success of the pastoral genre (14). Since what was staged in pastoral plays was perceived
as a projection by dramatists of an interior world of emotions, the presence of marvelous deeds
was justified and consequently well received by the audience. Nevertheless, neither Tasso nor

di dice che la tragicommedia sia fuori del verisimile? Voi? … Non può egli essere ch’alcun fatto vero non sia e al vero sia però
verisimile? (149)
37 Non parrà loro fuor dal verisimile quello che credono non solo esser possibile, ma stimano spesse fiate esser avvenuto … si
come anco a quegli antichi che vivano nell’errore della vana religione non dovevano parer impossibili quei miracoli.
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Guarini extended their discussions of the verisimilar and the marvelous to the specific subject of
magical deeds represented on stage38.
The Italian poet and dramatist Angelo Ingegneri (1550–1613) considers the use of the
supernatural in comedies disgraceful and unnecessary. He allows it in pastoral plays only if the
supernatural characters, or “ombre,” as he defines them, would reveal to the audience facts or
events that happened offstage. (1598, 16) Ingegneri’s treatise, being one of the first dedicated to
the actual staging of plays, touches on magic from the point of view of its scenic representation.
The dramatist dedicates the last section of his discourse to giving instructions on how to show, if
really necessary, spirits or supernatural entities, suggesting that they be only partially visible to the
audience, and that they be in the most remote corner of the stage to increase their mystery and to
horrify the audience. (1598, 76)
The supernatural, as well as some marvelous deeds and characters, were tolerated within the
pastoral settings represented on stage. However, starting in the second half of the 16th century an
increasing anxiety generated by the restrictive measures adopted by the censorship of literary
works combined with the moralizing climate generated by the Counter-Reformation made the
presence of magicians and enchantresses on stage difficult to justify to the inquisitorial authorities.
In order to illustrate this growing apprehension caused by the action of censorship, Sampson quotes
three different commentaries on Jacopo Sannazzaro’s Arcadia (1509), including Giovan Battista
Massarengo’s commentary published in 1596, and highlights the increase in the number of
annotations related to orthodox Christian belief. (45)

38

Tasso dedicated a passage to magic deeds, magicians and enchanters in his treatise Discorso del poema eroico (1594) where he
claimed “Concederei ancora che fosse probabile a’ nostri poeti che molte cose meravigliose e prodigiose fossero fatte con arte
diabolica, perché tutti gl’idoli de le genti sono diavoli; ma non si dee concedere loro quella potenza ch’era attribuita a’ medesimi
da’ gentili, da’ quali furono adorati come dii e come benefattori … Conchiudiamo dunque che non si debba lodare alcun poema
soverchiamente prodigioso, acciò che i magi e i negromanti siano introdutti con qualche verisimilitudine nel poema.” (book II
page?)
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Massarengo, for example, dedicates several annotations to the classification of magic, recognizing
the exploitation of herbs and stones as a natural procedure based on the knowledge of their occult
properties. (256) When commenting on the presence of the priest Enareto in Sannazzaro’s play,
he offers the reader clear definitions of natural and ritual magic, the first being a philosophical
discipline, the second being a diabolical practice:
La magia è naturale e diabolica. La prima è della più scelta filosofia naturale, la
seconda infame … usata dagli Egizi culturi dei demoni. … Enareto usa una magia
mista: poiché oltre alle cose naturali, si vale dell’invocazione degli spiriti… magia
obbligata alle fallaci cerimonie de Demoni. (1596, 273)
The need to justify and explain the use of magic rituals in plays that predated the CounterReformation, as in the case of Massarengo’s commentary on Sannazzaro’s Arcadia, demonstrates
how magic rituals, magicians and transformations presented on stage started to create
embarrassment for the ecclesiastical authorities and preoccupied dramatists. In order to avoid the
censorship’s strict and close examination, dramatists preferred, in certain cases, to eliminate
inconvenient characters or scenes, as in the case of Agostino Beccari’s Il Sacrificio (1555). The
play was initially represented in Ferrara in 1555 but was reprinted in 1587 in a second revised
edition that presented numerous linguistic modifications and content omissions. Beccari’s
intention was to eliminate irreverent propositions or attacks against God or the Catholic Church.
Thus, words like Dio and cielo (God, heaven) that appeared in the first edition, were substituted
by words pertaining to the mythological tradition, such as Giove and seggio (Jupiter, throne) in the
second edition. (Borsari, 116)
Modern scholars like Sampson confirm intellectuals’ and dramatists’ increasing anxiety arguing
that “later in the century … pastoral drama became marked by an increased emphasis on paternal
and patriarchal authority as the moral imperative of the Counter-Reformation became unavoidable
also in this genre.” (Sampson, 45) Other critics identify the end of supernatural presences within
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pastoral plays with the rise of Counter-Reformistic moralism: “By the time Guarini published
Pastor fido, the use of the supernatural to bring about a sense of wonder had waned.” (Nencini,
15) Clubb does recognize a group of plays published between 1583 and 158939 where dramatists
engaged “with free use of unverisimilar elements, including Ovidian transformations and magic
from the romanzo tradition,” (102) but she suggests that the magic represented in these plays can
be connected to classical sources. Echoing Clubb’s position, Henke states that
The marvelous, an important element of late-Quattrocento and early-Cinquecento
pastoral drama, now becomes cautiously regulated. … Many late Cinquecento
pastoral playwrights were less constrained by the claim of verisimilitude than
Giraldi and his Ferraran successors Tasso and Guarini, although because of
Counter-Reformation proscriptions of pagan alternatives to Christian naturalism,
magic was presented in ideologically neutral, vaguely pagan fashion. (1997,86)
Both critics seem to recognize that even during the period of the Counter-Reformation, some
pastorals did not belittle magic elements, which was the typical attitude of the commedia erudita,
but, in fact, treat the magicians and enchantresses in the plays as serious and reputable figures.
Both Clubb and Henke this respectable magic as the legacy of ancient pagan religion:
Luigi Pasqualigo’s 1581 Gl’Intricati brings three arte-like buffoons into an
enchanted Arcadian world inhabited by a maga who guards a magic liquor and a
book and terrifies the buffoons with mysterious voices issuing from the woods. The
plays of Pasqualigo, Pietro Cresci, Gieronimo Vida, Camillo della Valle and others
preserve the Ovidian metamorphoses popular in early Cinquecento pastoral.
(Henke, 1997, 86)
In several pastorals printed and represented from the mid-16th century to the mid-17th century, the
magician, priest or enchantress acting in the play occupied a central role in the story. With their
magic, they acted upon the other characters, controlling their fates and lives. Their magic was not
limited to transforming human characters into wild animals, echoing the metamorphoses so
popular in the classical literature of Homer or Ovid. They performed magic rituals that mimicked

39

for the complete classification of the pastoral plays published and performed in this period see Clubb (102)
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orthodox masses and pagan sacrifices, during which they often invoked spirits, pronounced magic
words or spells, or read from magic books. They consulted planets and stars, burned incense or
herbs, and exploited the occult properties of stones. In these plays the magician, the wise
man/priest, or the enchantress became demiurges of intricate situations, and their magical powers
constituted their powerful knowledge.
In the following pages I will demonstrate that the magic performed in several pastoral plays
cannot be considered merely an element deriving from classical sources but can be traced back to
the tradition of natural magic and ritual magic. Disguised by the ironic or condemning perspective
the dramatists adopted to represent it, magic is brought on stage despite the clear condemnations
of religious authorities. Thus, pastorals staging magicians, enchantresses and spirits continued the
dissemination of prohibited doctrines.

3.2 Printed Pastoral Plays: Natural and Ritual Magic
The crucial role in the development of the pastoral genre played by the patronage of the
Este court in Ferrara is evident when one looks at the many pastoral plays represented and
published from the second half of the 16th century on in this city. The hegemonic position of the
Ferrarese court started with the representation of Giraldi’s Egle in 1543. His satyr drama laid the
premises for the consolidation of the new genre in its structure and themes through the
representation of other pastoral plays, such as Agostino Beccari’s Il Sacrificio (1544), Alberto
Lollio’s Aretusa (1563), Agostino Argenti’s Lo Sfortunato (1567), and the well-known and
acclaimed Aminta (1573) by Tasso and Pastor Fido (1589) by Guarini.
The experimentation with this new hybrid genre and the subsequent success generated among the
courtly audience incited the curiosity of intellectuals who lived in nearby courts in northern Italian
cities and encouraged them to try their hand at the pastoral genre.
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In this section of the chapter, I will analyze some pastorals plays published in other northern cities
by playwrights who tried to emulate the Ferrarese model set by Beccari’s Il Sacrificio. In following
the new pastoral conventions established by Beccari’s model, this group of pastorals represent a
peculiar attempt to surpass the classical model of the favola boschereccia, the type of drama
represented in 15th and early 16th century Italy that still bore the features of the ancient satyr-drama.
These playwrights’ attempts to distance themselves from classical sources can be understood by
observing their attitudes towards magical deeds. I will also investigate the treatment of magic by
the dramatists of plays that have been often dismissed and unexamined by critics. Contemporary
critics have often focused on the two best known Renaissance pastoral plays, Tasso’s Aminta and
Guarini’s Pastor Fido, recognizing them as models for the entire genre. My analysis of the plays
represented and published in other northern cities in the same period will enlarge the scope of the
investigation on the pastoral genre, revealing an unorthodox attitude towards magic in some of
these plays.
The first two pastoral dramas that I will consider, Luigi Groto’s La Calisto (1561) and
Pietro Martire Scardova’s Il Cornacchione (1554) present both female and male characters dealing
with the practice of magic. Although their magic is not an essential element in resolving the initial
conflict staged in the play, these magicians play an important role for the development of the story
because they provide the reader with some indications about the playwrights’ attitudes on magic.
In the second group of pastoral plays that I will analyze, Angelo Cenni’s Il Romito Negromante,
(1533) Flaminio Guarnieri’s Il Mago (1569), Alvise Pasqualigo’s Gl’Intricati, (1581) and Giuliano
Bezzi’s La Maga Innocente, (1649), the magicians become the real protagonists of the story line,
the demiurges capable of disentangling the complicated situation in which shepherds and nymphs
are involved.
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In Adria in 1561 the poet, playwright and actor Luigi Groto (1541–1585), known as Il
Cieco d’Adria because of his visual impairment, represented the pastoral drama La Calisto, which
was revised and published in Venice in 158340. As an intellectual, Groto was well known in his
city, as he helped to foster the cultural environment in Adria by founding the first literary academy
in 1565, the Accademia degli Illustrati, by performing public orations and theatrical
representations – especially for Carnival – and by becoming a teacher who educated his young
fellow citizens.
His visual impairment did not prevent him from reading and writing, or from acquiring a
conspicuous private library. Details about his readings emerged in 1567, when he was called before
the Tribunal of the Inquisition of Rovigo, accused of heresy and of possessing prohibited books
that he supposedly made his students read and annotate for him. The investigation carried out by
the Inquisition revealed the books Groto possessed. In his library he had prohibited books by
Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa, Bernardino Ochino, Erasmus of Rotterdam, and a suspicious
manuscript entitled Della incarnatione de Christo et del amore verso li inimici41. Despite his public
abjuration, he was banned from teaching. The books seemed to confirm the suspicions of the
Inquisition and Groto’s interest in several prohibited disciplines, such as astrology and kabbalah.
The incident with the Inquisition can explain in part the cautious treatment of magic in Groto’s
pastoral La Calisto and sheds light on some stylistic choices adopted by the playwright in his
representation of magical deeds in the play. While the first representation of the play preceded his
problems with the Inquisition, it is probable that Groto had the chance to rework the drama to
avoid further troubles with censorship before publishing it in 1583. (Pieri, 1985, 410)

40

on the problematic question of the dates for the first representation of La Calisto see Marzia Pieri (1979), Giuseppe Grotto
(1777)
41
on the details of the Inquisition trial held against Groto see Mantese, Nardello (1974)
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In La Calisto, Groto sets his favola within an archaic and mythological environment,
following the model of Giraldi’s Egle. The audience found itself projected in Parrhasia, a
mythological space set in pre-Arcadian time. In the play’s main story line, the two protagonists,
the deities Jupiter and Mercury, disguise themselves as Diana and her nymph Isse, to deceive the
nymphs Calisto and Selvaggia and to rape them. Even if the main plot revolves around deities,
shepherds are present in the play, but appear to be helpless victims of the deities’ will and powers
and are exploited in the play’s finale. In the last act of the play, the two nymphs find themselves
pregnant, and Jupiter unites them in marriage with the shepherds Silvio and Gemulo, who are
tricked by Apollo into marrying the nymphs. The final marriage re-establishes the social order in
Parrhasia.
Groto inserts a magic ritual in the shepherds’ sub-story line, a sort of comical and farcical
frame that rotates around the main story of the nymphs’ deception operated by Jupiter and
Mercury. The two shepherds Gemulo and Silvio are convinced by Apollo to talk with an old wise
man, Eugenio, who is able to persuade the two nymphs to fall in love with the young men thanks
to his powerful magic skills.
In Act 3, scene 2, the audience witnesses the initial steps of Jupiter and Mercury’s scheme of
deception. Mercury, disguised as the nymph Isse, whom Apollo secretly loves, encourages the god
of poetry and music to convince the shepherds of the validity of magic:
Go and greet those two shepherds who are coming, they are in love with the two
nymphs. When they tell you who they are, persuade them that the magic spells are
stronger and promise them that by using them they will win the love of their beloved
nymphs, who are already in love42. (1586, 36)

42

“Va incontro a quei due pastor, che la vengono, che aman due ninfe, e ti diran chi siano e persuade lor, che si prevagliano de gli
incanti, e prometti, che fancendolo havran le amate in preda, esse già gli amano.” (1586, 36)
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Through Mercury’s speech, Groto sets a ridiculous perspective on the magic ritual that followed.
In this way, he prepares the audience to be aware that what was going to happen in Act 4 was a
deception, a trick, and not to be taken seriously.
In the following scene, Apollo meets the two shepherds and again Groto, through Apollo’s speech,
attacks magic arts performed by women. The deity claims: “I beg you, do not get involved with
women who cannot stop speaking and who only perform this art to steal and who always deceive43”
(38) At the same time, Apollo tries to convince Gemulo and Silvio to trust Eugenio. In his speech,
he celebrates Eugenio’s powerful skills by telling the two shepherds about his knowledge and his
training. Groto modelles this scene on the traditional comic scene in comedies, where a servant,
usually, in this case the goatherd Melio, parodically interprets a serious speech pronounced by
another character, in this case Apollo’s praises of Eugenio. Apollo proceeds by listing the old wise
man’s abilities, which go beyond the ability to transform men and women into animals. Eugenio
“... can turn the day into night and night into a bright day… [He] can call to himself corpses out of
sepulchers … [he] can reason with demons.44” (39) Each sentence is repeated and distorted by the
ironical interpretation of Melio, an effect that must have rendered Apollo’s speech ridiculous to
the eyes of the audience. Nevertheless, through Apollo’s speech Groto not only offers an ironic
moment for the audience, but also draws a more serious qualitative distinction between two types
of magic. The magic art performed by women is seen as deceiving and malicious, while the magic
performed by Eugenio is regarded as a powerful discipline. Apollo concludes by addressing the
audience with a remark in which he underlines the madness of those people who rely on any sort
of magic, reiterating the farcical nature of the episode that is going to follow.

43

“Non vi impiacciate di gratia con femine che non ponno tacer che solo essercitan quest’arte per rapir, e che sempre
ingannano.” (38)
44
“a mezzogiorno fa profonde tenebre, a mezzanotte giorno lucidissimo … uscir fa dai sepolcri anco i cadaveri… fa ragionar i
diavoli” (39)
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In the fourth act, the shepherds Gemulo and Silvio, accompanied by the incredulous and
skeptical goatherd Melio, finally encounter the priest Eugenio. Groto does not introduce the
character before this scene: Eugenio is previously described by the other characters as a wise man,
a magician, but when he finally appears on stage in the second scene of the fourth act, he is
described as a priest. The scene opens in medias res: Eugenio asks Melio if he brought what he
previously requested for performing the ritual. Melio’s presence serves again as a ridiculous and
ironical counterpart to the macabre ritual meticulously described. The goatherd’s presence
distracts the audience from the fact that they are witnessing the staging of a long necromantic
ritual. The preparation for the ritual is carefully described by the narrator, with the two shepherds
and the magician focused on preparing an altar and igniting a bonfire. (Groto, 47) Eugenio then
addresses Gemulo, encouraging him to pronounce the words that he taught him. The ritual also
involves the burning of herbs, a black dagger to mash them and a wax statuette, meant to represent
the image of the beloved nymph Calisto.
Eugenio: climb on that tree and cut a branch … to put the wax statue on … Take
those herbs, there is sage, a root, vervain … add this salt and with the handle of my
knife – that is black indeed – mash them and say what you have learnt before if you
remember it45. (49)
While Gemulo keeps on reciting words and prayers while burning herbs and salt over the fire,
Eugenio prepares for the sacrifice of the lamb brought by the herdsmen. He again asks Gemulo to
recite another spell that the magician repeats: “Quick and ardent spirits, ministers of Love, I
conjure you to me and I commend you to go to the heart of the one I love.46” (50) After this
conjuration, the shepherds pronounce other spells while Eugenio sacrifices the lamb, collects its
blood and mixes it with the blood of a bat.

45

“Eugenio: Sali su quel nocciolo, e tagliane un ramo … da metterci una statua di cera… Prendi quest’herbe, son salvia, ruta,
verbena… aggiungi questo sale e col manico del mio coltel (che apunto è nero) pestale e di pestandole quel c’hai appresso sel
l’hai in memoria” (49)
46
“Spiriti veloci e ardenti io vi comando e vi scongiuro appresso, andate intorno al core di colei ch’amo” (50)
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After this scene, the mysterious character of Eugenio disappears. There is no further
mention of him in the rest of the play, nor any reference by the other characters to the ritual he
performed. The ritual appears as an isolated event in the play that offers a long comic interlude
within the fourth act, while also providing many details about the magic ritual. Groto’s description
of the ritual leads to two conclusions. The first inference deriving from the scene’s presentation
regards the sources that Groto might have been looking at while writing the scene. Unlike what
other scholars such as Henke (1997) have stated, my investigation reveals that Eugenio’s ritual
seems to be connected to a tradition of necromantic and ceremonial rituals. The bonfire where
herbs are burnt, the wax statuette, the conjuration, the blood collected by the animal sacrificed, are
all details often described in ritual magic manuals, such as, for instance, Agrippa’s Three Books of
Occult Philosophy. (1531) Groto’s trial confirmed that the playwright owned the text, which might
have been one of the sources he had in mind when describing the magic performance in La Calisto.
The second consideration regards Groto’s attitude towards magic. After the scene, there are no
additional remarks made by the characters about the validity of the magic ritual performed by
Eugenio. At the end of the play the nymphs’ attitudes towards the shepherds eventually change.
While it is clear that the fact is a consequence of their obedience to Jupiter, there are, on the other
hand, no claims that deny that this change might have been caused by the magic ritual performed
by Eugenio. Also, Groto’s depiction of magic as a ridiculous deed, reiterated several times by
Apollo’s speeches in the third act, is never repeated after Eugenio’s ritual takes place. The
ridiculous depiction of magic allows Groto to stage ironic interludes in his pastoral play; at the
same time, Eugenio’s mysterious appearance and the long scene dedicated to the necromantic
ritual shed doubts on Groto’s position on magic, doubts that are confirmed by his trials and that
eventually led him to be condemned.
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Groto’s possession of prohibited books and his interest for occult disciplines widens the
perspective on the dissemination of unorthodox beliefs in northern Italian territories. His case was
not an isolated one. Some years before the first representation of La Calisto in Adria, another
playwright in the nearby city of Reggio Emilia, Pietro Martire Scardova (unknown–1580)
published his pastoral play Il Cornacchione. (1554) The few biographical details on Scardova,
collected by the historian Giovanni Crocioni, refer to his early ecclesiastical career, as he was
mentioned in canonical documents in Reggio Emilia’s parish by 1528. (327) Scardova’s written
works, in particular his hermetic treatise on numerology, L’8 Troppo (1550), not only confirm the
priest’s interest in kabbalah, but also offer autobiographical and personal information on his
conflicted relationship with Christian orthodoxy.
In the treatise’s prologue, Scardova reports his fellow citizens’ suspicions of heresy against
him, and he defends himself from the accusations of practicing magic rituals. This defense is
accompanied by several anecdotes that make his apology quite difficult to take seriously. Scardova
claims that the envy of his rivals he was enduring has been predicted by a fortune-teller, whom he
describes as “a great scholar of astronomy in Venice, who told him, among other things, that some
of his secret enemies were looking for his death.” (Crocioni, 332) The encounter with this fortuneteller is not the only exceptional meeting that Scardova recalled in the prologue: “a physiognomist,
his acquaintance, had shown him that he had to suffer pain and sorrows,” “a palm reader told him
he was in great hazard of dying,” “an expert on Onomancy had predicted him that he would be
unlucky,” “a geomancer had foreseen that a pilgrimage might cause his death.” (Crocioni, 332)
All encounters are listed in his apologetic discourse in the prologue, where Scardova also confesses
that during his travel to Rome, he was accompanied by a magician who talked to him about his
magic for a long time, but that Scardova eventually chased him away. (Crocioni, 332)
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Unlike Groto, Scardova, who was already a member of the Church by the time the
accusations against him were circulating in Reggio Emilia, was able to avoid a direct confrontation
with the Tribunal of the Inquisition, and by 1559 he was appointed one of the commissioners of
the Holy Office of Reggio Emilia. (Crocioni, 332) The suspicions of heresy against Scardova did
not derive only from the publication of his kabbalistic treatise but also from some earlier nonreligious theatrical works. In 1543 Scardova was admitted to the Accademia dei Trasformati, the
literary academy of his city. Like all the other members, Scardova dedicated himself to the
publication and representation of private and public comedies, preferring secular and profane
topics rather than religious drama.
As a result of his secular taste, which partly provoked the rumors of heresy against him, Scardova
published the pastoral drama Il Cornacchione in 1554. In the play, two young shepherds, Dameta
e Meliseo, are in love with the nymphs Lidia and Orithia, who do not disclose their love for the
young men. The shepherds turn to the old shepherd Cloneo for advice, while the two nymphs seek
help from the female magician Corina. In order to help Dameta e Meliseo, the old Cloneo resorts
to the old trick of disseminating the fake story of the two shepherds’ death to move the nymphs’
hearts to pity. Corina, on the other hand, promises the nymphs that they will conquer the shepherds’
love and devotion. The play’s finale sees the two couples happily married while the Arcadian
society celebrates their love.
As Pieri underlines, the sorceress Corina does not involve her magic powers to resolve the nymphs’
problem, and the sentimental intrigue is disentangled by the power of love. (1980, 184) In the third
act, when Lidia and Orithia meet the sorceress and ask for her help, she answers:
I tell you that I, penetrating the inner part of your hearts, know that one of you loves
Dameta, the other one loves Meliseo. I know that one of you is loved by Meliseo,
and the other one by Dameta …and even if I could use magic words to come to a
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fast conclusion of this matter… I, for now, do not intend to resort to this art, but I
only want the bright faith to be necessary47. (44-45)
Even if magic does not play a decisive and resolving role in the play’s finale, the scenes in which
Corina appears or those where she is mentioned by other characters reveal some precious details
about the nature of Corina’s magic and consequently provide information about the sources
Scardova might have consulted while writing about Corina’s magic. In her first appearance in the
third act, the audience sees Corina occupied in collecting herbs: “I came here, because I know that
some herbs grow in this wood, whose virtues are known only by few people. I want to collect them
now that there is a full moon and the days are even and all signs from the heavens give a lot of
power to their virtues48.” (42) The magic she performs seems to be connected with the
manipulation of herbs and stones, hence with the tradition of natural magic. Nevertheless, in the
following act, when the shepherds talk about the sorceress, their dialogue alludes to another source
from which her magic derives:
Meliseo: Who taught Corina these virtuous secrets?
Dameta: The spirits I believe.
Cloneo: The spirits were the ones, without any doubt, to teach her. (46)
According to the shepherds’ opinion, Corina learned how to manipulate herbs and to practice her
magic from the spirits, leading, thus, to the belief that the nature of her art is connected to the
tradition of ritual magic. Corina herself, in the fourth act, seems to confirm this hypothesis, when
she claims during a monologue that her knowledge requires constant study: “In truth I know the
power of herbs, stones and words… holding a vast knowledge of these things I try night and day
with my studies to help others.” (51) In addition to her claim, she also attacks those women who

47

“vi dico che io penetrando l’interno dei vostri cuori, so che l’una ama Dameta, l’altra Meliseo e so che una di voi è amata da
Meliseo et l’altra da Dameta… und’io quantunque volendo potessi per avenire tosto ad un fine usar in questo caso magiche
parole…non dimeno io intendo porre mano per hora a cotal arte, ma voglio che mi valga solo il pugno della chiara fede” (44-45)
48
“ma sono venuta fino a qui, perchè io so, che in questa selva nascono certe herbe la virtù delle quali è conosciuta solo da rari. Io
voglio raccogliere poi che la luna è piena e i giorni sono pari e i segni celesti danno favore a tanta virtù che in esse si trova” (44)
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in the past practiced spells and enchantments, labeling them as malicious witches who practiced
deceptive activities:
The ancient women were nocturnal witches and not real magicians, their activities
were only smoke, or daze compared to the truth … Such women will never be able
to say that in them the true virtue resides, the virtue that so many times has been
recognized in me. (52)
She proceeds by mentioning all the powers she acquired through her studies, and the description
of her prodigious abilities immediately echoes that of Eugenio’s magic powers:
I fly, covered in white feathers, through the night, and with words I gather the dark
clouds, and with just one of my gestures, they come become again lucid and bright.
I can make the light appear during a dark night, and I can turn a dark night into a
bright day… great divine things as well as earthly things manifest themselves to
me… and this happens because I know the truth about those secrets that are
revealed to few people. (52)
Corina’s speech draws a qualitative differentiation between magical practices, just as Apollo’s
dialogue with the shepherds does in Groto’s play. Like Groto, Scardova does recognize a distinct
difference between a counterfeit practice that implied the use of spells and enchantments, and a
learned discipline acquired through studies that involved spirits and that could potentially benefit
others. Scardova’s perceptions of such a practice, as emerges from Corina’s words, is rather
positive.
Since Scardova held a significant position in the hierarchy of the Church, which created an
oppressive climate with its vigilant censorship, in the play the author tries to reconcile his occult
interests with the precepts of Catholic orthodoxy. As mentioned earlier, the intricate situation of
the plot is not solved by Corina’s magic, but by the power of love, a love’s providence that reminds
the reader of a religious providence. Nevertheless, the role of magic within the play still has
significant importance. Corina’s speech suggests the idea that magic practice, as seen and
interpreted in the play, was not necessarily to be condemned. Her magic seems to be based on a
learned discipline, excluding the possibility of a type of magic that is the product of superstitious
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practice. As with Eugenio’s magic in Groto’s pastoral, the learned discipline that Corina’s words
allude to cannot be found in the tradition of Ovidian transformations or in other classical sources
but draws on the hermetic tradition of ritual magic. The thorough attention dedicated to magicians
in both Scardova’s and Groto’s pastorals, and the long apologetic speeches that they pronounce in
defense of the magic arts, seem to suggest a veiled appreciative attitude of the two playwrights
towards magic.
If the role of magicians is limited within the story line of these pastorals, their presence on stage
dramatically shifts and acquires new purpose in the following group of pastorals. In Angelo
Cenni’s Il Romito Negromante, (1533) Flaminio Guarnieri’s Il Mago (1569), Alvise Pasqualigo’s
Gl’Intricati, (1581) and Giuliano Bezzi’s La Maga Innocente, (1649) the role of the magician or
enchantress becomes crucial for the development of the story. On stage their magic is effective
and powerful and is an essential instrument for the resolution of the initial conflict.
Cenni’s Il Romito Negromante and Guarnieri’s Il Mago are pastorals that represent two
rudimentary examples of the evolution of the genre that eventually flourished by the mid-16th
century. Both plays are still structured in three parts or acts, the subdivision into scenes is missing,
and they are written in verse, like most of 15th-century pastoral dramas. Even if the two plays stage
some of typical themes of the genre – the unrequited love of a shepherd for a nymph – and some
of its typical generic conventions – such as the presence of deities – they include innovative
features from their classical models. These pastorals represent the first step of the transition from
the classical and mythological canon of favole boscherecce to the modern pastoral tragicomedy.
In 1533 the Congrega dei Rozzi in Siena represented Angelo Cenni’s (unknown–1575) pastoral
play Il Romito Negromante, which was later published in 1547 and reprinted in 1559 and 1571.
The information gathered about Cenni’s life relates to his participation in a congregation of artisans
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founded in Siena in 1521, the Rozzi, who dedicated themselves to poetic and theatrical
performances.
Like many other pastorals of the period, Cenni’s play takes place in an Arcadian setting and it
revolves around the unrequited love of a young shepherd, Uranio, for a nymph, Lintia. The
prologue of the play brings on stage an old hermit, Romito, who announces to the audience that
the story will demonstrate the power of knowledge and the usefulness of disciplines like astrology.
Romito also confesses that he already knows the facts that will later take place on stage, as he
obtained such information from the study of astrology and from magic arts: “Many disciplines
gave me pleasure, but most of all Astrology, that together with magic arts showed me the facts that
are taking place today” (1533, Aii v)
The following scenes show how Clemente, Uranio’s father, tries to change Lintia’s mind, but all
his attempts fail miserably. As a result of Lintia’s stubbornness to remain chaste and pure, the
nymph is transformed into a tree by the gods that she invokes and this metamorphosis leads the
desperate Uranio to commit suicide.
In the second act, as Palenio, Uranio’s friend, and the servant Crosta discover Uranio’s lifeless
body, the hermit, observing Uranio’s corpse, announces to the shepherds that he could still save
their friend. In order to perform the ritual that will save Uranio, the hermit asks Palenio and Crosta
to bring him some ingredients. In the dialogue, Crosta’s presence presents the audience with a
distressing moment. Crosta’s role in the play reminds the reader of the incredulous Melio in
Groto’s La Calisto. Just like Melio, Crosta distorts and misunderstands the hermit’s words,
interpreting them through a parodic and grotesque lens. For instance, Crosta misunderstands the
hermit’s request for two pipistrelli (bats) as a request for two pollastrelli (chickens). Despite this
brief comic exchange, the hermit continues with the list of objects needed to perform the ritual:
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Romito: I would like two fleeces of black goat, five bundles of small bushes and
herbs, to perform the sacrifice, in which you should put olive tree, myrtle, elm,
mint, fern, thyme and you have to bind them with oak. (1533, Biii r)
The hermit then urges the shepherds to be fast, as the ritual he wants to perform to resuscitate the
young Uranio requires that the sun be at a determined angle in the sky:
Romito: Hurry, fast before the sun leaves the degree in which it is right now, and I
will hear the words of a spirit to better understand what happened, and to ask if I
can resuscitate this man following the project of the spirits. I will call them from
the dark places, Dresbel, the fastest, has always obeyed me and I want to call him
alone, once I will be in my cave to get the dagger and the other materials that an
expert magician uses. (1533, Biiii)
Once in his cave, Romito speaks about the art he performs, tracing his sources and differentiating
his discipline from other fake magic practices performed by enchantresses:
Romito: these are the things discovered with great knowledge by Zoroaster and
held by the man from Ascoli49 and I learned them from friar Eugenio. Not like
Medea, Circe or Malagigi, these are not fairy tales, because I hold in my hands true
grimoires and exorcisms, and so much I did with my studies that I have now a
legion of demons at my command… this virgin paper is the Clavicola Solomonis,
with this I can make it rain or shine, and here is the dagger that killed six persons,
with which I will inscribe signs to evoke each legion of spirits. In order to evoke
evil spirits, it is safer to use this. (1533, Biiii)
While Romito speaks these words to himself, Palenio and Crosta come back on stage and they
observe him from a distance, without getting closer. From their position they describe what they
see: the old man is drawing a circle on the ground, and at the same time he is invoking the infernal
spirits. When a spirit in the shape of a tree appears on stage, Romito asks for its intercession to
talk with the nymph Lintia’s tree form. The spirit reveals that unless other fumigations and
sacrifices will be performed by the hermit, the nymph will not be able to speak with the living
creatures.

49

“ascolano” in the original text, the refence is here to Cecco d’Ascoli (1257–1327) professor of astrology at the University of
Bologna. He died at the stake after being condemned by the Inquisition in 1327 for his heterodox theories.
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After the encounter with the infernal spirit, Romito performs a ritual to resuscitate Uranio, using
herbs to heal his wounds while pronouncing a prayer to Jupiter, and eventually the young shepherd
is brought back to life. While the other astonished shepherds rejoice for the miracle performed by
Romito, the young Uranio still mourns the loss of his beloved Lintia, who is still trapped in the
shape of a tree. The old hermit decides to perform one final ritual to bring the nymph back to her
human form. All the shepherds participate in the ritual, entering in the circle that Romito once
again draws on the ground. Despite the incredulous interruptions of Crosta, who still expresses
doubts about the hermit’s magic powers, Romito proceeds with the ritual. As the hermit invokes
the spirits and lights a fire for the fumigations, Crosta is finally convinced about the magician’s
powers:
Romito: and now surrounded by these sacred pinnacles, I light this fire to perform
the holocaust, so that I will be heard by the deities. But while I speak, be silent.
Crosta: Eventually, I believe he is a magician. (1533, B iiii)
Lintia appears on stage in her human form, brought back to life by Romito’s magic ritual. The
scene concludes with the two young lovers finally reunited and the third act is fully dedicated to
the celebration of their love.
Despite Romito’s invocations of pagan deities, the magic he performs has nothing to do with
mythological transformations found in classic sources. His magic derives from the grimoires and
the ritual magic manuals, the Clavicola Salomonis in particular, which he claims to possess.
Cenni’s pastoral was represented not long before the Inquisition started to censor literary works,
but the author was somehow able to escape official censorship of his play, even after the
publication of successive editions. Cenni’s play constitutes a precious testimony that shows the
degree of fascination the audience had for ritual magic, and how playwrights responded directly
to that fascination. Another important piece of evidence that can confirm the strong attention and
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curiosity the audience and playwrights had for ritual magic is offered by Flaminio Guarnieri’s
pastoral play, Il Mago. (1569)
The pastoral eclogue, or as Flaminio Guarnieri (1541–1615) defines it in its prologue
“chiacchiera” – a small chat – was published in Osimo, a small town in the Marche region, in
1569. There is no information about its representation, but it was conceived by its author as a
theatrical representation. In the prologue, Guarnieri underlines that the structure of the play has
been freely established by the author himself, and it is divided into four parts, without following
the classic model represented by Plauto’s or Terence’s comedies. The story takes place in a
mythological setting, and the protagonists are the shepherds Dameta, Palemone, the old Hibleo, a
peasant, Tognino, and a nymph, Galatea. Both the young shepherd Dameta and the old Hibleo fall
in love with Galatea, who reciprocates only Dameta’s love interest.
Hibleo seeks help from Palemone to conquer the nymph’s heart. To assist his friend, Palemone
resorts to magic arts that he learned from another shepherd, who in an echo of Groto’s La Calisto,
is also named Eugenio:
Palemone: When he was dying, Eugenio called me, and he gave me a crystal in
which a live spirit is enclosed. He gave me wheels, hearts, and bones and he taught
me how to use them, and he taught me the art of drawing circles to be protected and
safe while invoking spirits and he taught me how to give strength to evil forces that
are subjected under the power of Pluto. (1569, 6)
Palemone’s plan is fully revealed in the third act of the play, when he explains to the old shepherd
that the spirit will turn Hibleo’s features into Dameta’s in order to deceive Galatea. The magical
transformation operated by the spirit works, and when Dameta and Hibleo meet Galatea, the
deceived nymph chases away the actual young Dameta, who now appears to her eyes as an old
man. The third act concludes with the lament of the desperate Dameta, who has lost his beloved
nymph.
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The order is reestablished only in the last scenes of the play, when both Dameta and Hibleo
regain their original appearances and the nymph Galatea is reunited with her lover, the young
shepherd Dameta. All this takes place offstage, and the audience and the readers learn about what
happened through the dialogue between Palemone and Hibleo. Palemone explains to the old
shepherd how he was forced by the sudden appearance of the god Pan to reverse the magic
transformation operated on Dameta’s and Hibleo’s features:
Palemone: Today at sunset I was in the wood with the goats when suddenly Pan
appeared to me. He was full of rage… and angrily he addresses me [saying]
“Cunning, sly and reckless man I want to turn you into a tree for your sin… If you
will not change back Dameta’s appearance I will turn you into a tree. (21)
After Pan’s threat, Palemone tells Hibleo how he performed another ritual to invoke a spirit and
command it to reverse the magic transformation.
Palemone: I invoked my spirit, but before speaking to him, I made a circle and a
square with appropriate instruments and using the appropriate art. I commanded the
spirit to bring back Dameta to his original features, giving him back his young face
and hair, and turning his white skin into black again. Immediately the obedient spirit
talked with his voice and told me that in order to do so, he had to recover Hibleo’s
original appearance as well… And I, scared by the god Pan, I agreed to this change.
(23)
As with the magician Romito in Cenni’s play, the shepherd Palemone’s magic practice is realized
through the aid of spirits, previously invoked by him in rituals performed within circles. This
practice strongly recalls the ceremonies described in ritual magic manuals and grimoires, which
also instructed readers on how to enclose spirits within crystals and stones.
In both Cenni and Guarnieri’s plays, magic deeds and rites performed by the magicians require a
specific knowledge that seems to be granted by spiritual entities or learned through books. Both
characters play a central role in resolving the story line and, using Pieri’s definition, both become
the demiurge in the story (1983, 165). They either initiate a conflict among the other characters,
as Palemone does, or they resolve an intricate problem, as Romito does by bringing both Uranio
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and Lintia back to life. The magician’s character ceases to be the trickster or charlatan of the erudite
comedy, and his magic ceases to be a deception or an innocent transformation that echoes Ovidian
metamorphosis. The magician or old sage in these plays is portrayed as a magus, a man who
understands the laws that regulate the cosmos and the invisible threads that connect the spiritual
realm with the earthly and physical world. Such knowledge, acquired through the study of
astrology and alchemy, planetary influences on the earth, natural properties of herbs and stones,
and ritual practice to invoke spirits, grants the magician the ability to manipulate such laws to
subvert the natural order, and eventually to restore it. The understanding of these laws of the
universe, of the correspondences between the celestial and metaphysical forces and the physical
and earthly world, allows the magician to transcend human limitations.
This role of wise guidance within the pastoral setting is not subjected to gender limitations.
In some contemporary plays, as in the case of Pietro Martire Scardova’s Il Cornacchione (1554),
the role of the wise magician is interpreted by a female character.
Even if some scholars have acknowledged the occurrence of female magicians practicing magic
rituals within early modern pastoral production, they have nevertheless questioned the importance
of their role within the plays. In her investigation of female wise women and magicians in 16thcentury English pastoral drama, Sharon R. Yang highlights how the female role of the enchantress
differs from the male magicians in lacking supernatural power. Yang claims: “...instead, as solely
a wise woman she gets her power to work good from her insight into human nature, her
compassion, her rationality, her wit, and her learning.” (140)

Yang’s hypothesis is partly

confirmed in Scardova’s play Il Cornacchione: in his pastoral the wise woman, Corina, despite
her claim of possessing supernatural powers, restores peace among the shepherds and their beloved
nymphs just by resorting to a deeper insight into the nymphs’ feelings. These differences between
the magic performed by female and male magicians is also underlined by the wise Eugenio in
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Groto’s La Calisto. In his speech he talks about a deceiving magic art practiced by women (1586,
48).
Female magicians’ lack of supernatural powers in the fictional society of Arcadia, and their
practice of a deceitful art that involve spells, herbs and stones, seems to mirror a widespread
attitude about the role of magic in early modern society. In her investigation on early modern
English society, Frances Timbers underlines how “magical practice reinforced gender ideologies
… female magicians tend to align their practice with nature and the body, contributing to a
degradation of a learned magic practice.” (2) Female magicians tended to be associated with a
magic practice that was perceived as degraded and often diabolical.
Such an idea is neither confirmed nor shared by Alvise Pasqualigo’s Gl’Intricati (1581)
and Giuliano Bezzi’s La Maga Innocente (1649), two pastoral plays where a wise woman or a
female magician share the same traits of insight and virtue of her male counterparts. In these plays,
the two female magicians, as much as the male magicians of the previously analyzed plays,
exercise their power over natural and supernatural forces; they can perform rituals to conjure spirits
and they heal people with the aid of herbs. And, as for the male magicians, these women have
learned such magic skills either through a disciplined study of natural science and philosophy or
through the aid of some supernatural entities.
Pasqualigo’s Gl’Intricati, published posthumously in 1581 but represented in Zara50, a Venetian
territory at the time, in 1569, presents the usual love conflict of six unmatched lovers. In addition
to the three couples of nymphs and shepherds who do not reciprocate each other’s love, the play
introduces a small group of three foreigners into the Arcadian setting. The three men seek the help
of the female magician in order to resolve their own love problems. In the four acts of the play,
the audience is privy to a continuous chase conducted by each character in search of his or her
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beloved. This search continuously leads to a rejection, as all the characters’ love interests are
intertwined, “intricati.” In order to complicate the love situation on stage even further, in the third
act the three foreign peasants encounter the nymphs, with the subsequent escape of the nymphs
from the men’s lustful intentions.
Only in the fifth act does the audience witnesses a gradual resolution of the intertwined love
situation between the shepherds and the nymphs. The Maga, the female magician, finally appears
on stage, announcing to all the young lovers that she will provide them with a solution. She gives
a magic potion to the shepherds and the nymphs, so that by drinking it their unrequited love desire
would vanish. After all the young lovers drink the potion and fall asleep, she also announces that
she will perform another ritual
Maga: I am going back to my dark cave only to take the consecrated book, and by
opening it, I will conjure the infernal spirit that will depart from the infernal shores
to come to me and to do what I wish (66)
During the magician’s absence, the three foreigners arrive at the place where all the nymphs and
shepherds are sleeping and decide to undress them to take vengeance on the nymphs who
previously scorned them. The magician’s arrival interrupts the peasants’ revenge on the young
lovers, and when the foreigners ask for her help to obtain the nymphs’ love, the magician decides
to teach them a lesson. She makes them drink some magic water that causes them to fall asleep,
and she promises them that once they wake up, they will witness miraculous deeds. Once all the
characters on stage are sleeping, the magician starts her ritual and some spirits appear in front of
her.
Maga: Now that all of them are sleeping, I can finally open my book and call the
major spirits from hell to do what the situation demands.
Spirits: Here we are, what are your orders, command us!
Maga: You all go back, I just want Lucifer here with me, he is the one who is going
to serve me.
Spirit: Command what you wish, and I will do it. (67)
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The magician commands the spirit to bring some water from the infernal river of oblivion, so that
by drinking it each lover will forget the unrequited object of desire, and with the aid of another
potion, each shepherd who desires a nymph who refused him, will eventually love a nymph who
reciprocates his love.
The spirit vanishes, and the enchantress takes care of the three insolent foreigners by delivering a
unique punishment to the intruders of the Arcadian setting. Because of their illicit behavior towards
the nymphs, they are judged as unworthy of being part of the Arcadian world, and for this reason
they are transformed into animals. The magic transformation would be undone only if the three
peasants promised that they would not search for love in Arcadia: “Maga: I will not transform you
into your original resemblance, until each of you promise that you will not think about Love
anymore.”(68) The peasants’ renunciation of the search for love allows them to undo the magic
spell cast by the magician, and the scene concludes with their flight from Arcadia and their return
to their own cities. Alone on stage while the various lovers are still asleep, the magician addresses
once again the spirits and orders them to appear in the shepherds and nymphs’ dreams to modify
their desires. When the young lovers wake up, their love interests would finally coincide: “Maga:
Dark shadows of the night, that came to me to satisfy all my desires, in front of these suffering
lovers, make appear fake images of what each of them desires. And while dreaming, make them
take pleasure of the love they have desired.” (69)
The practice through which the magician helps the ill-fated lovers is a combination of rites,
performed thanks to the knowledge she received reading the book, and by the involvement of
spiritual forces that, acting as a medium of her own will, affect the lovers’ desires and feelings.
The magician not only understands the laws that regulate the universe, she also manifests her
ability to transcend them, and her power to transcend human limitations by conjuring spiritual
forces. In the two scenes involving the spirits, she demonstrates that through such knowledge she
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has mastered the laws of the universe and because of such knowledge she can impose her control
and exercise her authority over these spiritual forces. Like a Renaissance magus, the female
magician in this play uses her wisdom not only to exercise her power over spiritual forces, but to
restore the peaceful balance in the Arcadian setting, intervening in the lovers’ troubled
relationships. In addition, the female magician in Pasqualigo’s play identifies herself as a moral
ruler of Arcadia, as she imparts a severe punishment on those, the foreigners, responsible for
creating turmoil in her idyllic society.
The employment of magic in the play turns out to be crucial not only to achieve the happy ending,
but also to establish rightful moral conduct for the citizens of Arcadia. Arcadian society and its
moral and ethical laws are the central point around which Giuliano Bezzi’s (1592–1674) pastoral
La Maga Innocente (1649) revolves. The play, staging the controversial topics of magic and
censure, establishes itself as a mirror of mid-17th century Italian society.
In the difficult time frame between the Council of Trent (1545–1563) and the mid-17th century,
Italian society was shaken by the aftermath of the Reformation. At first, the Catholic Church was
mainly interested in preserving Catholic orthodoxy from the dangers embodied by the Lutheran
and Calvinist creeds. By end of the 16th century, the Catholic Church realized that other factors
could undermine the newly established orthodoxy. Religious and civic authorities thus turned their
attention to superstition and to the improper use of the Sacred, namely the distortion of Christian
rituals. Magic – mixing prayers, rituals, and practices both profane and pagan – became the main
focus of the Church’s fight.
Despite concerns about the representation of prohibited topics on stage being expressed by many
members of the ecclesia, such as the Jesuit priest Domenico Ottonelli who remarked on the need
to ban superstitious and illicit deeds from the stage in his treatise Della Christiana Moderatione
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del Theatro (1648), Bezzi published a pastoral tragicomedy in 1649 in which the main character
was a female magician.
Aware of the possible consequences of his choice, in the opening of his play Bezzi addresses a
discreet reader, providing him with justification about the insertion of magic in the play. Magic,
Bezzi claims, serves to create marvel, “meraviglia”, whose effects are fundamental for a work of
art. (7) Despite touching on such a controversial theme, the author firmly professes his adherence
to the precepts of the Catholic faith. Immediately after, in the exposition of the argument, Bezzi
feels the urge to specify what type of magic is practiced by his protagonist, the sorceress Almirena:
“the sort of magic used by Almirena is not black magic, infernal and prohibited in Arcadia, but
white and celestial magic allowed in Arcadia.” (9) The author thus does not refrain from staging a
prohibited topic in his play, and the supporting argument that he provides to justify such a choice
relies on the fact that the magic represented on stage does not derive from diabolical forces but
rather from celestial ones.
The play takes place in Arcadia, where the sorceress Almirena, believed to be dead by her lover
Filauro, arrives in search of him disguised as an Egyptian magician. A few days after her arrival,
Almirena is considered by the community to be a powerful, wise sorceress, capable of foretelling
the future and of transforming people’s appearance, as the words of the shepherd Alcone confirm:
Powerful is the Egyptian fortuneteller, who can, with her words, drag the Moon
down from the sky and take away people’s reason and place it in a sphere, to then
give it back to them. She can turn you into a beast and then transform you into a
man again (26)
However, the magician’s fame does not lead to recognition between the two lovers, Almirena and
Filauro. Filauro does not recognizes Almirena when he meets her. This unsuccessful
acknowledgment generates a quadrangular love situation, where all the young protagonists of the
play, Almirena, Filauro, Eurindo and Ermilla, are each other’s objects of unreciprocated desire.
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The intricate love situation comes to a breaking point during the second scene of the first act when
Ermilla, in love with Eurindo, who refuses her because he loves Almirena, harshly confronts the
sorceress. She accuses Almirena of performing harmful magic at the expense of the shepherds of
Arcadia. These accusations cause the magician to react severely: Almirena casts a spell on Ermilla,
transforming her appearance into that of an old Egyptian woman. When Eurindo attempts to rape
Almirena in the following act, she defends herself from his assault by performing another
enchantment that turns Eurindo into a wild boar.
In these two scenes, Almirena’s magic consists primarily in transformations that connect her magic
to the classical model of metamorphosis of ancient dramas and poems (Circe, Alcina...). But when
the reader considers the motivations that lead her to perform such transformations, the reader sees
that Almirena distances herself from such model. Almirena’s urge to resort to magic practice is a
reaction to the other characters’ negative behavior and immoral conduct. Almirena’s use of magic
cannot be interpreted as a shortcut to achieve personal gain, nor as mere personal revenge. As with
the regulative role of the female magician in Pasqualigo’s pastoral, Almirena’s magic is necessary
to regulate the other characters’ moral integrity. She imposes such a severe punishment on them
only as a consequence of their transgression of moral laws.
Bezzi’s perspective in depicting Almirena’s character is positive: in both the scenes where she
employs her magic skills, the magician is seen as a victim of an abuse or a threat.
However, the members of the Arcadian society do not share such positive attitudes towards
Almirena’s magic, as the events in the third act demonstrate. When Filauro, prince of Arcadia and
son of the high priest, discovers the enchantments of the sorceress, the young man decides to
denounce Almirena to the authorities: “I’ll presently go to my father’s tribunal to denounce you as
an authentic witch and a false magician.” (69) The audience discovers the presence, in the idyllic
realm of Arcadia, of a rigorous tribunal to which the young shepherd decides to report Almirena.
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In this scene Bezzi seems to draw a parallel between the fictional tribunal in Arcadia and the
Inquisition tribunals widely distributed in early modern Italian territories. Such a suggestion
becomes evident in fifth act. While discussing Almirena’s verdict – she has been judged guilty by
the tribunal – the two ministers Liseno and Malcinta express their perplexities and doubts about
their own judicial system and its effectiveness:
Liseno: It is hard for me to accept the inspections, torments and tortures perpetrated
by Uranio’s tribunal.
Malcinta: I, for myself, take pleasure that the proper tortures are given to the
offenders, and their groans, their screams are a sweet melody to my ears and bring
harmony to my heart.
Liseno: What you said is true: but when the innocents instead of the offenders are
subjected to torture and death, Justice’s thorns and axes are not a lucid horizon.
They are a dark night, a blind horror. (79)
Through Liseno’s words, Bezzi points out the injustice of a system based on violence and torture
that leads any defendant to proclaim himself guilty. Bezzi’s fictional society thus mirrors the
playwright’s contemporary society with its flaws and limits, and he does not withhold criticism of
the methods used by the judicial system. In Almirena’s accusation and conviction, Bezzi includes
his own defense of ritual magic.
Bezzi starts his apologetic discourse on magic in the third act when Filauro accusaes Almirena.
Filauro does not condemn the mere fact that the sorceress employed her magic powers; he points
out that by transforming the nymph Erminia’s features with a spell, Almirena acted as “a witch”
and a “false magician.” (69)
Through these words Bezzi makes clear, as he did in the argument of the play, the two different
natures of magic: the first – namely witchcraft – is considered harmful and for this reason
condemned by the tribunal, and the second is recognized as the truthful magic, as is implicitly
suggested in Filauro’s words. It is the accusation of witchcraft that moves the tribunal to sentence
Almirena to death, and in the final act she is indeed sent to the stake before the astonished gaze of
her nurse Perinda.
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Perinda’s presence in the final scenes of the play is crucial as it activates the final agnition, where
Almirena is recognized by the entire society as the daughter of one of the citizens of Arcadia,
Damone. Almirena, Perinda recalls, was kidnapped from Arcadia by the corsairs when she was
still an infant and she was sold to a powerful magician in Egypt. The nurse then adds an important
particular about Almirena’s adolescence: “We were both sold to a man who, though on earth, had
his mind fixed in the heavens, and he knew the nature and the movements of all the stars.” (97)
The woman explains how this wise man, who possessed an extensive knowledge of planets and
stars, shared the secrets of his wisdom with Almirena, and taught her how to practice magic, and
how consequently she became a great magician as well (97).

Acknowledging Perinda’s

reconstruction of past events, Damone addresses the high priest Uranio and the ministers asking
them to release his daughter from the accusation of practicing evil magic art: “What Perinda said
is true, Almirena’s magic and its effects stem from celestial forces, not diabolic ones, and such
pure, beautiful art, as it was born among us, is not forbidden to anyone but rather praised in
Arcadia.” (99) Through Damone’s words, Bezzi reconfirms the existence of two different types
of magic, one of which is not forbidden because it does not involve the presence of demonic forces.
Damone continues his speech by giving the audience other information about the origins of magic
performed by his daughter, providing more details on its benevolent nature:
Damone: Our Arcadians were the first to observe the movements of the stars and
their effects, which they have taught their descendent since the time of the infernal
Flood. They inscribed them into the sacred pillar of Crete that we still preserve,
which is where the principles of the celestial magic originated and grew among us.
(99)
Damone underlines the ancient tradition from which Almirena’s practice derives. Her magic
originates from a learned tradition of study that involved the observation of the movements of the
planets and stars. Both Perinda’s and Damone’s speeches insist on linking the sorceress’ magic
practice to an archaic legacy of astrological notions. Damone indeed stresses that the origins of
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such learned tradition can be dated to an era that precedes the Flood, and that has been subsequently
handed down through sacred inscriptions.
After the explanations provided by Damone and Perinda, Almirena’s enchantments in the first act
appear to be the results of a practice that takes advantage of the knowledge of the movements of
planets and stars and of how these movements affect material things. Bezzi seems to suggest a
connection between Almirena’s magic and the ancient tradition of celestial and astral magic
theorized by Marsilio Ficino (1433–1499) in his treatise De Vita Libri Tres (1489), where the
Florentine philosopher discusses the magician’s fundamental function in astral magic practice. In
Ficino’s discourse, magic practices’ premises are grounded on the exploitation of a sympathetic
connection between heavens and earth. The magician is indeed the one who, through the
knowledge of such sympathetic connections, is capable of manipulating them to modify the natural
universal order51. The fact that Almirena was trained in magic practice by an Egyptian astrologer,
whose knowledge concerns the planets and stars and their influences on the earthly things, leads
them to believe that her enchantments were performed exploiting such knowledge. Bezzi
represents her, thus, as a Renaissance magus, as Ficino defined him, a magician who is capable of
making use of the knowledge of celestial bodies to manipulate and transform terrestrial bodies.
Her magic is connected with the Neoplatonic tradition of celestial magic, which was strongly
condemned by the Church. In these magical manipulations operated by the magician and theorized
by Ficino the Church suspected the intromission of demonic spirits, acting as a medium, during
magic operations.
Not only did the playwright associate Almirena’s magic to the learned tradition of celestial and
ritual magic and to its Neoplatonic origins, but he also continues with his apologia of magic by
stressing the beneficial effects of Almirena’s magic and highlighting the positive outcomes that
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her practice brought in Arcadia. In the last scene of the play he has Eurindo, one of the victims of
Almirena’s enchantments, thank the already absolved magician: “Kind magician of the hearts… I
thank the audacity that made you change my aspect, thanks to which you amended my soul and
my heart.” (105)
Almirena’s spell, which transformed Eurindo’s appearance, is not only forgiven but rather praised
because of the resulting effects of elevating his heart and soul. In the same way Ermilla, the other
young victim, recognizes the positive consequences that Almirena’s enchantment had on her: “You
changed my appearance from white to black to show me how he who offends his loved ones stains
his look of black pitch. But as you restored my previous candor, you healed my heart as well.”
(105)
The sorceress’ magic is thus described as an instrument for developing a higher self-awareness.
Through the physical transformation enacted by the sorceress, both the young shepherd and the
nymph underwent a process of spiritual growth. Transposed in the idyllic and mythic world of
Arcadia, Bezzi’s discourse allows him to build an apologia of magic. Taking advantage of the
criticism of the unjust measures adopted by the Arcadian tribunal to suppress witchcraft, in which
the audience could probably see mirrored a criticism of the contemporary suppressive action of
the Church, Bezzi points out that not all magic is harmful. The learned tradition of celestial and
astral magic is still considered by the author to be an instrument for comprehending human
behavior and a powerful source of knowledge. At the same time, Bezzi represents his female
magician as a wise woman, whose magic practice not only re-establishes a peaceful balance in the
lovers’ hearts, but also corrects and teaches rightful moral conduct to the other characters, as
happened in the case of Pasqualigo’s Maga.
Both Bezzi’s and Pasqualigo’s pastorals share a similar perspective on magic and on the origins
of the art that magicians perform. In addition, in both pastorals the playwrights redefine and
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explicate the role of their female magicians. Also, both magicians are taken seriously by the other
characters and are esteemed and respected for their magic powers. Even Pasqualigo’s comic twist
does not detract from his magician’s powers. In a comic framework, he juxtaposes the Maga and
her infernal forces to the three ridiculous foreigners, recalling the comic moments and gags of the
performances of Commedia dell’Arte. And yet her magic powers are never questioned by the
characters nor by the playwright himself.
In both pastorals, the magicians do not limit their agency to magic deeds for self-gain, but their
powers and wisdom, gained either from an apprenticeship or from learned magic books, allow
them to perform magic to re-establish balance among the society in Arcadia. These female
magicians present themselves as wise women, whose knowledge and learning not only grant them
the ability to transcend human limits through their rituals and invocations of spirits, but also allow
them to establish themselves as moral rulers of Arcadian society. These female magicians, being
the custodians of a long, learned tradition of magic knowledge, become the servants of a supreme
order that enables them to impart moral and ethical teachings.
Pasqualigo’s pastoral was deeply influenced by the tropes and comic performances of the
Commedia dell’Arte. The presence of the three foreigners in his Arcadia recalls the buffoons of
the Commedia dell’Arte troupes. Aware of the success of the professional troupes of the
Commedia dell’Arte, Groto was looking at their lazzi, comic scenes, and borrowed some stage
tropes from their shows. There was, in other words, a mutual influence between the court
playwrights and the professional troupes, and both groups were looking at each other’s
performances to captivate the audience’s interest.
Considering such reciprocal fascination, it is important to analyze the pastorals plays represented
by the Commedia dell’Arte troupes, focusing especially on the professional actors’ attitudes in
staging magic deeds and magicians in their performances.
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3.3 Magic in Pastoral Scenarios of the Commedia dell’Arte
Soon after some professional actors signed the first document in Padua in 1545, signaling the birth
of the first Commedia dell’Arte troupe, the phenomenon thrived in Italian Renaissance society.
Professional troupes performed in public spaces in cities and at court, and only two decades after
from the official recognition of the Paduan professional troupe, other groups of actors were
performing in England in front of the Queen, in 1574, and in France at the court of Henry III, in
1576. As the English tour of one Commedia dell’Arte company demonstrates, their repertoire
already included pastoral plays, one of which was performed in Reading before the Queen.
(Chambers, 261–265)
Acknowledging the important impact that pastoral tragicomedy had on the entertainment at
northern Italian courts, professional companies started to represent pastoral plays in their repertoire
“almost from the beginning of the Commedia dell’Arte”. (Henke, 48)
The rise of the Commedia dell’Arte corresponded in Italy to the increase in popularity of the
pastoral tragicomedy, in such a way that the two phenomena could not have developed distinctly;
rather, they started to mutually influence each other. In the theatrical production of this period, one
might find several examples that testify to this reciprocal exchange, such as Pasqualigo’s three
foreigners in his pastoral Gl’Intricati, who recall the zanni of the Commedia dell’Arte
performances. In the same way, the professional actors looked at the theatrical production created
for the noble and intellectual audience of the courts. Thus, as Marzia Pieri notes, a Commedia
dell’Arte company paid tribute to Luigi Groto and his pastoral plays during a Venetian show in
1579, by bringing on stage a character who impersonated the playwright from Adria. (1985, 419)
The crucial aspect from this interchange of tropes and stories consisted in the fact that the
Commedia dell’Arte companies understood the immense entertainment potential that pastoral
tragicomedies as a genre could offer to the audience. By looking closely at the repertoire of
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Commedia dell’Arte pastoral plays in surviving manuscript collections of Commedia dell’Arte
scenarios, one can see that most of the pastorals performed by the troupes were “magical
pastorals,” plays where magic was a constitutive element of their story line. In staging magic as a
recurring theme in their pastorals, Commedia dell’Arte companies seemed to understand the wide
range of possibilities that the staging of such a topic entailed.
In bringing magic on stage, the troupes not only provided the audience with fantastic scenarios
and dramatic and marvelous lazzi, but especially exploited it to represent all the different facets of
magic:
The presence of a magician, legitimately gifted with supernatural powers, found a
large fortune in these courtly story lines. The Baroque sensibility of the Commedia
dell’Arte could not avoid the problematic implications and the diabolic traits of
such presence… The choice of the theme of magic reveals an attentive taste in
understanding the complexity of its manifestations: the white facet of magic with
its good power and the black facet of its demonic appearance. (Tessari, 180)
Magicians, enchantresses, spirits and demons appear in several scripts contained in printed and
manuscript collections of scenarios, all of them dated between 1611, the year in which the
collection of Flaminio Scala was printed, and the second half of the 17th century, when the Vatican
miscellany collection was published52.
One of the earliest pastoral scenarios containing magic elements is Flaminio Scala’s L’Albore
Incantato. The story, set in an Arcadian background, presents some frustrated lovers, nymphs and
shepherds, dealing with a powerful yet unjust magician who manipulates their fates through magic
spells and transformations. The magician Sabino enters the stage during the first act, exiting from
his cave, accompanied by a burst of flames. He calls his servant Selvatico and explains to him that
because of love, there will soon be disorder in Arcadia. Then he sends his servant back to his cave
to bring some magical water while he engages in a ritual to evoke the spirits. At this point two
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spirits appear on stage, with “two vases full of smelly flames” (156) in their hands, ready to obey
the magician’s commands. The spectacular scene continues as Selvatico brings on stage the water
of oblivion previously requested by Sabino. Once again, the audience hears distressing and loud
noises while “the central prospective disappears but immediately comes back” (156) to finally
reveal the appearance of a tree on stage. Before leaving the scene, in a move reminiscent of the
famous biblical edict, the magician prohibits his servant Selvatico, who is in love with a nymph,
from eating the fruits of the tree. In the following act, the effects of eating the fruits will be
revealed: those who eat the tree’s apples either lose their memory or lose their mind. In this act the
audience acknowledges the real meaning of Sabino’s role in the play. Mimicking God, the
magician prohibits his servant from eating the apples of the tree; he then transforms the nymph
Cloride into a tree to punish her because she escaped Arlecchino’s court; and, finally, he punishes
Arlecchino as well because he insulted love. In the general confusion of the third act – during
which some lovers, having eaten the apples, lose their mind and act crazy, while others have been
transformed into trees or animals – the magician reappears on stage to restore order. He removes
the spells he cast on Arlecchino and Cloride, and he marries the couples of young lovers.
The magician’s role in the play is the driving force that activates the chains of unlucky events, but
at the same time what enables the final dénouement, where all the tensions are released, and all
the conflicts are resolved.
In his observations on some of the “magical scenarios” of the Commedia dell’Arte, Roberto
Tessari observes that “the magician is uniquely occupied in ridiculing his own subjects… and the
presence of other masks, characters, reveals itself as a useful tool for the magician to alter the
fundamental pathetic mood into a comic prank.” (1969, 191) Tessari’s observations regarding the
crucial role that the magician played within the story underline the character’s comic function: he
enables a comic action to counterbalance the story’s pitiable and romantic aspects. I argue that in
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addition to his comic counterbalancing role, the value of the magician’s presence on stage has a
deeper significance, which attributes a critical function to magic in determining the social
dynamics of power and authority.
The analysis of other magical scenarios of the Commedia dell’Arte will better clarify the terms in
which magicians and magic contribute to the dynamic of power in the Arcadian fictional society,
as well as their function in questioning other authorities that are sometimes present in these pastoral
story lines.
In at least six of the scenarios collected in the two Corsini manuscripts, Raccolta di Scenari
Più scelti D’istrioni53, female and male magicians appear in the story line, disrupting the peaceful
quiet of the Arcadian setting. In La Maga, La Nave and Il Pantaloncino the three magicians are
nevertheless subjected to a higher power, a pagan god or another magician. Their magical powers,
but especially the ways in which they employ such powers, are controlled and supervised by a
greater supernatural authority, endowed with more powerful competence in magic. La Maga opens
with the young nymphs of Arcadia begging Jupiter to punish the evil enchantress. Jupiter warns
the enchantress not to perform any spells or enchantments on the young lovers of Arcadia.
Disobeying Jupiter’s commands, the magician casts a spell on the water fountain and on the fruits,
so that by drinking water or by eating fruits the young lovers start to hate each other. In the midst
of the general confusion caused by the magician’s spell, Jupiter reappears on stage, and after
undoing the enchantress’ spells, throws a thunderbolt at her, punishing her for her disobedience.
In the scenario entitled La Nave, two foreigners, Pantalone and Graziano, are lost, and wander
across the woods of Arcadia, while the Captain arrives in Arcadia to free a Queen detained by the
Arcadian ruler, the magician Falsirone. The magician appears on stage performing a ritual to
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Two illustrated manuscript volumes, 45 G5 e 45 G6 of Basilio Locatelli, dated between the last decade of the 16th century and
the second decade of the 17th century. They are held in the Biblioteca dell’Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei e Corsiniana. For
further informations see Lea.
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invoke some spirits that bring him two magical garlands that stimulate feelings of love and hate in
those who wear them. Once the garlands are worn by the inhabitants of Arcadia, namely the
nymphs and shepherds, they start to love and hate each other, not reciprocating each other’s love.
In the general confusion of the third act, provoked by the magical effects of the garlands, the Queen
is released by the magician from her prison, after he fought against the Captain. The Captain finally
rescues her and leads her to his boat to take her back home. As soon as the magician realizes that
both the Queen and the Captain are navigating the sea towards their land, he causes the boat’s
shipwreck. At this point Jupiter is recalled by the three foreigners, who demand justice and the
punishment of the magician, accusing him of provoking the disorder in Arcadia with his magic.
Jupiter appears on stage, saves the Queen and the Captain from the sea, and, finally, turns the
magician into a rock.
In both scenarios, the magicians are punished by a higher magical authority for the misuse of their
magic powers, and for their abuse of power granted by their magic. The same process of collision
between authorities is even more evident in the scenario Il Pantaloncino. In this scenario, which
is part of the Corsini manuscript, four foreigners are cast away in Arcadia. The land is ruled by a
minister of the deceased magician Merlino. The new ruler, a magician as well, helps two of the
four shipwrecked characters to find their two missing companions. The magician thus reveals to
Pantalone and Trappolino that the devil they previously saw in the wood is their friend Pettolino,
who has been turned into a devil by the former ruler of Arcadia, Merlino. The magician also
confesses that the fourth shipwreck victim, Ricciolina, Pantalone’s housewife, has been
transformed into a tree by Merlino. During the second act, the magician helps Pantalone and
Trappolino by undoing the magic spells cast on Ricciolina and Pettolino, who finally return to their
human semblances. Having recovered her original features, Ricciolina discloses her pregnancy,
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thereby letting the astonished Pantalone know she has betrayed him with Pettolino. At the end of
the second act, Ricciolina gives birth to Pettolino’s son.
Pantalone’s thirst for revenge is tamed only by the reappearance on stage of the deceased magician
Merlino, who comes back to Arcadia to restore order and peace. The old magician explains that
the magic spells cast on Ricciolina and Pettolino were sufficient punishment for the two adulterous
characters: “He narrates the adulterous relationship between Ricciolina and Pettolino, but he says
that the punishment they received is enough. He shouts at the magician because he behaved badly
in Arcadia.” (Hulfeld et al., 984) Merlino not only has the function of stopping Pantalone’s fury
against his housewife Ricciolina, he also punishes the magician for the misuse of his magic. By
helping the characters undo the spells, the magician overstepped Merlin’s authority. The magic
enchantments performed by Merlino indeed had a didactical function, the punishment imparted on
Ricciolina and Pettolino was for their transgression. By freeing them from the spells, the magician
did not employ his magical powers in the correct direction, and for this reason he is reproached by
Merlino.
In the miscellany collection held in the Vatican Library, the pastoral script entitled Forza della
Maggia54 presents a similar dynamic of power. Zoroaste, a powerful priest and magician, who has
arrived in Arcadia to punish the inhabitants for their profanation of the sacred temple of Diana,
instills magic powers in the unconscious Pulcinella: “he sees Pulcinella, he says that with magic
characters he wants to instill in him the power to subvert the population. He makes magic circles,
he evokes Crolo and tells him to assist that man; a spirit comes from underground and wakes
Pulcinella up.” (Neri, 657) Pulcinella starts to be considered a deity by the inhabitants of the villa,
shepherds and nymphs. Abusing his power, Pulcinella commands the spirit Crolo to obey him and
to bring him a magic garland that has the power to transform people’s appearance into someone
54

This scenario, 6 cc.127r – 130v of the codex, is the Barberiniano Latino 3895 written in a variety of hands, all however
characteristic of the 17th century (Lea, 151)
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else’s. In this way, Pulcinella takes advantage of the illusion created by the magic garland to
deceive the young nymph Antimia. The nymph is in love with the shepherd Nisio whose semblance
Pulcinella acquires: “Antimia stubbornly goes away claiming she only loves Nisio and no one else.
Pulcinella calls Crolo, he talks to him, and he puts a garland on Pulcinella’s head, and transforms
Pulcinella into Nisio.” (Neri, 662)
Later on, with the same deceit, Pulcinella provokes Nisio’s madness: “Pulcinella sees Antimia
holding hands with Nisio. He calls Crolo; Crolo with a garland, he puts it on Pulcinella’s head. He
takes Nisio’s semblance. Antimia leaves Nisio and goes to Pulcinella and flirts with him.” (Neri,
663)
At the end of the second act, the young lovers have drifted apart from Pulcinella’s magic;
Pulcinella opens the third act by speaking about the benefits of his magic powers with Coviello:
Pulcinella speaking with Coviello about the good life granted by the virtue given
him by the magician Zoroaste, who has given him a spirit that tells him everything.
He says that he can use the virtues of the garland, that make people’s semblance
change according to his own will. Coviello [says] that he should not operate with
injustice, because the magician could take away his virtue. (Neri, 664)
At this point, as disorder reigns in the villa, Zoroaste appears, and evoking his spirit Crolo,
commands him not to obey Pulcinella any longer. Soon after this scene, the inhabitants start to
recognize Pulcinella’s real identity. They no longer respect him or see him as a deity, and they
start to despise him. Zoroaste appears on stage once again to clarify to all the characters what has
happened and to restore order. He claims that the ancient curse cast on the rural town, the reason
for which he came to the villa, can only be undone by the marital union of two young lovers. In
this way, he unites Nisio and Antimia in marriage. He then proceeds by scolding Pulcinella for
abusing and misusing his magic virtues. Kneeling and asking for forgiveness, Pulcinella is finally
sent by the magician to his underground cave, in order for him to learn the real magic art. The
pastoral concludes with the re-establishment of quiet in Arcadia.
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As shown in these three scenarios, magic is represented as an instrument of power and a
tool to legitimize the magicians’ authority in the Arcadian setting. Nevertheless, this instrument
needs to be employed in a rightful direction, and when magic is misused or abused, the perpetrator
deserves punishment. The picture of the Arcadian setting and its inhabitants that emerges from
these scenarios represents a fictional society that recognizes the different facets of magic, including
its black side, as Tessari defines it, but that at the same time legitimizes the authority of those who
employ such magic powers wisely. All magic staged by the Commedia dell’Arte troupes has, as
Tessari notes, diabolical implications – the magician in the scenarios La Nave and and Il
Pantaloncino resort to spirits or diabolic forces with their magic – but what is condemned is not
the magic itself, but the purposes, the motives that move the magicians to employ such magic.
The sole ruler of the Arcadian setting in the scenario entitled Li Tre Satiri is a perfect example of
how an authoritative figure within the Arcadian society is somehow justified to resort to diabolical
and black magic if the intentions behind the choice are wise and rightful. The scene once again
opens with Pantalone, captured by the satyrs, who once freed by the shepherds recounts the story
of his and his companions’ shipwreck. When they come ashore, Graziano, Coviello, Franceschina,
Zanni, Sardellino and Pantalone find themselves in Arcadia. Pantalone, now alone, is searching
for his mates. Once the magician enters the scene alone, the audience discovers the fate of some
of Pantalone’s missing friends. The magician confesses that one of the missing friends, a
herdsman, has been transformed into a rock because he was assaulting a young nymph, Filli, who
is loved by the magician himself. He continues, revealing that thanks to “his knowledge, and his
power and how hell obeys him, and that the spirits in the form of savage men serve him and do
whatever he commands” (Neri, 78), he is the undisputed ruler of Arcadia. The satyrs obey the
magician, and guard and protect Arcadia from foreigners, following the magician’s will. In the
first act the magician claims that “all the foreigners arriving in that place will be devoured by the
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satyrs following the order that he gave them, in order for him to be the ruler of the place.” (Neri,
78)
At first, the transformations the magician inflicts on the foreigners seem to be unjust punishments
realized by exploiting diabolical and dark magic. Scene after scene, the audience sees the magician
turning Zanni into a rock, Graziano into a barrel, and Sardellino into a woman. However, the
magician exploits his magic powers not with evil intentions, but rather to preserve Arcadia’s
peacefulness and his authority over it. First, Zanni is caught having sex with a nymph, then all
three foreigners profane the sacred temple disguised as Jupiter, Mercury and Cupid, Graziano is
then caught having sex with the nymph Filli, and finally Pantalone and Zanni steal the magic book
from the magician’s cave. At this point in the pastoral, “Zanni [who] wants to be considered ruler
of Arcadia makes jokes about authority.” (Neri, 437)
The magic book grants Zanni and Pantalone not only authority over the satyrs, but also magic
powers that they are unable to control. When the satyrs, following their command, bring them
food, “water comes out from the dishes, getting them soaked, and then fire [comes out] burning
their buttocks.” (Neri, 83) Zanni and Pantalone’s inappropriateness in dealing with authority and
power is underlined by this comic scene, where the two uneducated characters, or “bifolchi,” as
they are defined (Neri, 83), fall victims to their own magic powers. Later, Zanni abuses his newly
acquired powers by imprisoning the shepherd Fausto, who is in love with the nymph Filli.
The foreigners’ presence in Arcadia is presented as a disruptive force that needs to be tamed and
controlled by the magician. They transgressed Arcadia’s laws by having intercourse with the
nymphs, they profaned the sacred temple and they stole the magician’s magic book. After stealing
the book, they also show themselves to be incapable of administering the power that comes with
it. The magician needs to restore order, to re-establish balance by punishing them. In order to do
that, the magician exploits any kind of instrument available, resorting also to apparently unjust
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magical transformations. Only after the magic book is returned to its legitimate owner does the
magician dissolve all the spells and order is restored in the Arcadian society.
All the magical pastoral scenarios of the Commedia Dell’Arte introduce a new perspective on
magic to its audience. The Commedia dell’Arte companies were not afraid to stage magic practice
in all its facets, often representing magic arts as involving spirits and diabolical forces. Magic in
all its iterations, in its ability to manipulate or control people’s lives, is accepted and tolerated in
the fictional society of Arcadia. Natural magic, as well as ritual magic, namely the type of magic
that involves the evoking of spirits, is accepted by the inhabitants of Arcadia as long as it is
employed in a morally rightful manner. Magic thus becomes a morally charged instrument of
power in the fictional society of Arcadia.
Far from mirroring contemporary early modern Italian society, occupied with the witch hunt and
the persecution of ritual magic, labeled by religious authorities as black magic because of the
supposed intromission of evil spirits, the fictional society of Arcadia proposes an alternative
interpretation of the magic art, seen as a potential instrument of power. The magician who acquired
his knowledge and his wisdom through magic doctrine is the rightful and undisputed ruler of
Arcadia. Can the magician, with his art and his powers co-exist and be integrated in early modern
society? The analysis of one last scenario, contained in both collections in the Corsiniano
manuscript and the Basilio Locatelli manuscripts, will shed light on the implications of magic’s
presence in early modern Italian society. Il Gran Mago55 brings on stage a group of shipwrecked
strangers who land in Arcadia, a distant land ruled by a magician. From the voice of Zanni, a
peasant, the audience acknowledges that love-making in Arcadia has been banned by the magician,
causing distress and sorrow among the shepherds. Unlike other magicians in the previous
scenarios, when the magician appears on stage he shows awareness of the consequences of the
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Contained in Ms. Locatelli, ii. 21, and Corsiniano i. 5.
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strangers’ arrival in his land. He knows his power will indeed come to an end by means of the
strangers and by the mingling of the bloods. Like many other magicians in other scenarios, in order
to protect his authority over Arcadia, the magician proceeds with a spell cast on two garlands, both
causing love and hatred, thus avoiding the “mingling of blood” between the young lovers,
shepherds and nymphs. Elpino who is in love with Clori starts to hate her, and Sireno who is in
love with Filli now despises her. The magician also makes sure that Zanni and Franceschina,
characters that recall the servants in the comedies, lose their voice. He casts a spell on them so that
they will not reveal any of the magician’s secrets. At the beginning of the third act, the magician
foretells his own future once again and understands that his reign is about to come to an end.
For this reason, despite all his efforts to avoid the “mingling of the bloods,” at the end of the play,
the magician allows the marriages of two young couples to take place. In addition to that, he
acknowledges that his time as ruler of Arcadia is over, and offers to become Pantalone’s servant:
“[The] magician offers himself as servant of Pantalone and Gratiano invites him to become their
majordomo in Venice, where they will all live together.” (137v)
In order to be reintegrated into Venetian society, the magician has to renounce his magic powers
before leaving the Arcadian world. The act of renouncing his wisdom and magic art also signifies
renouncing his authority and power. In Venice, the magician will indeed be just a common servant,
subjected to and obeying another’s power.
If the fictional society of Arcadia admits the presence of magicians as rulers of this idyllic world
because of their wisdom granted by their study of magic doctrine, in the parallel fictional civic
society of Venice, such knowledge is not allowed or tolerated. To co-exist in such a community,
the wise man has to diminish himself and to adapt himself to a lower status and become a servant.
The Commedia dell’Arte pastoral scenarios tend to represent magic in all its different undertones,
showing magicians who employ both natural and ritual magic practices that often involve spirits.
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Their magic powers grant them authority over the shepherds and nymphs of Arcadia. The
magicians resort to ritual magic, involving spirits or demons, which could have been interpreted
by the early modern audience as “black magic,” often for didactical purposes, to educate the
citizens of Arcadia. It is only when the magicians’ intentions are not morally rightful that they are
punished by a higher magic authority. The results of the representation of magic implied by these
scenarios seem to suggest that magic is first of all a great instrument of knowledge, wisdom and,
consequently, power, a power that is somehow lost by the citizen of a civic society, as in the case
of the magician’s transfer to Venice in the scenario Il Gran Mago. The second suggestion relates
to the essence of the magic doctrine itself, which loses its diabolical and evil connotation by
becoming a detector of morally rightful conduct. What renders a magician a diabolical operator is
not the magic practice itself, but the intentions that move him to act in a determined way.

3.4 Conclusion.
My investigation of the representation of magic in the pastoral plays published and performed
between 1530 and 1650 leads to an important consideration. There was an important
interconnection between the nature of magic and the role attributed to those who practice specific
types of magic within the fictional society represented on stage.
In printed pastoral plays, such as La Calisto and Il Cornacchione, the playwrights Groto and
Scardova underline a clear distinction between two different types of magic: the first type is
considered a superstitious practice involving spells and enchantments and is often believed to be
practiced by or is associated with women. In both Groto’s and Scardova’s pastorals the two
magicians inveigh against women performing such superstitious rituals and label them “witches”.
The second type of magic emerges in these printed pastorals as a real doctrine, learned by the
magicians from books or through the mediation of supernatural entities, and can be easily
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recognized as ritual magic, a practice based on astrological and alchemical notions, which
eventually also involve the evoking of spirits. Employing ritual magic, the Romito in Cenni’s play
is able to resuscitate a dead man after performing a magic ritual, whereas the shepherd Palemone
in Guarnieri’s play can change the appearance of another character with the aid of a spirit that he
conjures during a rite. The same magic transformation is also realized by the female magician
Almirena in Bezzi’s pastoral: she changes the appearances of two characters with her magic,
learned from an Egyptian astrologer.
The nature of the magic art performed by these magicians can be recognized as being part of the
long tradition of ritual magic, a magic art based on metaphysical notions – such as the classification
of aerial substances and the classification of the good and evil spirits given by H. C. Agrippa’s Of
Occult Philosophy – and on alchemical and astrological knowledge.
All the magicians in these pastorals perform this kind of magic, and it grants them a relevant, often
decisive, role in the story line. Thanks to their wisdom and knowledge, they can be the agents that
enable the resolution of a conflict. Magic, in other words, confers on them an authoritative power,
that in these pastorals is used to resolve conflicts and to re-establish the lost initial balance within
the fictional society represented on stage.
If playwrights of printed pastoral plays seem to timidly suggest that magic, and in particular ritual
magic, can grant a privileged position within the fictional society that they staged, in the
Commedia dell’Arte pastoral plays such a suggestion is clearly boosted and pushed forward. In
the Commedia dell’Arte scenarios, magicians and enchantresses are indeed staged as actual rulers
of Arcadia. By virtue of their knowledge and magic powers, they are endowed with authority over
the citizens of Arcadia. Thus, the magicians not only have the ability to control the other
characters’ fates because of their magic powers, they are also somehow in charge of their moral
behavior. In order to impart moral lessons, these magicians are not afraid to make use of any sort
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of magic art, sometimes resorting to evil practices, as in the case of the magician in the scenario
Li Tre Satiri, who casts a deadly spell on Zanni and Pantalone – which is undone at the end of the
play – to punish them for stealing his magic book.
The Commedia dell’Arte scenarios represent an enlarged depiction of ritual magic, showing both
its positive and negative outcomes. As with many instruments of power and knowledge, magic is
seen as a double-edge sword, that can be wisely employed by only a few wise men and women.
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Conclusion.
Then he said to me: "Keep in mind all that you wish to learn, and I will teach you."
Saying this, he changed his appearance, and in an instant, everything was immediately opened to
me. I saw an endless vision in which everything became light - clear and joyful - and in seeing
the vision,
I came to love it.
Hermes Trismegistus, Corpus Hermeticum
One of the most controversial trials that took place before the tribunal of the Inquisition in
Venice during the last decade of the 16th century was against the Venetian nobleman
mathematician and humanist Francesco Barozzi. He was charged with heresy and apostasy and
was suspected of practicing ritual magic. Barozzi was found guilty but managed to avoid prison
by donating money and valuable goods to charity. The trial’s final sentence (October 16th 1587)
summarizes the defendant’s confession: “You confessed that you kept Salustio and the virgin with
the circle’s boundaries otherwise they would have been in danger, and you asked those spirits [any]
questions about secret and future things that they knew to their devilish knowledge” (ASPVe 3,
44v). The sentence reports the reasons that motivated Barozzi to turn to magic practice and to
invoke spirits, namely, the desire to know future and secret things, and to obtain information that
he would not be able to acquire through his mathematical and scientific studies.
As many Inquisition trials of the period show, despite being a prohibited practice, members
of Renaissance society of different extraction engaged in ritual magic practice. This project
focused on the channels of diffusion of the practice of ritual magic; however, instead of looking at
the circulation of prohibited books, which other scholars have done before, it investigated
theatrical performances as a means of transmission. The result of this inquiry demonstrates that
early modern theatrical performances staging necromancers, evocations of spirits, demons and
ritual magic rites, tended to portray ritual magic as a powerful tool for acquiring knowledge and
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power. This perspective on ritual magic probably produced curiosity for the practice in the
audience attending the performances, and contributed to the spreading of ritual magic in early
modern Italian society.
In my investigation, I challenge the idea that many scholars, starting with Lynn Thorndike
(1923), share, that identifies the 16th century as the moment in which the interest of people towards
ritual and ceremonial magic began to fade, favoring instead the concrete and experimental aspect
of magic, that would eventually open the way for the scientific method.
My inquiry focuses on Venice, since the massive presence of printers in the city and the
relative freedom of the Venetian Republic towards the Church favored a circulation of prohibited
books, in particular books of magic. Through the analysis of the Inquisition trials that took place
in the 16th century before the Venetian tribunal, I demonstrate that the two traditions of natural and
ritual magic, a practice devoted to the conjuring of spirits and demons, continued to coexist in 16thand 17th-century Venetian society.
Among the trials in which defendants were charged of ritual magic practice or necromancy,
one in particular caught my attention. In this trial, that took place before the Inquisition tribunal of
Pisa in 1579 (ASPi, l, 647), the defendants were a Venetian actor, Giovanni Scarpetta, and his
theatrical company. During the trial the actor and his troupe were accused of performing
necromantic rituals on stage. I realized that not only the illegal circulation of prohibited books, but
also theatrical performances could be a channel of dissemination, together with books, of ritual
magic knowledge.
Among the scholars who devoted its attention to the dissemination of magic knowledge in
early modern Italy, many are who explored legal sources in connection with literary works
(Fragnito, 1997; 2001; Caravale, 2001). However, few are the studies that focus specifically on
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ritual magic (Walker, 1958; Zambelli, 2007), and none of them dedicated their attention on the
representation of ritual magic in the early modern theatrical production.
My investigation also examined how magic is portrayed in the learned comedies written
and published between 1520 (Ariosto’s Il Negromante) and 1606 (Della Porta’s L’Astrologo.) In
these comedies, necromancers, magicians and magic deeds are only a deception, and magic is
represented as a fraudulent scam employed by charlatans and fake magicians to trick and deceive
the other characters. This diminishing representation of magic, and the unmasking of fake
magicians in these plays’ finale, aimed to educate the audience by providing a negative
interpretation of magic art, seen as a superstitious and false belief. The moralizing purpose of these
comedies seems to contribute to the Church’s censorial action, which aimed to eliminate immoral
and superstitious topics from literary and theatrical works.
If the playwrights’ general derogative attitude towards magic does not to surprise, considering the
historical and socio-cultural background during which these comedies were written, my
investigation highlights a more positive re-interpretation of ritual magic in a specific group of
comedies staged in the same period. In fact, my work demonstrates that he general belittling
attitude towards magic seems to fade-out when playwrights and actors reclaim the solely purpose
of entertaining their audience with their performances, like in the case of Anton Francesco
Grazzini’s plays La Spiritata (1561), and especially in comedies staged by Commedia dell’Arte
troupes. The representation of magic that emerges from my analysis of the scenarios of the
Commedia dell’Arte scenarios differs substantially from the depiction offered by the learned
comedies written in the same period. In both Flaminio Scala’s scenarios of Il Finto Negromante
and Li Quattro Finti Spiritati, magic is still seen as a deceptive art, but the ironic perspective loses
the harsh condemning attitude towards magicians and magic deeds found in the learned comedies.
Fake magicians and fake magic rituals are the only means through which a complex situation is
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resolved. In other scenarios, such as in Le Due Fonti and La Maggica di Pantalone, magic is no
longer represented as a fraud or a trick but becomes a real discipline thanks to which characters
resolve conflicts and restore balance on stage.
While many of the learned comedies of the time aligned with the predicaments of the
Catholic Church, and represented magic as a fake and fraudulent art, several comedies of
Commedia dell’Arte reverse this attitude. They stage ritual magic as a serious discipline employed
by magicians to help those in need, or to resolve an intricate conflict among other characters. In
this light, the curiosity and fascination that the obscure and prohibited topic of magic played on
the audience increased, contributing to the dissemination of magic knowledge in early modern
Italian society.
Magic rituals, and the presence of magicians and enchantresses on stage was not only
limited to comedies performed and published in Italy in the 16th century. By the end of the century,
in parallel with the rise of the phenomenon of Commedia dell’Arte, another theatrical genre gained
popularity in Italy. Pastoral tragicomedies emerged from a long tradition of rustic and bucolic
dramas and mythological plays that constituted a large part of the theatrical production in 15th and
early 16th-century Italy. (Henke, 1997) Considering its origins, the presence of magicians and
enchantresses in pastoral tragicomedies should not surprise. Relying on the the scholarship on
pastorals - Henke, (1997) Clubb, (1998) and Sampson (2006) - my analysis aims to prove that the
representation of magicians and enchantresses in pastoral plays is strongly influenced by the
tradition of ritual magic practice.
In my investigation of Angelo Cenni’s Il Romito Negromante, (1547) Pietro Martire Scardova’s Il
Cornacchione, (1554), Flaminio Guarnieri’s Il Mago, (1569) Luigi Groto’s La Calisto, (1561)
Alvise Pasqualigo’s Gl’Intricati (1581) and Giuliano Bezzi’s La Maga Innocente (1649) I analyze
how the magic deeds and magic practitioners are portrayed on stage. In all these pastoral plays,
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magic is represented as an ancient knowledge that each magician or enchantress has gained from
an apprenticeship or from learned magic books. In some cases, this knowledge is acquired with
the aid of spirits that the magic practitioners invoked and controlled. In Cenni’s Il Romito
Negromante, the ritual performed by the magician is thoroughly described, with details that recall
the ritual magic rites described in grimoires and magic manuals, such as the Clavicola Solominis,
circulating at the time in early modern Italy. Their magic powers are powerful and grant them with
a profound wisdom, which they employ to help other characters.
In pastoral scenarios of the Commedia dell’Arte, I found a similar representation of
magicians and enchantresses portrayed as wise men and women possessing powerful magic skills
that they obtain from the studies of learned books or with the support of spirits. In addition to these
elements, these scenarios provide other information that relates to the outcomes that the possession
of magic knowledge entails. Because of their magic powers and wisdom, the magicians and
enchantresses of the Commedia dell’Arte pastorals are granted with an authoritative power that
they exercise over the other characters represented on stage. They are the guardians of the moral
order, and they employ magic to punish and educate the citizen of the Arcadian society.
My investigation on pastoral tragicomedies of the 16th and 17th century demonstrates that
the magic staged in these performances often can be traced back to the tradition of ritual magic,
and shows how ritual magic was portrayed not only as a means of knowledge and wisdom, but
often as a tool of power.
My dissertation aims to challenge the idea that by the 16th century the interest towards
magic translated as a mere interest towards a more concrete and experimental practice, and that
consequently the ritual magic tradition gradually faded out, because the religious and civic
authorities that labelled it as a demonic art opposed it. The history of magic knowledge and its
sources reveals a mutual exchange, an interrelation between two branches of magic tradition:
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natural or experimental magic and ritual magic. If the boundaries of these two practices are often
difficult to trace, and the edges of the agency of each practice are often blurred, my investigation
confirms that ritual magic in early modern Italian society still maintains a degree of autonomy
from natural magic, and it is still perceived as a learned discipline that could provide wisdom and
knowledge.
The novelty of my study stands in the methodology I employed to carry out my investigation.
During the initial stages of my research, I realized how the solely analysis of the legal sources
could not provide my research with a thorough overview on the dissemination of ritual magic.
These sources could not shed light nor on the rituals performed nor on the real intentions or
ambitions of those who resorted to magic practice, as the defendants tended to omit details about
their practices and concealed the reasons why they practiced magic rituals, in order to avoid
punishments. My investigation had to be supported by other sources that dealt with magic practice,
but that were not subjected to the strict surveillance of the inquisitors or to censorship. I thus
focused on the theatrical representations, a literary genre that scholarship in general has dismissed
when discussing the dissemination of magic. However, theatre performances, especially those of
the Commedia dell’Arte, could not be easily controlled by the authorities, since they did not rely
on a detailed and fixed text, but on the improvisation of the actors. I conducted my analysis on
published comedies, on the scenarios of Commedia dell’Arte - that describe both the magic rituals
performed on stage and the prompts used during the play - and on a written account of a member
of the audience attending a Commedia dell’Arte show. From this investigation, I gathered relevant
data on the dissemination of early modern ritual magic in Italy.
The results of this investigation confirm that despite the severe prohibitions imposed on magic
practice by religious and civic authorities, an interest for ritual magic survived in the 16th and in
the first half of the 17th century. Also, they bring attention to a larger discourse regarding the role
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that magic played in early modern Italian society, which, despite moving its first steps towards
experimental science, still held on to an older system of belief.
In his study on magic and popular beliefs in 16th- and 17th-Century England, (1971) Keith Thomas
argues that medieval and Renaissance society perceived magic practice as a practical tool to
overcome adversity. The supernatural character of such practice offered relief and an explanation
to misfortune and diseases. Thomas’ considerations regarding the Medieval and Early Modern
English society’s attitude towards magic can be partially considered valid when observing the
attitude towards magic practice in early modern Italy. The fundamental addition that my
investigation offers to these results confirm that not only magic was perceived as a mean to provide
explanations to misfortunes, but also – and especially in the case of ritual magic practice - as a tool
to gain knowledge and wisdom.
Thomas argues that by the 17th century magic practice was gradually abandoned by English people
as a result of two factors: the challenges imposed by the Protestant Reformation on the practice,
and the growth of the natural sciences which helped men to understand their environment. Is it
possible thus to declare the 17th century as the starting point of the decline of magic practice also
in Italy? Archival resources, such as the Venetian inquisition trials, do attest a relevant decrease
on the accusations for magic practice in the second half of the 17th century. Do these data confirm
the disappearance of magic practice and rituals within the Italian society?
If the legal sources support the idea that less attention was dedicated to the persecution of magic
practice by the authorities, they cannot establish the fully emancipation of Italian society from
magic practice.
An analysis of literary and film productions produced in contemporary Italy reveals another truth
about the attitude of Italian population towards magic. In April 2018, Netflix, the world's leading
internet entertainment service, signed an agreement with the Italian film production company
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Fandango, to create an original television series dealing with witchcraft and black magic entitled
Luna Nera, (Black Moon) set in the 17th century. The story revolves around women who are
suspected of witchcraft, one of whom is forced to flee her village because of the accusations. The
project, embarked by both companies and addressed to a global audience, not only confirms a great
interest towards magic practice and the fascination that it still has on contemporary society. It also
provides the audience with a further investigation on magic rituals, traditions, and superstitious
beliefs diffused in the 17th century that are still deeply engrained in Italian contemporary society.
The decision to make women the central focus of the series seems to mirror the tendency to
associates a superstitious tradition of magic practice with female enchantresses and magicians,
which I have identified in my analysis of early modern literary sources – such as Cenni’s play Il
Romito Negromante (1547), Groto’s La Calisto (1583) and Scardova’s Il Cornacchione (1554).
The authors of these comedies strongly insist on discerning between two different types of magic
practice: one labelled as witchcraft, a superstitious and fake art often associated with women; a
second one, ritual magic, that requires a learned competence acquired through studies of books of
magic, that instead is often performed and employed by men.
The subaltern role of women in magic practice in plays published and performed during the 16thand 17th-century mirrors what many Inquisition trials reveal about the role of women in performing
magic, as for instance in the trial that took place in Venice in 1643 against Paolo e Giovanni
Morosini which was discussed in chapter 1. In this trial, many were the people accused of
necromancy and heresy, among whom we find a woman, Polissena. The brothers’ confessions
during the trial highlight the subordinate role of Polissena within the group involved in the magic
rituals. The woman deals with powders and with spells that she pronounced after she placed the
powders over the stones where death sentences were executed, whereas the ritual to invoke the
spirits is performed by the friar Bernardo da Muggia. This trial seems to confirm the gender
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distinction in the magic practice that emerges from the theatrical representation of the time, where
women were confined to manage a more practical aspect of the magic ritual, whereas men had
access to learned sources – as in the case of the friar who had access to manuals of exorcism- and
consequently could perform ritual to invoke spirits.
One direction in which this study will take in the future will be to further investigate the
gender perspective on the perception of magic practice. Starting with the analysis of the
representation of female magicians as witches or amateur healers who dedicated themselves to
superstitious practices in the pastoral plays of mid-16th century, my research will analyze the
increasing empowerment of female magicians, such as the wise female magician Almirena in
Bezzi’s play, and in other pastorals written in the 17th century.
While the Netflix’s series about witchcraft in 17th century Italy Luna Nera (Black Moon), still has
not been shown to the public, the attention that media have dedicated to the subject confirms the
fascination that magic practice still has in Italian society. Surviving persecutions and prohibitions,
the phenomenon of the diffusion of magic still brings to the surface many unanswered questions,
that demands further investigations looking back at the history of the spreading of such tradition.
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